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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 

 

 

 

 

In this thesis I will describe my contributions to the field of molecular water 

oxidation catalysis. I will start with a general introduction to place this 

research in the broader context of climate change and the storage of 

renewable energy. Then I discuss some of the requirements of water 

oxidation catalysts in their final applications, followed by a tutorial on 

research strategies in the field of water oxidation. Next, I give a short 

overview on the state of the art of water oxidation, specifically focusing on 

complexes of transition metals discussed in this thesis. The introduction 

finishes with a paragraph on the further contents of this thesis.  

Enjoy reading! – Joeri Hessels 
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1.1.0 Climate change   

At the time of writing, humanity uses around 16 TW per year to sustain 

itself.1 With the increasing welfare of countries around the world, this 

number is expected to increase by nearly 50% in 2050.2 Another major 

reason for the expected energy increase is the ever growing world 

population, with around 7.7 billion people now and a projected growth to 

roughly 10 billion people in 2050.3 Currently, most energy consumed 

originates from burning fossil fuels. Since the industrial revolution in the 

18th century an ever increasing amount of fossil fuels have been burned to 

quench the desire for energy and progress (Figure 1.1).4 

 

Figure 1.1. Energy consumption per source since 1800 in TWh (8760 TWh = 1 TW per 

year).4 

  In recent decades, a major downside of these energy sources has 

come to light. By burning accumulated carbon reservoirs, large amounts of 

CO2 and other greenhouse gases are released into the atmosphere. As a 

result of this, the CO2 concentration in the atmosphere is currently above 

400 ppm and rising.5 To put this in perspective, in the 650 thousand years 

before 1950, the CO2 concentration has not been above 300 ppm and has 

never increased so rapidly. The increased concentration of CO2 and other 

greenhouse gasses amplifies infrared absorbance, which causes a rise in the 
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average global temperature. This phenomena is called global warming and 

has consequences for the climate of the whole planet.6,7 Examples include 

rise in sea level, reduction of arctic sea ice, ocean acidification, ocean 

deoxygenation, and an increase in extreme weather conditions (e.g. heat 

waves, droughts, hurricanes and typhoons).8-12 Many of these consequences 

severely influence ecosystems, which will cause loss of biodiversity and 

hamper economic growth.     

 Another downside of the burning coal, oil and natural gas, which 

formed over millennia from plant and animal residues, is that the reserves 

of the world are slowly depleting (Figure 1.2).1 One consequence of this is 

that it becomes ever more difficult and thus costly to extract these raw 

materials from the earth crust. In addition, the extraction also causes 

negative environmental impact. A second consequence of the increasing 

scarcity of fossil fuels is an increase in worldwide geopolitical issues. 

1.1.1 Renewable energy   

To prevent further global warming and reduce dependence on fossil fuels, 

drastic changes to the current energy system must be made.13 Slowing down 

population growth and increasing the efficiency of current technologies can 

help to reduce energy needs. However, an overhaul of fossil energy to 

renewable energy will be necessary. Renewable energy originates from 

sources replenished over the timescale of a human life. Examples are wind 

energy, ocean thermal energy conversion, biomass, hydropower, 

geothermal energy, tidal energy and solar energy. In Figure 1.2, the amount 

of energy that these renewable sources could deliver on a yearly basis is 

depicted, along with the world energy use of 16 TWyr.1 According to Perez 

et al. wind energy could deliver around 25-70 TW yr-1, ocean thermal energy 

conversion (OTEC) 3-11 TW yr-1, biomass 2-6 TW yr-1 and hydropower, 

geothermal and tidal could deliver 3-4, 0.3-2 and 0.3 TW yr-1, respectively 

(Figure 1.2). Interestingly, the sun delivers orders of magnitude more 

energy to the earth, around 23000 TW yr-1. Thus only 0.07% of the potential 

solar energy has to be harvested to supply enough for all of humanity.  
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Figure 1.2. Potential energy from various sources and the world energy use. The renewable 

energy sources are displayed as potential energy per year, while for fossil fuels the total 

capacity is displayed. Adapted from Perez et al.1 

 One important characteristic is that all renewable resources, except 

biomass, offer extractable energy in the form of electricity or heat. 

Currently, only 20% of final energy consumption is in the form of electricity. 

One solution is to heavily electrify society, from transport to industry to 

households. An important caveat of the two largest potential renewable 

sources, wind and solar, is that they are both intermittent.  Solar power in 

particular has a large dependence on the day/night cycle, as well as seasonal 

differences. As energy consumption does not follow the same trend, there is 

a mismatch in supply and demand.14 In addition, balancing the power grid 

becomes more challenging due to this increasingly intermittent supply. To 

overcome these challenges, energy should be stored.  

1.1.2 Storing renewable energy 

Important properties for efficient energy storage methods are the energy 

density of the storage method, as well as how much energy needs to be 

invested to store the energy and how much remains available for use (i.e. 

the efficiency of the storage option). Two possible options are to store 

electrical energy in batteries or to store electrical energy in chemical bonds.
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  Batteries are currently often used to store electric energy 

directly. One of the most efficient batteries up to date is the lithium ion 

battery, the inventors of which were awarded with the Nobel Prize in 

2019.15 A major downside of batteries, is their low energy density. This is a 

fundamental flaw of batteries, as the energy is stored as higher lying redox 

states of the metal/material of the battery. The energy density of a lithium 

ion battery is around 0.9 MJ kg-1 and of for example a lead acid battery the 

energy density is 0.2 MJ kg-1. For stationary applications, the low energy 

density is not necessarily an issue. Unfortunately, batteries also suffer from 

long term discharge losses.16 Thus for long term energy storage, alternative 

methods should be used.  

 Another option to store surplus electrical energy harvested from 

renewable resources would be the storage in chemical bonds.17 An 

advantage is that the energy density of chemicals of for example H2, CH4, and 

MeOH is high compared to other storage options, 120, 50, and 20 MJ kg-1 

(lower heating values), respectively. Another advantage is that their storage 

and transport are relatively easy and can, for the most part, use existing 

infrastructure used for fossil fuels. In addition, chemical fuels do not suffer 

from long-term energy losses. An important consideration here is that to 

store energy in chemical bonds, per definition, a thermodynamically uphill 

reaction has to be performed (Figure 1.3). To arrive at an efficient system, 

the energy input has to exceed the energy output of using the obtained 

chemical fuel by an as small as possible margin. To minimize the energy 

needs of these transformations, catalysts have to be employed. A catalyst 

can increase the rate of a reaction without undergoing any permanent 

change. The development of these catalysts is of great importance to the 

overall efficiency of the energy storage system. For the conversion of 

renewable energy into chemical fuels there are multiple possibilities. One 

option is use electrolysis to convert electrical energy into chemical energy. 

In the case of using the power of the sun to generate renewable energy, a 

direct conversion of the energy of photons towards chemical fuels is also 

possible.  
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Figure 1.3. Schematic diagram of energy storage. 

1.1.3 Electrolysis   

In electrolysis, electrical energy can be used to produce chemical fuels.17,18 

Examples of commercial electrolyzers are alkaline, proton exchange 

membrane and solid oxide electrolyzers. In this section we will focus on the 

characteristics of electrolysis cells important for the development of 

molecular water oxidation catalysts. For more information on electrolyzers 

we refer the reader to selected reviews.18-20 Important characteristics of an 

electrolysis cell are the overpotential at which a certain current density is 

obtained, the faradaic efficiency and the stability. The current density is the 

amount of electrons transferred per unit time per unit area, and is an 

important measure for the rate of the reaction (i.e. a kinetic parameter). The 

potential at which an electrolysis cell runs is the amount of energy that has 

to be put in the system to generate a certain current density (i.e. a 

thermodynamic parameter). The overpotential is defined as the potential 

applied minus the thermodynamic potential for the reaction. For example, 

the thermodynamic standard potential for water splitting (2 H2O  O2 + 2 

H2O) is 1.23 eV, if an electrolysis cell runs at a current density of 10 mA cm-

2 at a potential of 1.80 V, the overpotential is 0.57 V. Overpotential is an 

important characteristic as it determines part of the energy efficiency, as 

any potential applied above the thermodynamic potential will not be stored, 
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and thus will be energy lost and released as heat. The faradaic efficiency of 

an electrolysis cell is defined as the amount of product formed divided by 

the theoretical amount of product that could by produced according to the 

current passed through the device. The efficiency of the electrolysis cell at a 

certain current density is thus dependent on the faradaic efficiency and the 

overpotential. For economic feasibility, the long term stability of the 

electrolysis cell is also important. All the individual components of an 

electrolysis cell influence these characteristics.   

 An electrolysis cell consists of an anode, a cathode, an electrolyte 

and (commonly) a membrane (Figure 1.4).20 At the anode an oxidation 

reaction takes place, for example water oxidation. The electrons generated 

from the oxidation reaction are transferred to and consumed by the 

cathode, which performs a reduction reaction. For example proton 

reduction or CO2 reduction. Both the anode and the cathode require a 

conductive material, to transfer electrons, and a catalyst on top of this 

material to perform the reduction and oxidation reactions at a favorable 

overpotential. The electrolyte serves as a conductive medium to allow for 

electron transfer towards or from the substrate and is usually an aqueous 

solution with a high salt concentration. Importantly, the pH is also 

controlled by electrolyte. The pH is an important parameter, as most half 

reactions in electrolysis consist of proton transfer, which is heavily 

influenced by the pH. Generally a proton conductive membrane is also used 

in an electrolysis cell, as it can aid product separation. For example, in water 

splitting H2 and O2 are produced at the cathode and anode respectively, a 

membrane compartmentalizes both reactions, causing no further 

separation to be necessary. Advantages of electrolysis cells are that they are 

able to use any (renewable) electricity source and they can reach high 

current densities. 
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Figure 1.4. Schematic electrolysis cell for water splitting.  

1.1.4 Photoelectrochemical cells 

To store electricity generated from solar energy in chemical fuels, 

electrolysis cells could be employed, thus requiring two steps to arrive at 

renewable fuels. Interestingly, nature takes a more direct approach, as 

plants have been harvesting solar energy to produce chemical bonds for 

millennia. More specifically, plants use photo antennae, consisting of 

porphyrin like molecules, to absorb light, which is used by photosystem II 

to oxidize water to oxygen. This oxygen byproduct is later on consumed to 

generate energy during respiration, not only by plants but also by us 

humans and all other oxygen consuming lifeforms. The reducing 

equivalents generated by the oxidation of water are transferred via an 

elaborate electron transfer chain to the enzyme RuBisCO which in turn 

reduces CO2 to sugars.21 Inspired by nature, a more direct approach to store 

solar energy is also possible, where the energy from photons is directly used 

to generate so called solar fuels. This direct conversion of solar energy into 

fuels could theoretically be more efficient, as there are less steps in the 

energy conversion scheme. Direct production of solar fuels can be 

performed in photoelectrochemical cells (PECs).22 Important to note here is 

that while there are several examples of commercial electrolyzers,17,20,23 

there are no commercial examples of PECs yet.   

  In photoelectrochemical cells, a light absorbing moiety absorbs 

energy from photons, generating an excited state, which has a 

thermodynamically higher energy than the ground state. This energy from 

the excited state can be utilized to perform both reductive and oxidative 

reactions. The energy from the sun at the earth’s surface consists for a small 

part of high energy UV light (3-5 % below 380 nm), around 42-43 % of 
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visible light (380 nm – 700 nm) and 52-55 % of infrared and far infrared 

light (above 700 nm, Figure 1.5).24 The wavelength of light determines the 

energy that can potentially be absorbed. The energy difference between the 

highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied 

molecular orbital (LUMO) of a specific light harvesting moiety determines 

the minimum energy of light that can be absorbed.25 Ideally the minimum 

energy that can be absorbed by a light harvesting moiety is just a slightly 

higher energy than the catalyst requires, which in turn ideally is located as 

close as possible to the thermodynamic energy for the envisioned reaction. 

In practice however, catalysts generally require an overpotential, and the 

light harvesting moiety needs an even higher energy to favor electron 

transfer. The energy requirement of the light harvesting moiety determines 

the wavelength of light that can be used, and, thus, which part of the 

spectrum of the sun can be harvested. Limiting energy losses during 

catalysis and electron transfer from the light harvesting moiety to the 

catalyst is of high importance to increase the overall efficiency of the PEC.  

 

Figure 1.5. The solar spectrum.24 

 A PEC consists of an anode, a cathode, an electrolyte and 

(commonly) a membrane (Figure 1.6), similar to an electrolysis cell.26 The 

electrolyte and the membrane fulfill the same function as in electrolysis. The 

electrolyte, controls pH and ensures a conductive medium, while a 

membrane aids product separation. The anode and cathode perform an 

oxidation and reduction reaction, respectively. An important difference 
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compared to an electrolysis cell is that the energy to drive these reactions 

in a PEC is no longer supplied by an external source, by applying a potential, 

but internally by a light harvesting moiety. In the next part we will focus 

specifically on dye-sensitized PECs (DS-PEC), but the same general 

principles apply for PECs which use non-molecular light harvesting 

moieties. At the anode of a PEC, the excited light harvesting moiety injects 

its electron into the conduction band of a suitable semiconductor, and the 

hole generated is filled by a water oxidation catalyst. In total four electrons 

have to be transferred to generate oxygen. Electrons travel from the 

conduction band of the semiconductor at the anode to the cathode. If the 

energy of these electrons is sufficient, they can be used directly for proton 

reduction. However, generally this energy is not sufficient, and a second 

light harvesting moiety is required, i.e. in a tandem approach. When the 

second light harvesting moiety is excited, the excited electron can reduce a 

proton reduction catalyst, which initiates proton reduction. The hole 

generated from this transfer will be filled by the valence band of a second 

semiconductor at the cathode. We here consider a reductive quenching 

mechanism for both anode and cathode, but an oxidative quenching route is 

also possible. In this latter route, the hole is filled before electron transfer of 

the excited electron. One of the major problems of PECs are high 

recombination rates, which are unproductive electron transfer pathways. 

For example, electrons from the conduction band of the anode could 

transfer back to the dye or WOC. To prevent these pathways from 

dominating, directional electron transfer is important to arrive at efficient 

devices. Directional energy transfer can for instance be achieved by proper 

alignment of the energy levels, by creation of physical distance during 

charge separation, and by use of molecular rectifiers.27-31 In Figure 1.6 the 

prerequisites for the anode and cathode of a PEC are displayed, as well as 

the preferred characteristics to arrive at directional energy transfer.  
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Figure 1.6. Schematic photoelectrochemical cell for water splitting. 

1.1.5 Catalysis 

A common component for both electrolysis cells and photoelectrochemical 

cells are the catalysts required at both the cathode and anode side.26,32-35 A 

catalyst accelerates a reaction without being consumed, primarily by 

providing an alternative reaction pathway of lower energy. Both 

heterogeneous and molecular catalysts can be employed at the anode 

and/or the cathode. Heterogeneous catalysts are generally cheaper and 

more stable and are currently commercially applied in electrolyzers.36 

While the field of heterogeneous catalysis for electrolysis and PECs is 

important, in this thesis and in this introduction, we will focus on progress 

in the field of molecular catalysts. For more information on heterogeneous 

catalysts for electrolysis and PECs, we will refer the reader to selected 

reviews.18,22,23,35,37-41 Mechanistic studies are easier to perform in solution, 

and thus, for molecular complexes it is more straightforward to obtain 

structure-activity relations. This in turn can lead to rules for catalyst design, 

which accelerates development. Another advantage of molecular catalysts 

is that they are generally more active per metal center. Important 

constituents of a molecular catalyst are the active metal center, and the 

ligand framework, which can modulate the properties of the metal center.42 

We will give a brief overview of catalysts used for reduction reactions 
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performed at the cathode, and then we will discuss catalysts utilized at the 

anode.  

1.1.6 Molecular catalysts employed for proton, CO2, and N2 reduction 

To generate renewable fuels/ energy carrier molecules, a reduction takes 

place at the cathode. Reduction reactions for fuel formation are proton 

reduction, producing hydrogen as chemical fuel, and CO2 reduction, 

producing carbon-based fuels such as CO, methanol and formic acid (Figure 

1.7).43,44  

 

Figure 1.7. Examples of reduction reactions for the storage of renewable energy. 

Proton reduction combines two proton and two electrons to arrive 

at H2. Interestingly, there are several bacteria that perform proton 

reduction, with their active site containing a FeFe-, NiFe- or Fe-hydrogenase 

active site (Figure 1.8).45 Inspired by nature, many iron-based and nickel-

based proton reduction catalysts (PRCs) are published, as well as those 

based on other transition metals. Examples are FeFe-hydrogenase mimics, 

DuBois type catalysts and cobalt proton reduction catalysts (Figure 1.8).46-

48 A common feature in the hydrogenases in nature is a proton relay, which 

shuttles protons to the active site. Incorporation of a proton relay in both 

hydrogenase mimics and DuBois type catalysts generally leads to greatly 

enhanced rates.49,52 This accentuates the importance of looking to nature for 

inspiration. There are many other PRCs in literature, but will refer the 

reader to recent reviews for more details.26,43,53-57 Advantages of proton 

reduction in comparison to other reduction reactions are the relative 

simplicity of the reaction and the high energy density of hydrogen. In 

addition, hydrogen can easily be used in the production of other high energy 

molecules. For example in CO2 hydrogenation to arrive at formic acid or 

methanol, or in Fisher-Tropsch synthesis to produce hydrocarbon fuels.58-60  
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Figure 1.8. Hydrogenase active site and examples of proton reduction catalysts. 

Nature also has examples of CO2 reduction catalysts (CO2RCs), 

namely the enzyme RuBisCo.21 Some examples of man-made molecular CO2 

reduction catalysts are iron porphyrins, manganese catalysts and 

macrocyclic nickel complexes (Figure 1.9).61-63 For iron porphyrins 

functionalizing the ortho-position of phenyl-substituents can stabilize the 

M-CO2- intermediate. Such stabilization results in significantly higher CO2 

reduction rates and lower overpotentials.61 The reduction rates of the 

manganese catalysts can be improved by replacing the pyridine moieties 

with more electron donating groups.64 Thus, several different strategies can 

lead to efficient catalysts. We will refer the reader to selected reviews for 

more information on molecular catalysts for CO2 reduction.65-70 An 

advantage of CO2 reduction is that some of the products, for example 

methanol, can serve as a drop-in fuel (i.e. can be used in current engines of 

cars). The selectivity of a CO2 reduction catalyst is important, as a plethora 

of products could form. If the catalyst is not selective, product separation 

has to take place and will increase cost and cause energy losses. 
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Figure 1.9. Examples of CO2 reduction catalysts. 

In addition to proton and CO2 reduction, the reduction of N2 to 

ammonia also generates a high energy molecule. N2 is converted into 

ammonia on a large scale in industry at high temperatures and under high 

pressures by the Haber-Bosch process. In nature the N2 reduction is 

performed by a nitrogenase enzyme with a Fe7MO cluster as active site 

(Figure 1.10).71 Because of the highly inert nature of the N2 molecule, there 

are not yet many molecular catalysts reported for this reaction. Some 

examples include a low coordinate iron complex and a triphosphane cobalt 

complex (Figure 1.10).72,73 For the nitrogen reduction reaction, generally 

low valent metal centers are employed with bulky ligands. For more 

information on the progress in N2 reduction we will refer the reader to 

recent reviews.74,75 

 

Figure 1.10. Nitrogenase active site and examples of nitrogen reduction catalysts. 

1.1.7 Catalysts employed for water oxidation 

To supply the required electrons (and protons) for the reduction reactions, 

something has to be oxidized. Water is one of the most abundant resources 

on this planet, and thus, the oxidation of water, producing dioxygen, 
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electrons and protons is generally considered necessary for large scale 

energy storage (Figure 1.11).17,76 The thermodynamic standard potential 

required for water oxidation is 1.23 V vs RHE.  

 

Figure 1.11. The water oxidation reaction. 

Photosystem II has been performing water oxidation for billions of 

years, and therefore serves as a great source of inspiration to chemists 

around the world. In Figure 1.12 the active site of photosystem II is 

depicted.77 The core consists of a cubic manganese-oxide structure with a 

single calcium ion.78 Photosystem II performs water oxidation via an 

oxyl/oxo mechanism according to the most recent insights, were two 

oxygen atoms coordinated to two different manganese centers (Mn 1 & Mn 

3) form a bond.79 Inspired by photosystem II, many research groups tried to 

mimic its water oxidation capability.80-86 In the following section we will 

discuss the strategies of research in the field of water oxidation catalysts 

(WOCs), and in Section 1.3 we will give a short summary of WOCs based on 

metals discussed in this thesis. 

 

Figure 1.12. The active site for water oxidation in photosystem II.77 

1.2.0 Strategies in water oxidation research 

Water oxidation catalysts (WOCs) are typically developed for 

implementation in anodes, which can be used in, for instance, electrolysis 

cells or photoelectrochemical cells. These devices often aim for the 

production of hydrogen or other energy carrier molecules.44 As electrolysis 
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and photoelectrochemical water oxidation are surface processes, a 

molecular WOC likely has to be anchored to ensure efficient use of the 

catalyst. However, anchoring a WOC can require extensive synthetic efforts 

and makes it significantly harder to obtain structural and kinetic data. 

Therefore, initial research in WOC often starts by studying catalysts in 

solution. In this section we will discuss some of the strategies in research in 

the area of molecular water oxidation catalysts. We first give some general 

considerations, then we discuss methods used in solution, followed by 

anchoring strategies and finally some details on molecular WOCs on a 

surface.  

1.2.1 General considerations in water oxidation research 

In this section, we will discuss some considerations that are relevant to all 

strategies of development in molecular water oxidation catalysis. The 

stability of a catalyst in any process is of importance, and in the field of 

water oxidation this is often challenging. First, the product (an energy 

carrier molecule) has to be produced on large scale to make an impact in the 

energy sector.17 Thus, a cost effective catalyst will have to perform many 

millions of turnovers (see Section 1.3.3 for more details). Secondly, water 

oxidation takes place under highly oxidative conditions in an aqueous 

environment. Therefore, the catalyst and ligand framework have to be 

resistant to oxidative conditions. This is complicated by the fact that a C-H 

bond is thermodynamically easier to oxidize than water itself. Highly stable 

ligand frameworks generally consist of aromatic groups with oxygen or 

tertiary nitrogen donor atoms.87 The group of Llobet recently postulated 

several guidelines to prepare stable WOCs.87 If a catalyst degrades under the 

oxidative conditions, generally metal oxide nanoparticles are formed. This 

can further complicate analysis because these nanoparticles or other 

decomposition products can also be active in water oxidation under certain 

conditions.88,89 Nanoparticles might be detected by for example dynamic 

light scattering (DLS), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and tunneling 

electron microscopy (TEM), but sometimes even a thorough study fails to 

detect  catalyst decomposition (see Chapter 5).90-92 Therefore, it is 

important to either establish the molecularity of the catalyst or exclude 

contributions to water oxidation activity from any nanoparticles or other 

decomposition products. Important to note is that the activity of WOCs is 
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generally dependent on the pH of the medium.81,85 Thus, it can be beneficial 

to perform any activity experiments at different degrees of acidity. As 

catalyst stability and eventual nanoparticle activity are generally also pH 

dependent, it is important to establish the origin of the activity at all pH 

levels.93  

 The accessibility of a catalyst to high oxidation states is also 

required, as water oxidation requires the transfer of four electrons. The 

highest potential oxidation potential in the catalytic cycle determines the 

onset potential of water oxidation. Thus, if a catalyst cannot easily access 

these high oxidation states, a high overpotential and a low rate will be 

obtained. Often, proton-coupled electron transfer takes place when a WOC 

changes oxidation state in aqueous media. As proton-coupled electron 

transfer is influenced by the pH, the oxidation potentials of a WOC is 

generally also pH dependent. Strong donor groups can help to lower 

oxidation potentials of metals.94 Examples of strong donor ligands include 

alkoxy groups and carbenes.95,96  

 Water solubility is not required for immobilized WOCs, but water 

stability is paramount. High water solubility can even lower the stability of 

an anchor to a surface. However, it is preferable to perform studies of WOCs 

in solution in a fully aqueous environment, to exclude any contributions 

from organic solvents. Organic solvents could be oxidized instead of water, 

complicating analysis and reducing faradaic efficiency, or could even 

function as additional ligands promoting or inhibiting water oxidation. 

 A thorough understanding of the catalytic mechanism and the rate 

determining steps can be beneficial for further optimization of water 

oxidation catalysts.97 In addition, WOCs generally operate via either a 

mononuclear or a dinuclear mechanism (Figure 1.13),98-100 which can have 

consequences for the fundamental minimum overpotential that can be 

achieved (see Chapter 2).101 Immobilization strategies should consider this 

mono- or dinuclear nature of the mechanism. Mechanistic studies in water 

oxidation should include a combination of kinetic studies, spectroscopy and 

computational studies. Spectroscopic studies (UV-VIS, IR, X-ray, Raman, 

NMR, EPR, MS, etc.) during the reaction can provide information on the 

resting species.102-104  
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Figure 1.13. Two possible mechanisms for water oxidation, the mononuclear water 

nucleophilic attack (WNA) mechanism and the dinuclear radical-oxo coupling (ROC) 

mechanism. 

1.2.2 The use of chemical oxidants to study water oxidation activity 

Chemical oxidants can be used to drive the water oxidation half reaction. In 

this way, simultaneous proton reduction catalysis is not needed (Figure 

1.14). This makes experiments easy to perform and can give valuable 

experimental data. Common chemical oxidants used to evaluate water 

oxidation are cerium(IV) ammonium nitrate (CAN), 

ruthenium(III)trisbipyridine (RuIII(bpy)3), sodium periodate (NaIO4) and 

Oxone.105-107 CAN and RuIII(bpy)3 are one electron oxidants, while NaIO4 and 

Oxone are two electron oxidants. Molecular complexes can be quickly 

evaluated for activity in the water oxidation reaction.108 As water oxidation 

aided by chemical oxidants is a bulk technique, turnover numbers (TONs) 

and turnover frequencies (TOFs) are attained in a straightforward way. By 

systematically modifying the ligand framework, rules for catalyst design can 

be derived.105,108,109 In addition, kinetic data can provide insight in the 

mechanism and the rate determining step of the catalyst. Another 

advantage of chemical oxidations is that stoichiometric studies are easy to 
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perform and, combined with spectroscopy, can give additional insight in the 

mechanism. A disadvantage of the use of chemical oxidants to drive water 

oxidation is that some oxidants can play an active role in the water oxidation 

mechanism.110-112 If the oxidant plays a role in the mechanism, design rules 

obtained for the catalyst might not function similar in electrochemical 

and/or photochemical water oxidation.  

 

Figure 1.14. Water oxidation with sacrificial oxidants. 

1.2.3 Photochemical water oxidation in solution  

If a complex is active in water oxidation with chemical oxidants, a next step 

towards a photoelectrochemical cell (PEC) could be photochemical water 

oxidation (Figure 1.15). Here a photosensitizer or dye molecule generates, 

upon excitation, a highly oxidative species.83 This oxidative species can then 

drive water oxidation by oxidizing the catalyst. Many species can be used as 

photosensitizers. A common dye molecule is Ru(II)bipyridine 

(RuII(bpy)3).106,113,114 For catalytic turnover, a sacrificial electron acceptor, 

commonly sodium persulfate (Na2S2O8), has to be utilized.115 Notable is that 

sodium persulfate is not always innocent after accepting one electron, as 

this generates the strongly oxidizing intermediate SO4*-.116,117 

Photochemical water oxidation studies can reveal the stability of the 

complex under high intensity light conditions, and indicate which class of 

photosensitizers might be successful in PEC setups.86 This technique also 

employs the bulk of the solution, allowing for determination of TONs, TOFs, 

and kinetic experiments. An important consideration in these studies is the 

stability of the photosensitizer, which can be TON limiting.115 
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Figure 1.15. Photochemical water oxidation.  

1.2.4 Electrochemical water oxidation by a water oxidation catalyst in 

solution 

Electrochemical experiments can reveal different oxidation states of a metal 

complex and the overpotential for water oxidation at a certain current 

density (Figure 1.16).118 For electrochemistry, a working electrode (WE), a 

counter electrode (CE) and a reference electrode (RE) are required. Typical 

working electrodes involve glassy carbon (GC), gold, platinum, and fluorine 

doped tin oxide (FTO). The material of a working electrode is not always 

innocent, as for example reported by the group of Hetterscheid, thus care 

has to be taken.119 Platinum is generally employed as counter electrode, as 

it is inert and has a low overpotential for proton reduction. As reference 

electrode, a (leak free) Ag/Ag+ electrode or a RHE electrode can, for 

instance, be used. A great advantage of electrochemistry is that the driving 

force for oxidation (i.e. the potential applied) can be accurately controlled. 

For chemical and photochemical oxidation experiments on the other hand, 

this is fixed depending on the oxidant used. Electrochemistry offers both 

thermodynamic data, the potential at which water is oxidized, and kinetic 

data, the current density at the potential applied. The metal complex can 

also be studied at potentials below the onset of water oxidation. Such an 

experiment provides information on the oxidation states of the metal 

complex before catalysis.120 The study of metal complexes before catalysis 

can be especially valuable when coupled with spectroscopic techniques 

(spectroelectrochemistry).119,121-123 The overpotential at which a catalyst 

performs water oxidation is an important parameter, as it determines the 

required energy input for the system. Unfortunately, overpotential is ill-

defined in literature, as it there is no good guideline to adhere to and 
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depends on the current density at which the value is taken. In 

heterogeneous catalysis, overpotential is used to benchmark catalysts at a 

certain current density, e.g. 0.5 mA cm-2, 10 mA cm-2 or 1 A cm-2, which 

alleviates part of the problem.40 However, the current density is, next to 

catalytic activity, influenced by other factors, such as the specific surface 

area of the electrode and mass transport limitations. Thus the intrinsic 

activity of the catalyst will be hard to extract from the overpotential alone. 

For molecular catalysts, electrochemical studies are generally performed 

with low surface area electrodes, to have better defined responses in 

voltammetry. When using the same electrodes for a bulk electrochemistry 

experiment, high overpotentials will be found at any current density, which 

will not necessarily be due to intrinsic low catalytic activity, but due to low 

electrode surface area. Thus when reporting the overpotential at a certain 

current density, detailed experimental conditions have to be reported to 

enable proper comparison of data.  

 

Figure 1.16. Schematic set-up for electrochemical water oxidation (top) and example cyclic 

voltammogram of a WOC with a well-defined redox event and a catalytic wave for water 

oxidation (bottom). 
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1.2.5 Anchoring catalysts 

As both an electrolysis cell and a photoelectrochemical cell use electrodes, 

catalysis will have to take place close to the electrode surface (electron 

transfer takes place within a couple nm of the electrode).118 Thus, if the 

catalyst is in solution the majority will not be active. Therefore, 

immobilization of a molecular catalyst can be an effective strategy to 

increase the percentage of active material. Various anchoring strategies are 

utilized in current literature. To anchor a catalyst on metal oxide surfaces, 

acid groups (carboxylic, phosphoric, hydroxamic, etc.) or silane groups can 

be employed (Figure 1.17).124-127 Covalent immobilization via carbon-

carbon bonds on carbon electrodes results in a relatively robust bond and 

can be achieved by activation of an aromatic-N2
+ moiety.128 Immobilization 

on graphene, graphite, or carbon nanotube surfaces via π-π stacking of large 

aromatic groups is also useful (Figure 1.17).129,131 Generally, this type of 

anchoring works typically well with a pyrene moiety, which is attached to 

the WOC. Another method of immobilization is the encapsulation in metal-

organic frameworks.132 For more information on anchoring groups, selected 

reviews by the groups of Zhang and Cole, and the group of Brudvig can be 

consulted.133,134 Anchoring a catalyst reduces its degrees of freedom. 

Therefore, before attempting to anchor a catalyst, it is important to consider 

which mechanism the catalyst follows and whether this is disturbed by the 

reduced degrees of freedom. Such a lack of freedom can particularly 

influence a catalyst which follows a dinuclear water oxidation mechanism. 

Water oxidation requires highly oxidative potentials, and, as water is 

thermodynamically harder to oxidize than a C-H bond, water oxidation 

catalysts with carbon-based ligands tend to be self-destructive. Often, if a 

catalyst is present at a higher concentration the turnover numbers will be 

lower. Here, the reduced degrees of freedom of anchoring can be beneficial, 

as this pseudo-dilutes the catalyst and can result in a more stable catalyst. 
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Figure 1.17. Anchoring methods for molecular catalysts.128,135,136 

1.2.6 Electrochemical water oxidation with anchored catalysts 

Anchoring or immobilizing a water oxidation catalyst can be the next step 

towards a functional electrolysis cell (Figure 1.18). Electrochemical water 

oxidation on a surface requires an electrode with an immobilized catalyst 

as a working electrode (Section 1.2.5), a counter electrode, and, for 

experimental evaluation, a reference electrode.137 In addition, a conductive 

medium is required, generally an aqueous buffer at a selected pH. An 

advantage of an immobilized molecular catalyst is that all the metal centers 

are used for water oxidation, if we assume a monolayer of catalyst and no 

transport limitations. If the amount of active catalyst is known, we can more 

accurately determine the TON and TOF per active metal center.126,127 Data 

on catalyst stability is also more reliable in comparison to electrochemistry 

of a catalyst in solution, as no fresh catalyst diffuses into the electrochemical 

double layer. Important characteristics of anodes with an immobilized WOC 

are the current density at which the electrode performs water oxidation, the 

(over)potential that is required for this current density, and the long term 

stability of the electrode.    
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Figure 1.18. Electrochemical water oxidation on a surface. 

1.2.7 Photoelectrochemical water oxidation 

Photoelectrochemical water oxidation is the next step towards a PEC cell. It 

requires a working electrode with both a light harvesting and WOC 

functionality (either in a single molecule or two separate moieties, Figure 

1.19).86,138-140 Next to that a counter and reference electrode are required, 

as well as a suitable buffer system. As in photochemical water oxidation 

(Section 1.2.3) the stability of the photosensitizer is also important. The 

light harvesting moiety absorbs a photon, which results in an excited state. 

The excited electron can inject in the conduction band of a semiconductor. 

The hole created on the light harvesting moiety can be filled by oxidation of 

a WOC. Four of these electron transfer steps can drive the catalyst through 

its catalytic cycle to oxidize water and produce oxygen. An important 

difference with photochemical water oxidation in solution, is that the role 

of the sacrificial electron acceptor is fulfilled by a semiconductor. The 

semiconductor transfers the electrons to the counter electrode, where they 

are utilized for a reduction reaction. As discussed in Section 1.1.4, the main 

challenges for photoelectrochemical cells is to minimize recombination 

pathways. A caveat of WOC design for PECs is that the photon flux is often 

rate determining for the overall water oxidation reaction and not the 

intrinsic activity of the catalyst.113 Therefore, focusing on the stability of the 

catalyst and of the corresponding intermediates of the catalytic cycle will be 

(even) more important than focus on intrinsic rate. 
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Figure 1.19. Schematic set-up for photoelectrochemical water oxidation on a surface (top) 

and example of a chopped light experiment (bottom).  

1.2.8 A full electrolysis cell or PEC cell 

To arrive at a practical application, the cathodic half reaction will also have 

to be integrated and optimized. Therefore, a full electrolysis cell or PEC cell 

will have a couple of distinct changes with respect to studying the water 

oxidation half reaction separately (Figure 1.4, Figure 1.6). First, the 

efficiency and stability of the counter electrode are also important. 

Secondly, no reference electrode is required, as only the potential between 

the two electrodes is important. The absence of a reference electrode makes 

it difficult to compare the individual performance of the anode and cathode. 

For an electrolysis cell the potential required to achieve a certain current 

density originates from the overpotential of both electrodes. Any current 

density losses over time could originate from either electrode. For 

photoelectrochemical cells, in addition to the previous two changes, there 

are multiple possible options for the counter electrode. If the light 

harvesting moiety at the anode generates a high enough potential (and the 

conduction band of the semiconductor also has a high potential), a ‘simple’ 

counter electrode could be employed, with catalytic activity a reduction 
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reaction (Section 1.1.6). If the light harvesting moiety does not generate 

enough potential, a bias potential could be applied or a second light 

harvesting moiety should be used at the cathode to generate enough energy 

to drive proton reduction or CO2 reduction.141,142 There are a few full 

electrolysis and PEC cells reported based fully on molecular 

components.143,144 

1.3.0 Overview of molecular water oxidation catalysts 

There have been a vast number publications in the field of water oxidation, 

and many reviews have been published on the subject.26,34,41,80-82,85,98,145-148 

This section will cover some of the highlights in the development of water 

oxidation catalysts based on metals covered in this thesis. The reader will 

be directed to selected reviews for more extensive coverage. We will start 

with WOCs based on ruthenium149 and iridium,150 then we will discuss some 

of the fundamental reasons why these noble metals generally outperform 

the first-row transition metals. We will end with a short overview of 

progress in the field of iron-151 and nickel-based152 WOCs. 

1.3.1 Ruthenium-based water oxidation catalysts 

In 1982 Meyer reported the first example of a molecular water oxidation 

catalyst, a ruthenium dimer with bipyridine ligands (Figure 1.20).153 The 

dimeric structure was suggested to play a key role. Both ruthenium atoms 

are first being oxidized to a ruthenium(V)-oxo species, after which an O-O 

bond forming reaction takes place between the oxo-moieties, releasing 

dioxygen. This first paper inspired many others, with many publications on 

related ruthenium complexes mainly improving the ligand framework.154,155  

 

Figure 1.20. The first molecular water oxidation catalyst, a ruthenium dimer published by 

Meyer and coworkers.153 
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 In 2009 the group of Sun reported on a ruthenium WOC with a bda 

ligand  (2,2'-bipyridine-6,6'-dicarboxylate) and two axial ligands, which 

follows the dinuclear radical oxo coupling (ROC) mechanism (Figure 1.13, 

Figure 1.21).156 In 2012 they realized that π-π interactions are responsible 

for bringing two catalysts together in a favorable orientation, and using 

isoquinoline ligands enhanced rates greatly, leading to a TOF of >300 s-1 and 

TON above 8000 (Figure 1.21).157 Richmond et al. also exploited the π-π 

stacking of the Ru(bda) type catalysts, showing that the use of methoxy 

substituted isoquinolines lead to better stacking and even faster catalysis.158 

Interestingly, they also showed a negative example, showing that cationic 

axial ligands, which cause repulsion of two complexes, lead to an order of 

magnitude slower catalysis. Many iterations later, the group of Concepcion 

reported on systematic variations of the axial ligand to enhance the π-π 

interaction, which resulted in even higher TOFs and TONs of up to 1270 s1 

(X = OMe, Figure 1.21) and 27000 (X = Cl, Figure 1.21) respectively.159  

 

Figure 1.21. Ruthenium-based water oxidation catalysts with various axial ligands. The 

equatorial ligand dictates if the catalyst follows either the dinuclear radical-oxo coupling 

(ROC) or the mono nuclear water nucleophilic attack (WNA) mechanism.157,160-163  

Interestingly, the mechanism of this catalyst is sensitive to minute 

changes in the ligand structure. For example, a phenantroline instead of a 

bipyridine backbone leads to the mononuclear water nucleophilic attack 

(WNA) mechanism (phenantroline dicarboxylic acid (pda) ligand Figure 
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1.21).162 Exchanging either one or two of the carboxylate donor groups by 

phosphoric acid donor groups results in a catalyst that also follows the WNA 

mechanism, and in the case of the former results in a high rate (bipyridine 

phosphonate carboxylate (bpc) ligand and bipyridine diphosphonate (bpa) 

ligand Figure 1.21).160,161 The group of Llobet published a catalyst with a 

relatively similar structure, but with a terpyridine backbone instead of a 

bipyridine backbone (tris-pyridyl dicarboxylate (tda) ligand Figure 1.21).163 

This catalyst performs water oxidation at high rates, via the mononuclear 

WNA mechanism. The high rate likely originates from a labile carboxylic 

acid donor group, which functions as internal base.164 Immobilization of this 

catalyst results in a highly stable anode, reaching millions of turnovers.131              

 In 2018, our group incorporated various equivalents of ruthenium 

catalysts in a M12L24 supramolecular cage (Figure 1.22).165 Interestingly, the 

rate of a catalyst following the dinuclear ROC mechanism was enhanced by 

a factor of up to 130 by encapsulation, while the rate of a Ru-WOC following 

the mononuclear WNA mechanism was unchanged. This example shows 

that great rate enhancements can be achieved by spatial organization of 

catalytically active species following a dinuclear mechanism.  
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Figure 1.22. Enhanced water oxidation by preorganization of ruthenium WOCs in a 

supramolecular cage (top).165 The supramolecular cage consists of 24 guanidinium-

functionalized bidentate ligands and 12 paladium or platinum corners (bottom). The 

guanidinium groups pre-organize the catalyst by binding to the sulfate moieties of a 

ruthenium WOC.  

 There are several important lessons from ruthenium WOCs that 

might be applied to other transition metals. The first generation of 

ruthenium complexes used neutral nitrogen donor ligands. Anionic ligands, 

used to stabilize high oxidation states, resulted in higher rates in water 

oxidation.157 Catalysts following the dinuclear ROC mechanism can be vastly 

improved by tuning the intermolecular interactions of the catalyst, this was 

successful in the case of π-π stacking, as seen for the series of bda 
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complexes.159 The use of internal bases leads to high rates for catalysts 

operating via the mononuclear WNA mechanism, as demonstrated by the 

bda-phosphine and tda complexes.161,163 This trend of an internal proton 

source/base is also represented the active site of FeFe-hydrogenase 

enzymes (Section 1.1.6), and thus could be more widely applicable. In 

addition, a supramolecular approach also greatly enhanced the ROC rate by 

preorganization of catalysts in a confined space.165 

1.3.2 Iridium-based water oxidation catalysts 

The first molecular iridium-based water oxidation catalyst was published in 

2008 by the group of Bernhard (Figure 1.23).166 Their cyclometalated 

iridium complexes oxidize water at a TOF of 16 hr-1 and a TON of up to 2760 

using CAN as chemical oxidant. After the publication by Bernhard, nearly all 

complexes published in the field of iridium WOCs are based on a Cp*-ligand 

(Figure 1.23).167-169 However, it was quickly discovered that the Cp*-ligand 

is prone to oxidation itself and that the complexes function as pre-

catalysts.170,171 Generally catalysts with bidentate chelate ligands form a 

multimeric iridium species bridged by µ-oxo groups after the addition of 

chemical oxidants.150 In recent literature there has been debate on the exact 

nature of this species. First two µ-oxo bridges were suggested,136,172 but in 

2016 the same authors proposed that the species contains a single µ-oxo 

bridge.173 A recent publication by the group of Hintermair suggests that not 

a dimeric but a tetrameric species forms upon activation by with NaIO4.174 

A trend in chelate groups can be observed. Strong donor groups tend to lead 

to the most efficient water oxidation catalysts, while catalysts with weaker 

donating ligands perform less.96 A complex with a pyridine alkoxide donor, 

for instance, performs better than a bipyridine donor, while a carbene 

donor leads to even faster rates (Figure 1.23).96,167,170,175 Cp*-species with 

monodentate ligands are claimed to form small nanoparticle structures, 

which are also highly active in water oxidation.150  
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Figure 1.23. Iridium-based water oxidation catalysts. 

The Cp*-complexes are initially inactive in electrocatalytic water 

oxidation, but form an active species upon bulk oxidation.176 This indicates 

that the Cp*-moiety first has to be (partly) oxidized before activity is 

observed. If the complexes are activated beforehand by chemical oxidants, 

they show immediate activity in electrocatalysis. Interestingly, if either the 

monodentate or chelate complexes are activated by chemical oxidants or 

electrochemistry, they deposit readily on any metal oxide surfaces.136,177,178 

The resulting ‘blue layer’ is electrochromic and highly active in water 

oxidation. If the blue layer is formed from [Cp*Ir(H2O)3]2+, small iridium-oxo 

domains of >7.1 Å are detected.179 If a chelate complex is deposited, a 

dimeric structure is proposed (Figure 1.24).136    

 

Figure 1.24. Anchored iridium dimer.136 

 The group of Wang recently prepared well defined heterogeneous 

catalysts, by using photolysis to remove any remaining organic ligands from 

a deposited molecular catalyst.180 This resulted in a highly active material in 

water oxidation catalysis. Critical to their work was the dimeric nature of 

the iridium species on the surface, as it proved to have a higher activity than 

a single atom catalyst. This approach combines the stability of 

heterogeneous catalysts with the activity and structural knowledge of 

molecular catalysts. Yan et al. recently also prepared single-atom iridium 
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species on a MnOx/N-C composite material, which showed excellent activity 

in water oxidation.181 The single atom Ir-species was prepared from a 

molecular precursor, in contrast a sample prepared from an iridium salt 

was less stable and less efficient. 

1.3.3 The transfer to first-row transition metals 

In the previous two sections we discussed two of the most commonly 

employed noble metals for water oxidation catalysis. Ruthenium and 

iridium catalysts are generally both faster and more stable than their first-

row transition metal counterparts and also perform water oxidation at 

lower overpotentials.85,146 Still there are arguments to develop water 

oxidation catalysts based on these first-row transition metals. The cost of 

the second- and third-row noble metal catalysts is orders of magnitude 

higher than their first-row counter parts. The price of ruthenium and 

iridium is roughly 10000 and 40000 $ kg-1, while iron and nickel are priced 

around 0.05 and 40 $ kg-1, respectively.182 Iron is thus almost a million times 

cheaper than iridium. The high prices are caused by the low natural 

abundance and of noble metals compared to first-row transition metals and 

the difficulty of obtaining them (Figure 1.25).183 Note that the prices of these 

elements will likely increase if demand becomes higher. If the production of 

renewable fuels has to make an impact on the global energy system, it will 

have to be applied at terawatt scale. Therefore, next to the price component, 

there is also an abundancy problem. For these reasons, there are strong 

economical and research interests to develop first-row transition metal 

WOCs that are fast, stable and perform water oxidation at low overpotential.
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Figure 1.25. Elemental abundances.183  

 There are some fundamental reasons why first-row transition 

metals perform worse than their noble metal counter parts. All of these 

reasons originate from the core orbital structure. Two thermodynamic 

arguments are the lower association constant of first-row transition metals 

with ligands and the stable metal-oxo species (M=O). A kinetic argument is 

that the bond distances of first-row transition metals change more when 

adapting different oxidation states and a larger conformational change 

results in slower electron transfer.  

 First-row transition metals bond with 3 d orbitals, as opposed to the 

4 or 5 d orbitals of second- and third-row transition metals.184 As 3 d orbitals 

are smaller there is less overlap with donor atoms, which in turn causes the 

association constants of first-row metals to ligands to be substantially lower 

than those of noble metals (Figure 1.26). This causes ligand dissociation of 

first-row transition metal complexes to occur more frequent. Once the 

ligand is dissociated from the metal, the ligand is more prone to oxidative 

degradation. In addition, the dissociated metal ion could form metal 

nanoparticles, which would prevent further association to an intact ligand 

structure (Section 1.2.1). Both of these pathways will lead to a faster 

deactivation of first-row transition metal WOCs. To slow these processes, 

multidentate ligands can be employed. To the best of our knowledge, all 

(relatively) successful first-row transition metal WOCs employ either tetra- 

or pentadentate ligands.147,148,185 While for iridium and ruthenium bidentate 
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and even monodentate ligands are often employed.149,150 Next to putting 

more severe synthetic limitations on ligand design for the first-row metals, 

multidentate ligands also hamper the degrees of freedom of the complex 

and reduce flexibility. As water oxidation requires four electron and proton 

transfers and two water molecules, the ligand generally has to encompass 

the metal in various oxidation states and various geometries. Thus, a more 

rigid ligand environment will likely cause higher energy differences. For 

example, donor flexible ligands are used to great success in ruthenium-

based WOCs. The tda-ligand published by the group of Llobet reaches high 

TOFs at relatively low overpotential (Figure 1.21).131  

 

Figure 1.26. Thermodynamic arguments against first-row transition metal as water 

oxidation catalysts. 

 Based on thermodynamics, water splitting requires 1.23 eV. Thus if 

each of the four electron transfers require exactly 1.23 eV, then there will 

be no overpotential required for the reaction.186 However if one step costs 

less than 1.23 eV, another electron transfer step will have to cost more. If a 

step costs more than 1.23 eV, a higher potential will have to be applied 

resulting in an overpotential for the reaction (see Chapter 2 for more 

details). In first-row transition metals, the metal-oxo species (M=O) is 

relatively stable. The strong M=O bond originates from high π-orbital 

overlap of first-row transition metals with donor atoms. In the most 

commonly proposed water oxidation mechanisms, this metal-oxo species is 
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a part of the catalytic cycle, and can be formed by oxidizing water by two 

electrons.97,99,187 Thus if this species is relatively stable, the first two 

electron transfers may be easy to perform (<< 1.23 eV), which has as a 

consequence that thermodynamics dictates that the next steps in the 

mechanism will require more energy (>> 1.23 eV). Therefore, first-row 

transition metals will have a relatively high overpotential for water 

oxidation compared to second- and third-row metals (Figure 1.26). It might 

be beneficial to use strong π-accepting ligands, to weaken the backbonding 

to the oxygen atom and thus increase the energy of the M=O bond. This 

might lead to lower overpotentials in first-row transition metal mediated 

water oxidation.  

 A change in oxidation state of a metal will change the bonding 

distances to any surrounding ligands.188 As first-row transition metals have 

less electrons than second- and third-row transition metals, their net 

number of electrons changes relatively more upon oxidation and reduction. 

This has as a consequence that the ionic radii of a complex of a metal in two 

different oxidation states will change more drastically for first-row 

transition metals (Figure 1.27). In electrochemistry the rate of electron 

transfer is strongly influenced by the reorganization energy of the redox 

active species upon reduction or oxidation.189-191 Thus, as first-row 

transition metals will change their geometry more upon oxidation and 

reduction than second- and third-row metals, the electron transfer rates 

associated with them will be slower. As water oxidation catalysts need to 

transfer four electrons, they generally need to accommodate several redox 

states. This means that, for first-row transition metals performing water 

oxidation, the accompanying oxidation reactions will generally have a lower 

rates than for their second- and third-row transition metal counterparts 

(Figure 1.27). Importantly, if an oxidation step is rate limiting in the 

catalytic cycle for a certain system, this will lead to lower rates. Thus there 

is also a kinetic argument why second- and third-row metals perform better 

than their first-row counter parts. Redox active ligands could restrict the 

oxidation changes to the ligand, which might lead to less geometrical 

changes, faster electron transfer and thus faster catalysis.192 
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Figure 1.27. Kinetic arguments against first-row transition metal as water oxidation 

catalysts. 

 This section discussed various fundamental reasons of why first-

row transition metal-based water oxidation catalysts generally perform 

worse than second- and third-row transition metal WOCs. In addition, 

several approaches were discussed to (partly) overcome these limitations. 

In the next section we will give a brief overview of the state of the art and 

important developments in the field of iron- and nickel-based WOCs. 

1.3.4 Iron-based water oxidation catalysts  

Iron is the cheapest first-row transition metal and most abundant. 

Therefore, the development of iron-based WOCs could be beneficial to 

arrive at affordable water oxidation catalysts.193,194 The first reports of a 

molecular iron water oxidation catalyst was published in 2010 by the group 

of Collins (Figure 1.28).195 They utilized a TAML ligand framework to 

support the high oxidation states of iron during water oxidation. This 

resulted in a catalytic rate of 78 min-1, but a TON of only ~17, as these 

systems decompose within seconds. In 2011, Lloret-Fillol et al. published a 

major contribution to the field of iron-based water oxidation.105 They 

evaluated multiple non-heme iron catalysts, with CAN and NaIO4 as 

chemical oxidants. The best catalyst reached a TON of 1050 and a TOF of 3.7 

min-1 (Figure 1.28). As complexes with one vacant site or two trans-vacant 
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sites were inactive, the authors postulated a design rule that two cis-vacant 

sites are required for highly activity. In the work of Detz et al. it is shown 

that catalytic activity is also dependent on the substituents on the nitrogen 

atom donor groups (Me>Et>>H).108 An iron WOC with a cross-bridged 

cyclam ligand driven by NaIO4 reaches a TON of 1030 (Figure 1.28).196 The 

group of Ma published a dimeric FeWOC based on a tripyridyl amine 

framework, which appeared efficient in evolving oxygen with a TON of 1190 

and a TOF of 66 min -1 (Figure 1.28).107 In their study they used Oxone as 

chemical oxidant in an acetate buffer. Most of the reported iron-based 

catalysts have oxidation sensitive benzylic CH2 groups.197,198 In 2019, the 

groups of Lloret-Fillol and Costas elegantly showed that deuteration of 

these sensitive CH2 groups leads to improved stability of the catalyst, 

resulting in a TON of up to 3800.199  

 

Figure 1.28. Iron-based water oxidation catalysts.  

Several iron-based WOCs also proved active in electrocatalytic 

water oxidation, but studies are relatively scarce. In 2014 the group of 

Meyer published a pentacoordinate iron catalyst (Figure 1.29).200 This WOC 

was capable of oxygen evolution in a propylene carbonate/water mixture at 

a potential of 1.58 V vs NHE. A pentanuclear iron catalyst published by 

Okamura et al. was published in 2016.201 This catalyst is capable of oxidizing 

water at fast rates (~1900 s-1), but at a relatively high overpotential in 

acetonitrile/water mixtures. The group of Hetterscheid published a cyclam-

based and a dinuclear iron catalyst in 2016 and 2018, respectively (Figure 

1.29).119,121 In both papers oxygen evolution was carried out in a fully 
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aqueous environment. Notable is that the use of a graphitic electrode 

resulted in a significantly lower overpotential.119 

 

Figure 1.29. Electrocatalytically active iron-based water oxidation catalysts. 

1.3.5 Nickel-based water oxidation catalysts 

In relation to the other first-row transition metals, there have been few 

papers on molecular nickel complexes for water oxidation.152 In contrast, in 

the field heterogeneous WOCs, nickel has been used to great success. 

Commercial alkaline electrolyzers generally contain nickel-based active 

centers.18,20 The group of Lu reported the first molecular nickel-based 

complex active in (electrochemical) water oxidation in 2014 (Ni-mesoMe6, 

Figure 1.30).202 This complex, with a meso-type cyclam ligand, has a 

relatively low onset potential (~170 mV) in a pH 7 phosphate buffer. In 

controlled potential electrolysis (CPE) at 1.55 V vs NHE the complex shows 

an increase in current density over time resulting in a current density of 

~0.9 mA cm-2. Chapter 5 will go into more detail of the nature of this current 

increase. In 2016 two follow-up papers were published by the group of Lu, 

in which N2Py2-donor ligands were employed (Ni-mep and Ni-mcp, Figure 

1.30).203,204 These complexes perform water oxidation catalysis in either an 

acetate or phosphate buffer. Notable is that in acetate buffer at pH 6.5 no 

increase in current density was observed, while in a pH 7.0 phosphate buffer 

these catalysts also have an increase in current density overtime. In a 2017 

paper the meso-type ligand was revisited, here ligands with two methyl 

groups less and a ligand with two methyl groups more (Ni-mesoMe4 and Ni-

mesoMe8, Figure 1.30).205 They report that the increased steric bulk was 

favorable for water oxidation, likely as it suppresses phosphate buffer 

coordination. A nickel complex with a cyclam-based ligand was reported to 

be active in water oxidation by the group of Dan (Ni-cyclam, Figure 1.30),206 
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revealing a strong difference in activity between carbonate and phosphate 

buffers, with the former leading to higher activity at buffer concentrations 

>0.05 M. In 2019 Zhang et al. reported on the base enhanced water 

oxidation activity by a nickel complex with a tetramethylated cyclam ligand 

(Ni-TMC, Figure 1.30).207 In a 2015 paper by Cao and co-workers, a water 

soluble nickel porphyrin was shown to perform water oxidation in a pH 

range of 2.0-8.0.208 This WOC reaches a current density of ~0.1 mM cm-2 at 

1.32 V vs NHE at pH 7. A Ni-Py5 complex also performs oxygen evolution at 

a pH of 10.8 (Figure 1.30), a current density of ~2 mA cm-2 at 1.5 V vs NHE 

(also for this catalyst an increase in current density overtime is reported).209 

Interestingly, the rate of water oxidation was increased at higher phosphate 

buffer concentrations. In 2019 a second paper examined Ni-Py5 complexes 

for water oxidation, using DFT calculations to elucidate the role of 

phosphate and demonstrate that the catalyst follows the mononuclear 

water nucleophilic attack (WNA) mechanism.210 Wang & Bruner reported 

on a nickel complex with an NPy2O-donor ligand, which was inspired by the 

active site in galactose oxidase (Figure 1.30).211 The redox active phenolate 

donor allowed for water oxidation at modest overpotential at neutral pH. 

Ding and co-workers reported on three different nickel complexes with 

oxamate type ligands (Ni-oxamate, Figure 1.30).212 Interestingly, the 

complex with four amide donors behaves as a molecular water oxidation 

catalyst. If either one or two amide donors are replaced by carboxylate 

donors, the complexes decompose to NiOx nanoparticles under the same 

conditions. The group of Llobet reported another nickel catalyst that 

decomposed to NiOx particles under certain conditions and that there is an 

interesting interplay between the activity of the molecular complex and the 

NiOx layer.213 Najafpour and co-workers reported that a nickel 

phthalocyanine complex decomposes during electrochemical experiments, 

resulting in nanosized particles.214 Shen et al. showed that N2Py3 ligands 

coordinated to nickel also allow for water oxidation at neutral pH (Figure 

1.30).215 A ligand with a cyclohexyl backbone results in a higher current 

density than a ligand with ethylene backbone instead, with a current density 

of 0.7 mA cm-2 and of 0.5 mA cm-2 at 1.62 V vs NHE at pH 7, respectively. A 

molecular nickel complex with four selenide-donors was reported in water 

oxidation by the group of Nath ([Ni{(SePiPr2)2N}2].216 This complex, 

imbedded in a Nafion, performs water oxidation at a current density of 10 
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mA cm-2 at only 200 mV overpotential in 1.0 M KOH.  A tetranuclear nickel 

complex was also reported to be an interesting precatalyst by the group of 

Najafpour.217 As discussed, there are some nickel-based water oxidation 

catalysts in literature, however, structure-activity relations have barely 

been reported. Chapter 4 will focus on establishing these structure-activity 

relations and arrive at design rules for nickel-based WOCs. 

 

Figure 1.30. Nickel-based catalysts active in electrochemical water oxidation. 

1.4 The contents of this thesis 

The following chapters will focus on the design of water oxidation catalysts. 

Chapter 2 discusses scaling relations in molecular catalysts for water 

oxidation and their influence on the fundamental minimal overpotential 

that can be achieved depending on the mechanism the water oxidation 

catalyst follows. In Chapter 3 an iridium water oxidation catalyst is 

oxidatively anchored to a metal oxide surface, resulting in robust anodes. 

Chapter 4 shows that a molecular nickel complex deposits on the electrode 

depending on the pH and potential. In Chapter 5 chemical oxidants are used 
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to discover trends in molecular nickel complexes for water oxidation. In 

Chapter 6 a novel ligand framework results in high turnover numbers and 

frequencies in iron catalyzed oxygen evolution. 
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Chapter 2 

 

Rational Design Rules for Molecular Water 

Oxidation Catalysts based on Scaling 

Relationships 

 

 

The mechanism for water oxidation has an intrinsic influence on the 

theoretically achievable minimal overpotential, based on scaling 

relationships. The water nucleophilic attack mechanism has a fundamental 

minimal overpotential of about 0.3 V. Catalysts that operate through a 

radical-oxo coupling mechanism do not suffer from this limitation and 

therefore, design strategies for efficient water oxidation catalyst should 

focus on the latter mechanism. 

 

Part of this Chapter has been published: Joeri Hessels, Remko J. Detz, Marc T. M. 

Koper, Joost N. H. Reek, Chem. Eur. J. 2017, 23, 16413-16418. 
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2.0 Abstract 

Lowering the overpotential required for water oxidation is of paramount 

importance for the efficient production of carbon‐neutral fuels. This chapter 

highlights the intrinsic influence of the water oxidation mechanism used by 

molecular catalysts on the theoretically achievable minimal overpotential, 

based on scaling relationships typically used for heterogeneous catalysts. 

Due to such scaling relationships, catalysts that operate through the water 

nucleophilic attack mechanism have a fundamental minimal overpotential 

of about 0.3 V, whereas those that follow the dinuclear radical oxo coupling 

mechanism should in principle be able to operate with a lower 

overpotential. Therefore, it is recommended to design catalysts operating 

through the latter mechanism to achieve efficient water oxidation systems. 

2.1 Introduction 

The extensive use of fossil fuels causes ever increasing CO2 levels, resulting 

in global warming. The conversion to a society that runs on sustainable 

energy is therefore crucial and urgent. In addition to the generation of 

electricity from sustainable resources, the development of carbon‐neutral 

fuels, possibly using these resources, is of importance. The current most 

promising approaches are based on water splitting, in which water is 

oxidized to oxygen, providing electrons and protons for the reduction 

reaction. Both proton reduction, to produce hydrogen, and CO2 reduction, to 

produce carbon‐based fuels, provide carbon‐neutral fuels if driven by 

sustainable energy (Figure 2.1).1-3 As these overall reactions are uphill, the 

net effect is that sustainable energy is stored in the form of fuel, providing a 

solution for both long‐term energy storage and for processes requiring 

energy‐dense fuels. Importantly, water is an attractive resource as reagent 

to make fuels as it is available in sufficient quantities on a global scale and 

is formed as a product upon combustion of the fuels, thereby closing the 

cycle. 
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Figure 2.1. Redox reactions for sustainable fuel formation (PRC=proton reduction catalyst, 

CO2RC=CO2 reduction catalyst and WOC=water oxidation catalyst). 

However, the water oxidation reaction to form oxygen remains a 

challenging reaction to catalyze efficiently (Figure 2.1).4 Therefore, the 

development of catalysts for water oxidation received considerable 

attention in the past decade.4-7 The approaches followed for the 

development of homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysts are different; 

however, considering that the reaction pathways may be the same, the 

design strategies and conclusions could be mutually inspirational. Here, we 

show that the energetic scaling relationships between catalytic 

intermediates that has been derived in the field of heterogeneous catalysis 

can also be applied to facilitate rational approaches in the field of 

homogeneous water oxidation catalysis. Catalysts are required for both 

oxidation and reduction reactions to occur efficiently, which means high 

reaction rates at low overpotential. The stability and activity of catalysts 

should be maximized, whereas the potential at which these catalysts 

operate has to be minimized to reduce losses in the transformation of 

sustainable energy into fuel. The thermodynamic potential for water 

oxidation is 1.23 V (vs. standard hydrogen electrode (SHE)) at pH 0, and 

scales with pH (−0.059 V per pH unit) according to the Nernst equation. 

However, in practice this thermodynamic potential is never attained 

because an overpotential is needed to drive the reaction. In heterogeneous 

electrocatalysis, it has been concluded that this overpotential is due to the 

fact that the reaction has several catalytic intermediates, and that it is 

difficult to find a catalyst that binds all these intermediates optimally. By 

optimal, we mean a thermodynamically flat landscape with no uphill or 

downhill steps, such that energy losses are minimized. This condition is 
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equivalent to the so‐called Sabatier principle, which dictates that 

intermediates have to bind with optimized strength to the catalyst, that is, 

not too weak and not too strong.8,9 If an intermediate binds too strongly it 

will poison the catalyst and if it binds too weakly, catalysis is limited by 

substrate binding. This relation is expressed in a so‐called volcano plot, in 

which typically the catalytic activity is plotted versus the binding energy of 

the key intermediate, with the best catalyst at the apex of the volcano where 

the intermediate binds with optimal strength. For the proton reduction 

reaction, clear volcano plots have been obtained because this reaction 

proceeds through a single catalytic intermediate.10 Plotting the activity or 

the overpotential versus the binding energy of the hydride intermediate 

results in a volcano plot (Figure 2.2).11,12 Platinum has almost the optimal 

binding energy for the hydride, that is, half the dissociation energy of H2, and 

indeed is known as the best metal catalyst for this reaction. Hydrogenase 

enzymes also perform this reaction near the thermodynamic potential and 

have a similar optimal binding affinity towards hydrogen.13  

 

Figure 2.2. Volcano plot for H2 evolution.12  

The main reason why water oxidation is more challenging than 

hydrogen evolution is that it involves two water molecules that together 

undergo four proton and four electron transfer steps (Figure 2.1) to 

generate oxygen. This leads to a multitude of intermediates that can form, 

which as a consequence results in a multidimensional volcano plot. For 

water oxidation to occur with low overpotential, these intermediates should 

differ by 1.23 eV in energy, to generate the flat thermodynamic landscape 
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(Sabatier optimum) mentioned above. However, because these different 

intermediates bind to the catalyst in a similar way, their binding energies 

cannot be optimized individually. These energetic relationships between 

catalytic intermediates are known as scaling relationships.14 Due to the 

scaling relationships, the best catalyst has a non‐zero thermodynamic 

overpotential, and is therefore sub‐optimal. Interestingly, there are two 

well‐known reaction mechanisms for water oxidation catalysis by which 

homogeneous catalysts oxidize water and these differ in the type and 

number of intermediates that are required to complete the catalytic cycle. 

By using the scaling relationship approach typically used for heterogeneous 

catalysts, we can rationalize the influence of the mechanism on the minimal 

overpotential that can be attained. 

2.2 Mechanisms for Water Oxidation 

The two different mechanisms for water oxidation catalysis are known as 

the water nucleophilic attack (WNA) mechanism and the radical oxo 

coupling (ROC, Figure 2.3) mechanism. The WNA mechanism is the 

dominantly proposed mechanism for metal‐oxide surfaces and for most 

molecular catalysts.5 This mechanism has three intermediates. First, H2O 

coordinates to a vacant site, where it is converted to a hydroxy group after 

oxidation and deprotonation (Figure 2.3, intermediate B). This species 

undergoes a second proton and electron transfer resulting in an oxo‐species 

(Figure 2.3, intermediate C). Subsequently, a peroxo‐species is formed after 

nucleophilic attack by a second H2O molecule, accommodated by a proton‐

coupled electron transfer (Figure 2.3, intermediate D). In the final oxidation 

step, again involving proton‐coupled electron transfer, oxygen is released 

and the catalyst is recovered.15   
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Figure 2.3. The two possible mechanisms for water oxidation, water nucleophilic attack 

(WNA) and radical oxo coupling (ROC) and the optimal energy levels of their intermediates. 

DFT calculations have shown that scaling relationships occur 

between intermediate B and D on metal‐oxide surfaces (but also on a 

variety of other catalysts), because the OH and the OOH groups bind in an 

identical fashion to the catalyst.16 A fixed energy difference exists between 

M−OOH and M−OH (D and B, respectively) of about 3.2 ± 0.2 eV instead of 

the desired 2.46 eV.17,18 This difference results into a fundamental 

thermodynamic overpotential of (3.2 ± 0.2 −2.46)/2 ≈ 0.3 V for the WNA 

mechanism (Figure 2.3). This scaling relationship between the M−OOH and 

M−OH intermediates has been established for heterogeneous catalysts, but 

molecular complexes should follow the same scaling as long as the ligand 
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environment does not change during catalysis and the water nucleophilic 

attack is external. Essentially, the high energy difference between M−OOH 

and M−OH expresses the high energy (instability) of the peroxide 

intermediate. DFT calculations by Calle‐Vallejo et al. have shown that both 

functionalized graphitic materials and molecular porphyrins display similar 

trends between O, OH, and OOH binding as metal‐oxide surfaces.19 

0
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3,69

4,92

Δ
G

 [
e
V

]

Reaction coordinate

 

Figure 2.4. Potential levels for an optimized water oxidation catalyst operating through the 

water nucleophilic attack mechanism. 

Interestingly, certain molecular catalysts proceed through an ROC 

mechanism (Figure 2.3).5,20 In this mechanism, two metals with a vacant site 

go through the first two proton and electron transfers resulting in two 

metal‐oxo species, identical to the first two steps of WNA (Figure 2.3, 

intermediate C). Instead of a nucleophilic attack by water, these two oxo‐

species couple in a bimolecular reaction, and release oxygen and the two 

catalytic metal centers. The essential difference between ROC and WNA is 

that the peroxo intermediate D (Figure 2.3) is not part of the catalytic cycle 

for ROC, thus the scaling relationship between M−OOH and M−OH is 

irrelevant. As a consequence, water oxidation following the ROC mechanism 

does not suffer from the fundamental minimal overpotential of about 0.3 V. 

DFT calculations on metal oxides and porphyrinic materials have shown 

that there still is a scaling relation between the binding energies of M−OH 

and M=O, expressed in Equation 1: 
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ΔG(OH) ≈ 0.5 * ΔG(O) + K(O,OH)  (1) 

in which K(O,OH) is a constant depending on the class of materials to which 

the scaling relationship applies. The factor 0.5 expresses the fact that O 

typically binds through a double bond and OH through a single bond, 

although for real oxo‐radical species, the double bond character is 

lower.17 This scaling relationship is also much less detrimental to the overall 

water oxidation activity than the scaling between M−OOH and M−OH in the 

WNA mechanism. Within a suitable class of catalysts, it is possible to have 

binding energies of OH and O that are close to optimal, with 

ΔG(O)−ΔG(OH)≈1.23 eV. In the DFT calculations of Calle‐Vallejo et al. on 

porphyrinic materials, iridium- and iron-based porphyrins appear to be 

close to this optimum, but we stress that the optimal metal center should be 

sensitive to the ligand environment.19 In addition, important prerequisites 

for the ROC mechanism are that the metal‐oxo species has considerable spin 

density residing on the oxygen atom, to allow for feasible coupling. The 

radical character of these metal‐oxo species is highly sensitive to the ligand 

environment.21 The metallo‐oxo radicals should also be able to easily reach 

each other in the coupling step to avoid significant entropy 

losses.22 Calculations indicate that nature's water oxidation catalyst, the 

Mn4Ca cluster in photosystem II, also avoids the water nucleophilic attack 

mechanism; preventing the formation of a high energy peroxide 

intermediate.23 

2.3 Experimental Examples  

In recent literature, several examples of molecular complexes have been 

reported that appear to catalyze the water oxidation reaction with a lower 

overpotential than that predicted for a WNA pathway.24 For instance, 

several ruthenium complexes show low overpotential, as reported by the 

group of Sun. Complex 1 starts to oxidize water close to the equilibrium 

potential, and, according to mechanistic studies, operates through the ROC 

mechanism (Figure 2.5).25-27 The overpotential at the onset of water 

oxidation of the closely related complex 2 is 0.17 V.28 Interestingly, when 

complex 2 is anchored to an indium-doped tin oxide (ITO) surface, the 

overpotential at the onset of water oxidation increases to 0.3 V. Surface 

attachment of the catalyst may prohibit the ROC mechanism because the 
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ruthenium centers are not in close proximity (Figure 2.5, 2@MOx). 

Therefore, the WNA mechanism likely dominates, causing a higher 

overpotential. Another class of molecular catalysts with a low overpotential 

are the iridium catalysts reported by Brudvig, Crabtree and co‐

workers.29 Recently, they showed that when molecular iridium dimer 

catalyst 3 was anchored to an ITO surface, an onset potential was found of 

only 14 mV as reported by the authors (Figure 2.5, 3@MOx).30 This dimeric 

complex presumably operates through the ROC mechanism.29 The dimeric 

nature of this type of iridium catalysts is also supported by kinetic analysis 

of the reaction progress.31 When mononuclear iridium catalyst 4 was 

anchored to an ITO surface a much higher overpotential of 462 mV at the 

onset of water oxidation was found. This result could be expected because 

the Ir-complex lacks the freedom to come in close proximity to a second 

iridium center and, thus, cannot follow a ROC mechanism (Figure 

2.5, 4@MOx).32 

 

Figure 2.5. Ruthenium and iridium WOCs discussed in this Chapter. 

These examples show that the ROC mechanism can indeed lead to 

powerful catalysts for water oxidation that are active at low overpotential. 

To design new transition‐metal catalysts that operate through this 

mechanism, two prerequisites need to be fulfilled: 1) the metallo‐oxo 

species should have sufficient spin density at the oxygen atom (Figure 2.3, 

intermediate C) and 2) two metal‐oxo species should be able to react to 

form the oxygen–oxygen bond.33 To allow this final step, the complexes 

should at least have sufficient space around the oxygen radical to allow this 

reaction, and one may also facilitate this step by preorganizing the two 

metal sites. The preorganization of two metal sites avoids some entropy 

losses, leading to faster rates. Along these lines, many dinuclear complexes 
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have been prepared to bring the two metal centers in close proximity, but 

oftentimes these perform worse than their mononuclear analogues.34 It is 

likely that these dinuclear complexes are too rigid because the M−OH2, 

M−OH, and M=O intermediates should all be accommodated and require 

different optimal metal–metal distances. In addition, the M‐O‐O‐M dihedral 

angle during the O−O bond formation is important because the cis‐like 

structure (M‐O‐O‐M ≈0°) is anticipated to be much higher in energy then 

the trans (M‐O‐O‐M ≈180°), in analogy to that reported for hydrogen 

peroxide.35,36 In the design of dinuclear systems, flexibility is therefore 

considered to be important. In that respect, the generation of dinuclear 

systems using weak supramolecular interactions might be key because it 

allows pre‐organization of the two metal‐oxo species and at the same time, 

it provides the required flexibility. As an interesting example, ruthenium 

complexes 1 and 2 in Figure 2.5 are excellent catalysts and have been 

proposed to dimerize based on relatively weak π‐π stacking 

interactions.25,37 Providing ligand design rules to increase spin density on 

the metal‐oxo species is less straightforward, however, several general 

strategies can be employed. Pushkar and co‐workers showed that 

destabilization of the π‐bond in metal‐oxo species can induce high‐spin 

density on the oxygen atom.38 In addition, over-coordination of a metal 

center can also lead to increased spin density on the oxygen 

atom.22 Importantly, this means that a small variation in the ligand 

backbone can already change the coordination number during catalysis, and 

thus the mechanism, which has been demonstrated for ruthenium 

WOCs.22,39 Calculations by Chen and co‐workers also indicate that the 

mechanism in ruthenium WOCs is sensitive to the structure of the 

backbone.40 These examples show that it is possible to increase spin density 

on the metal‐oxo species by rational approaches, but more detailed 

mechanistic investigations are required to allow a priori predictions on 

which mechanism a catalyst will follow. Inspiration from nature may be 

helpful, for example hemoproteins can control the radical character by axial 

ligand coordination; heme groups in p450 enzymes with an axial cysteine 

ligand contain metallo‐oxo species with radical character, whereas the 

heme in myoglobin with an axial histidine facilitates oxygen binding lacks 

any radical character. 

2.4 Conclusions and outlook 
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The overpotential of homogeneous water oxidation catalysts can be 

understood in qualitative terms using the scaling relations derived in 

heterogeneous electrocatalysis. Catalysts that operate through the ROC 

mechanism can have an intrinsic lower overpotential for water oxidation 

than those that go through WNA. Specifically, water oxidation catalysts 

operating with the external WNA mechanism have a fundamental minimal 

overpotential of about 0.3 V, due to the scaling relationship between 

M−OOH and M−OH intermediates. In contrast, water oxidation catalysts that 

undergo the ROC mechanism do not feature the M−OOH intermediate, and 

the scaling relationship between M=O and M−OH in the ROC mechanism 

does not in principle impose a fundamental minimal overpotential. Several 

examples of molecular catalysts that perform water oxidation at low 

overpotential operate through the ROC mechanism. This shows that when 

designing and optimizing WOCs, there should be focus on the mechanism of 

action of the catalyst. In addition, in the design of electrodes based on 

molecular catalysts, the mechanism should be taken into consideration such 

that for the ROC mechanism, two metal‐oxo species should be able to react 

in a bi‐molecular fashion. The insight provided in this article should inspire 

the development of new (first row) transition‐metal catalysts with a low 

overpotential, ultimately leading to more efficient water oxidation, a 

prerequisite for sustainable fuel production. 

2.5 New relevant work in the field of scaling relationships 

Since the appearance of our article about this work in 2017, several relevant 

contributions in the field of scaling relationships have been published. In 

this section we highlight a couple of these publications. Our group exploited 

the dinuclear ROC mechanism in 2018 by encapsulating ruthenium 

catalysts in a supramolecular M12L24 cage. In this work we enhanced the rate 

of a catalyst following the ROC mechanism by a factor 140, while the rate of 

a catalyst following the mononuclear WNA mechanism remained constant 

(see Chapter 1.3.1 for more details).41 In 2018, Busch reported that bi-

nuclear and bi-functional catalysts lead to three-dimensional volcano plots, 

which leads to new design criteria for improved catalysis.42 Two 

computational papers published by Govindarajan et al. explored scaling 

relations in water oxidation.43,44 The first article stated that, while breaking 

the scaling relationship is necessary to arrive at the ideal catalyst, focusing 
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on just breaking scaling relationships it is not sufficient to optimize WOCs. 

They suggest to minimize the differences between the potential energies of 

each oxidation step, which can be calculated by using an electrochemical-

step symmetry index. In the latter article it is suggested to optimize 

catalysts first by using scaling relationships, and second by trying to break 

the scaling relationships. In 2019, Craig et al. showcased a computational 

study on scaling relations in molecular water oxidation catalysis.45 In this 

work they investigated 17 molecular WOCs to provide further evidence that 

scaling relationships can indeed be applied to molecular complexes. 

According to their calculations, the dinuclear ROC mechanism is able to 

arrive at lower overpotentials than the mononuclear WNA mechanism. 

They suggest an approach to arrive at better molecular WOCs, first 

considering the regular scaling relationships for WNA. Followed by a second 

round of calculations focusing on the ROC mechanism and a new oxygen 

evolution descriptor proposed in the article. With many contributions 

published on a yearly basis, we hope that the field of water oxidation will 

overcome the scaling relationships in the coming years, and arrives at 

(commercial) catalysts which function at an overpotential close to 0 mV. 
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Chapter 3 

 

In situ Determination of the Oxidation State of 

an Iridium Water Oxidation Catalyst 

 

 

 

Robust Ir@ITO electrodes are prepared by depositing a chemically oxidized 

molecular precursor. The iridium species shows a well-defined oxidation 

event at 0.7 V vs NHE and performs water oxidation at 1.4 V vs NHE at a 

current density of 0.5 mA cm-2 at pH 2.3. According to operando X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy, iridium is in oxidation state four irrespective of 

the potential applied. We propose a redox active substrate/ligand 

mechanism, which does not affect the formal oxidation state of the iridium 

center. 
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3.0 Abstract 

Iridium-based catalysts are currently state-of-the-art anode components in 

proton-exchange-membrane electrolyzers. In this work we deposit a 

chemically oxidized molecular iridium precursor on indium doped tin oxide 

electrodes resulting in robust Ir@ITO anodes. Electrochemical experiments 

reveal that the electrodes exhibit a chemically reversible oxidation wave at 

0.7 V vs NHE. The Ir@ITO electrodes show electrochromic behavior, being 

colorless up to a potential of 0.7 V and turning blue after the oxidation wave 

at 0.7 V. During catalysis, the electrode again turns colorless. The Ir@ITO 

electrodes, with an iridium loading of 12 nmol cm-2, oxidize water with a 

current density of 0.5 mA cm-2 at a potential of 1.4 V vs NHE at pH 2.3. X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy indicates an iridium(IV) species both before the 

oxidation wave at 0.7 V vs NHE and during catalytic conditions. These 

observations suggest that the resting state of the catalyst also involves an 

iridium(IV) species and not, as often assumed, an iridium(III) complex. We 

propose a redox active substrate/ligand mechanism, which does not affect 

the formal oxidation state of the iridium center. Our findings are of 

importance for the development of improved iridium-based water 

oxidation catalysts. 

3.1 Introduction 

Water oxidation catalysis is likely to play a role in the energy transition to a 

society that runs on renewable energy sources. This is mainly because 

water is an abundant and cheap source of electrons, which can be used in 

the desired proton, CO2, or dinitrogen reduction reactions that produce 

fuels.1 Although many metals have been reported as active water oxidation 

catalysts,2,3 iridium is probably the most efficient in terms of activity and 

stability, especially under acidic conditions.4 In state-of-the-art proton-

exchange-membrane (PEM) electrolyzers, iridium, in the form of IrO2, is the 

preferred catalyst at the anode.5 A severe drawback of using iridium is its 

low abundancy and high cost. If more information is obtained about the 

active iridium species it might be possible to adjust the surroundings of the 

iridium metal to optimize its performance and lower the required amount 

of expensive metal. Many reports have appeared showing that organic 

ligands are capable of improving the catalytic activity (See Chapter 1.3.2 for 
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more information).6-9 An increased activity allows less use of iridium while 

preserving the catalytic performance in electrolysis.10 Single atom and di-

atom catalysts, prepared from molecular species, could also aid in this 

development.11,12 As water oxidation requires two water molecules to form 

an oxygen-oxygen bond, while losing four protons and four electrons, 

complicated mechanisms arise (see Chapter 2 for more information on 

mechanisms in water oxidation).13-15 Generally the O-O bond forming step 

is assumed as rate-determining. As four electrons are transferred in water 

oxidation, any suitable catalyst needs to be effective at mediating different 

redox states. Achieving a deeper understanding of the nature of the active 

species, for example the oxidation state of the metal during catalysis, can 

facilitate the development of more efficient water oxidation catalysts 

(WOCs).   

  In situ spectroscopy can give insight in catalytic mechanisms and 

rate determining steps.16 X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) specifically 

can offer valuable information on the oxidation state of a metal center and 

its immediate surroundings.17 The X-ray absorption near edge structure 

(XANES) provides information on the oxidation state of the metal and the 

extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) on the direct 

surroundings.18,19 Several recent publications discuss the utilization of this 

technique for the characterization of iridium WOCs in solution and of those 

immobilized on electrode surfaces.20-22 Yang et al. recently postulated a 

solution structure of a dimeric iridium species with a single µ-oxo bridge 

after activation on the basis of DFT calculations and XAS measurements 

(Figure 3.1).20 In contrast to this work, Bartlett et al. reported the formation 

of a tetrameric cubane structure upon activation of the Ir-Pyalk catalyst 

with NaIO4.23 In another study, Blakemore et al. characterized an 

electrodeposited ‘blue layer’ by XAS measurements on 2 µm thick samples 

of amorphous iridium oxide containing a carbon admixture (see Figure 3.1 

for precursor complex).21 Their data shows that the iridium has six 

neighboring oxygen atoms of which three are terminal and three are 

bridging to a second iridium atom at a distance of 3.04 Å. These findings 

suggest the existence of a dimeric iridium structure on the electrode 

surface. Hetterscheid and co-workers also performed ex situ XAS 

measurements on an electrodeposited Ir-NHC hydroxy complex on graphite 

foil electrodes (Figure 3.1).22 They applied varying potentials to their 
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electrodes, showing with higher applied potentials a decrease in the amount 

of carbon and an increase in the amount of oxygen in the first coordination 

sphere of the deposited iridium.  

 

Figure 3.1. Structures of studied precursors and the proposed dimeric iridium structure 

after activation with chemical oxidants.20-22,43 

The studies described above show that XAS can provide valuable 

information either before or after catalysis on the structure of (molecular) 

iridium WOCs in solution or deposited on a surface. However, no structural 

information is obtained during catalysis. Performing in situ XAS 

experiments would provide additional information on the oxidation state of 

the active species, aiding rational design.2,17 Only a few operando XAS 

studies about electrocatalytic water oxidation have been reported.17 

Examples include studies on manganese oxide,24,25 cobalt oxide,26-28 cobalt 

phosphate,29 nickel borate,30,31 and mixed first row transition metal 

WOCs.32-34 In addition, three papers by Schmidt and co-workers and two 

papers by the group of Savinova and the group of Liu examined iridium 

oxide WOCs during catalysis.35-39 They performed in situ XAS measurements 

on 45-60 µm thick samples (containing approximately 10-15 µmol cm-2 

iridium). In these relatively thick layers, most of the iridium is not involved 

in catalysis but this share does dominate the XAS signal. Pedersen et al. 

solved this issue by investigating a monolayer of IrOx on a RuOx layer on a 

gold electrode.40 They reported that the oxidation state of iridium is 

influenced by the potential of the electrode, while no structural 

rearrangements took place. Interestingly, Frevel et al. showed on the basis 

of in situ XAS measurements that on solid iridium oxide catalysts a proton-

coupled oxidation of Ir(IV)-OH to Ir(IV)-O. takes place, with no change in 
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formal oxidation state of iridium.41  

 Emboldened by these studies, we perform in situ XAS studies during 

water oxidation with an pre-activated, immobilized molecular iridium 

complex. Previous work from our group showed that a molecular N-

heterocyclic carbene (NHC) Ir-pentamethylcyclopentadienyl (Cp*) 

dichloride complex is an active water oxidation catalyst (Figure 3.1).7 

Kinetic analysis using stop-flow spectroscopy revealed that the NHC-ligand 

plays a role during the activation and catalytic process.42 These experiments 

indicate that, upon activation, dimeric species are formed, which are the 

most active catalytic species. Hetterscheid et al. reported about the 

activation and characterization of the Ir-NHC complex, which was 

electrodeposited on graphite foil and gold electrodes.22 Application of a 

positive potential results in the desorption of the deposited material from 

the surface. A different deposition technique was reported by Sheehan et al. 

and others.43-45 They anchored an Ir-based WOC on metal oxide surfaces 

after chemical oxidation of a molecular Ir-Pyalk complex. In their approach, 

the water-dissolved iridium species is treated with sodium periodate 

(NaIO4), which oxidizes the Cp*-ligand. This reaction creates vacant sites, 

which allow for both catalyst dimerization and immobilization on the metal 

oxide surface.46 The solution structure was recently elucidated by a 

combination of XAS measurements and DFT calculations by Yang et al. 

(Figure 3.1).20 This dimeric species appears active and stable in water 

oxidation at low overpotential (Figure 3.1).43  In our research we apply a 

similar immobilization approach to anchor an activated Ir-NHC complex on 

indium doped-tin oxide (ITO) and perform in situ XAS measurements to 

obtain information on the oxidation state of the catalyst during catalysis. 

3.2 Results & discussion 

First, we record XAS measurements on the Ir-NHC precursor complex and 

an iridium(III)chloride reference. In Figure 3.2 the EXAFS and XANES 

spectra are depicted of IrCl3, and the Ir-NHC complex both as a pellet and 

dissolved in MilliQ water. The XANES of Ir-NHC in solid state and in solution 

have a similar white line position as iridium(III) chloride. These 

measurements confirm that all species are in the iridium(III) oxidation 

state. The EXAFS data of the Ir-NHC species in solid form was fitted based 

on the crystal structure (Figure 3.2).7 In R-space it can be observed that the 
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dissolved complex has bond contributions at slightly shorter distances, 

indicating displacement of the chlorides by either water or hydroxy groups 

(Figure 3.2). For IrCl3 the increase at a radial distance of ~4 Å is an 

indication of Ir-Ir interactions, revealing the crystalline structure of the 

material. 

 

Figure 3.2. XAS (top left) and XANES (top right) spectra and R-space (bottom left) plot of Ir-

NHC dissolved in MilliQ (orange), Ir-NHC in the solid state (blue) and an IrCl3 standard (grey) 

and a fit of the solid Ir-NHC species (bottom right). The K-space is reported in Supporting 

Information Figure S3.5. 

Next, we activate the Ir-NHC precursor by the addition of sodium 

periodate and followed the absorption profile in time with UV-vis 

spectroscopy (Figure 3.3). Immediately upon addition of 50 equivalents of 

NaIO4, the initially yellow solution colors brown and in time turns bright 

blue (See Supporting Information Figure S3.1 for a photo). In UV-vis this is 

reflected by an increase in absorption at ~400 nm, which is followed by a 

shift of the absorption maxima from ~400 nm to ~600 nm after 10 minutes. 

Beyond 10 minutes the absorption increases slightly, but no shift in 

absorption maxima is observed. Therefore we conclude that the blue 

species is stable in solution for at least 2 hours. Hintermair et al. showed 

that a similar iridium precursor (Ir-PyAlk) forms dimeric iridium structures 

linked by oxygen atoms. These species have an absorption maximum at 
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~600 nm.46 Therefore, we interpret the appearance of an absorption at 

~600 nm as the formation of iridium dimers bridged by oxygen atoms.  

 

Figure 3.3. UV-vis data on the activation of Ir-NHC species by NaIO4.  

Then, we perform XAS measurements of the Ir L3-edge on the 

activated Ir-NHC complex in solution. 50 equivalents of sodium periodate 

are added to a 2.0 mM catalyst solution, after which the solution is left to 

equilibrate for 30 minutes. Then, XAS spectra are recorded to obtain data of 

the activated iridium complex in solution. The normalized XANES data of 

the non-activated complex in solution and the activated complex are 

presented in Figure 3.4. The increase in white line absorption, along with 

the shift of the absorption maximum from 11219.5 eV to 11220.0 eV is a 

clear indication of an increase in oxidation state. Under the oxidative 

conditions, an oxidation event at the metal center likely results in the 

formation of an iridium(IV) species, in line with the observations of 

Hintermair et al. on Ir-PyAlk activation.46 The R-space is depicted in Figure 

3.4, where, among changes in the first coordination sphere, a contribution 

of (at least) one relatively heavy atom arises at a distance of approximately 

3 Å. This signal could stem from another iridium atom in close proximity 

which implies the formation of a dimeric (or multimeric) species. Yang et al. 

observed similar contributions in the activation of the Ir-PyAlk complex and 

ascribed this to the formation of dimeric iridium species.20 In a later 

publication by Bartlett et al. the XAS data was assigned to a tetrameric 

species.23 Unfortunately, our EXAFS data was not of sufficient quality to 

propose a precise structure. Likely the Ir-NHC catalyst forms an undefined 

mixture of species upon activation, similar to the ‘blue dimer’ species as 

reported by Blakemore et al.21 
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Figure 3.4. XANES (left) spectra and R-space (right) plot of Ir-NHC dissolved in MilliQ water 

(orange) and the Ir-NHC complex activated with 50 equivalents of NaIO4 (blue). The full XAS 

spectrum and the K-space are reported in Supporting Information Figure S3.6. 

Inspired by Sheehan et al.43 and based on our UV-vis and XAS data 

establishing the increase in oxidation state by activation of the Ir-NHC 

species, we arrive at the following immobilization protocol to fabricate 

electrodes with deposited Ir species. A 2.0 mM solution of Ir-NHC complex 

is treated with 50 equivalents of NaIO4. The solution is allowed to stand for 

30 minutes, ensuring full conversion to the ‘activated’ species.43 A FTO 

substrate coated with nano-ITO is introduced to immobilize the activated 

Ir-NHC species (see Supporting Information for preparation of nano-ITO 

slides). After two hours the Ir@ITO slide is removed from the solution and 

thoroughly rinsed with MilliQ water, resulting in an ITO layer with a blue 

color (Figure 3.5).  

 

Figure 3.5. Photograph of a freshly prepared nano-ITO slide (left) and a nano-ITO slide with 

chemically deposited activated Ir-NHC, Ir@ITO (right). 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the nano-ITO slides 

taken before and after immobilization are rather similar, with only a slightly 

roughened surface in the latter (Figure 3.6). This indicates a deposition 

process of an iridium species without considerable changes in electrode 

structure due to the oxidative environment. Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) 
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spectroscopy revealed the presence of iridium (Figure 3.6). An EDX 

mapping experiment shows a homogenous distribution of iridium species 

on the surface and no formation of large clusters or aggregates (Figure 3.6, 

inset). This suggests that a uniform thin layer of the activated molecular 

catalyst is attached to the surface, in line with SEM data. Deposition of a thin 

layer is important because only than the majority of the iridium can take 

part in catalysis. Spectroscopic analysis in this case mainly detects the active 

Ir species instead of bulk IrOx material in the case of 45-60 µm thick 

samples. 

 

Figure 3.6. SEM of ITO before (top) and after (bottom left) deposition of iridium, with inset 

displaying electrode thickness. EDX signal (bottom right) of Ir@ITO after deposition, with 

inset of EDX mapping. 

To investigate the electronic properties of the Ir@ITO catalyst, we 

perform cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements in a 0.1 M potassium 

nitrate buffer at a pH of 2.3. A single chemically reversible oxidation wave 

at 0.7 V vs NHE is observed (Figure 3.7), followed by water oxidation 

catalysis with an onset potential of 1.3 V vs NHE. Interestingly, the Ir@ITO 

electrode has electrochromic behavior. At a potential below the redox wave 

at 0.7 V the layer it colorless, becomes blue after oxidation and is nearly 

colorless at 1.3 V when the catalytic water oxidation starts. The iridium 
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loading is determined at approximately 12 nmol cm-2 (or around 2 µg cm-2) 

by scan speed dependent voltammograms of the redox wave at 0.7 V vs NHE 

(Figure 3.7, Supporting Information Figure S3.2). This loading 

approximates a monolayer on a high surface area electrode.16 A scan rate 

dependent peak separation is also observed, which is indicative of a slow 

electron transfer process. Likely the slow transfer arises from the relatively 

thick mesoporous nano-ITO layer of about 3 µm (Figure 3.6). Next, 

controlled current electrolysis (CCE) at 0.5 mA cm-2 reveals that the Ir@ITO 

electrode performs water oxidation for prolonged time without loss of 

activity at a potential of 1.4 V vs NHE (Figure 3.7). Oxygen formation was 

confirmed with a fluorescence probe immediately after a steady potential of 

1.4 V vs NHE was reached (Figure 3.7), and from this experiment a faradaic 

efficiency of ~93% was calculated. This indicates that the Ir@ITO electrode 

is stable at highly oxidative conditions and a potent WOC, performing water 

oxidation at a 0.5 mA cm-2 at an overpotential of roughly ~300 mV. The 

stability of this system makes it suitable for in situ XAS studies. 
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Figure 3.7. Cyclic voltammogram of Ir@ITO catalyst at 10 mV/s (top left). The arrows 

indicate the potentials at which XAS studies are performed (vide infra). Scan speed 

dependent cyclic voltammetry scans along the redox wave at 0.7 V vs NHE (top right). 

Controlled current electrolysis at 0.5 mA cm-2 for 2200s (bottom left) and oxygen formation 

during the controlled current electrolysis (bottom right). Recorded in 0.1 M pH 2.3 

potassium nitrate buffer using an Ir@ITO working electrode. 

For operando fluorescence XAS measurements a homemade 

electrochemistry cell was designed with inlets for the Ir@ITO electrode, a 

Pt-wire counter electrode and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a Kapton 

foil window (Supporting Information Figure S3.3). During operando XAS 

measurements, the cell was filled with electrolyte, having roughly a 2 mm 

space between the Ir@ITO electrode and the Kapton foil window to 

minimize X-ray photon losses, while still allowing electrolyte to pass 

through. For XAS measurements, the current density was set at a constant 

0.5 mA cm-2 to ensure catalytic activity, while preventing excessive bubble 

formation. Bubbles in the X-ray beam can significantly disturb the XAS 

measurement and on occasion XAS scans had to be restarted. XAS 

measurements were started as soon as the potential reached a steady state 

value. The potential to attain the desired current density over the course of 

the measurement remained constant, which indicates stable catalytic 

functioning. In Figure 3.8 the XAS spectrum of the Ir@ITO electrode is 
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depicted during catalysis (blue line). We also perform similar operando 

measurements at 0.2 V vs NHE, with the electrode in a colorless, inactive 

state. Interestingly, the white line in the XANES spectrum of the iridium 

species on the surface is near identical under non-catalytic and catalytic 

conditions. This suggests that the iridium center is in the same oxidation 

state at 0.2 V vs NHE as during catalysis. The XANES data of the Ir@ITO 

electrode at both 0.2 V vs NHE and catalytic potential have a nearly identical 

white line absorption. The activated iridium(IV) species in solution also has 

a nearly identical white line absorption (see Supporting Information Figure 

S3.4 for overlay), thus we assign an iridium(IV) oxidation state to the 

catalyst both at 0.2 V vs NHE and during water oxidation catalysis. This 

implies that the formal oxidation state of iridium does not change with 

varying potential, and that any oxidations are substrate or ligand based, 

similar to the proposed mechanism by Frevel et al.41 Slight differences are 

observed in K/R-space for the Ir@ITO electrode at different potentials, 

suggesting that the surrounding ligands are not identical (Figure 3.8, 

Supporting Information Figure S3.7). Unfortunately, the data of the EXAFS 

region of the spectra is not of sufficient quality for a reliable fit, likely 

because of the existence of multiple species (vide supra) and the low loading 

of iridium at the electrode (~12 nmol cm-2).  

 

Figure 3.8. XANES spectrum of Ir@ITO at catalytic conditions (0.5 mA cm-2, ~1.4 V vs NHE, 

blue) and the Ir@ITO electrode at 0.2 V vs NHE (grey). The full XAS spectrum and the K-space 

are reported in Supporting Information Figure S3.7. 

UV-vis data from Sheehan et al. also shows remarkably similar 

electrochromic behavior as the Ir@ITO species.43 Similar absorption 

spectra are observed at low potential (0.5 V vs NHE) and during catalysis 

(1.4 V vs NHE), while a distinctly different species with an absorption 

maximum at 575 nm is observed at 0.9 V vs NHE for the IrPyAlk@ITO WOC 
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(Figure 3.9). However, they postulate that these are iridium(III), iridium(IV) 

and iridium(V) species, at 0.5 V, 0.9 V and 1.4 V vs NHE respectively. 

Contrary, our XAS data on Ir@ITO would suggest that in the case of Ir-NHC 

deposition, iridium is in oxidation state four both during catalysis and 

before the oxidation wave at 0.7 V vs NHE.  

 

Figure 3.9. UV-vis data at 0.5 V (black), 0.9 V (red) and 1.4 V (purple) vs NHE of het-woc as 

reported by Sheehan et al.43 

3.3 Conclusion 

In conclusion, robust Ir@ITO electrodes were prepared by chemically 

depositing a molecular Ir-NHC precursor that was subjected to chemical 

oxidation prior to immobilization. SEM and EDX data reveal a uniform 

distribution of the iridium species over the mesoporous nano-ITO surface. 

The electrodes perform water oxidation catalysis at an overpotential of 300 

mV at 0.5 mA cm-2 with an iridium loading of 12 nmol cm-2. Operando XAS 

measurements provide insight in the oxidation state of the Ir@ITO catalyst. 

Interestingly, our measurements show that, iridium is in oxidation state 

four at both 0.2 V vs NHE and during catalysis at 1.4 V vs NHE. These 

observations suggest that the resting state of the catalyst is an iridium(IV) 

species and not, as often assumed, an iridium(III) complex. We propose a 

redox active substrate/ligand mechanism, were an iridium(IV) hydroxy 

species gets oxidized to an iridium(IV) oxo-radical species (Ir(IV)-OH to 

Ir(IV)-O.) in which the formal oxidation state of the iridium center is not 

affected. With this work we hope to inspire further work in the field of 

iridium-based water oxidation catalysis. 
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3.5 Supporting Information  

Materials and methods 

All reagents were purchased from commercial suppliers and used without further 

purification. Milli-Q Ultrapure grade water (> 18.2 MΩ cm resistivity) was used for 

all experiments and for the preparation of aqueous buffer solutions. Ir-NHC was 

prepared according to literature procedures and spectroscopic analysis was in line 

with the reported values.1 SEM images and SEM-EDX data were taken on a Fei-xl30 

Scanning Electron Microscope (TLD detector, 10.0 kV, 150000x magnification). 

Dissolved oxygen was detected using a fiber-optic oxygen meter (FireStingO2 from 

PyroScience with Oxygen Logger software (https://www.pyroscience.com/)). 

Preparation of nano-ITO slides 

FTO electrodes (1 cm x 5 cm) were cleaned by sonication in a 5% Deconex solution 

for 20 minutes and then rinsed with H2O and EtOH. After drying, the FTO electrodes 

were cleaned in an UV-ozone cleaner for at least 20 minutes. A nano-ITO suspension 

was prepared by grinding 654 mg nano-ITO (Sigma Aldrich, <50 nm particles) for 

5 minutes in 1.0 mL acetic acid. Then the suspension was diluted with 4.0 mL 

ethanol. The suspension was sonicated for at least 10 minutes prior to use.  Nano-

ITO electrodes were prepared by spin coating (B.L.E spin coater Delta 10) 40 µL of 

the ITO nanoparticle suspension onto a masked section of the FTO slides (1 cm x 

1.5 cm) at 1000 rpm for 40 s. After spincoating, the solvent was evaporated by 

https://www.pyroscience.com/
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heating to 200 °C for 10 minutes. For thicker layers, a second layer of spincoating 

was applied and the solvent evaporated. Then, the electrodes were heated at 500 °C 

in air for 1 hour, and then heated in a 4% H2 in N2 atmosphere for 1 hour.2  

Ir@ITO preparation 

A stock solution of Ir-NHC (final concentration 2 mM) was treated with a stock 

solution of NaIO4 (final concentration 100 mM) for 30 minutes. Then, the nano-ITO 

electrodes were immersed in the solution and removed after 2 hours, and 

thoroughly rinsed with H2O.  

Electrochemistry 

Electrochemistry was performed on a PGSTAT 10 potentiostat (Autolab) using 

GPES software. An Ir@ITO working electrode, platinum wire auxiliary electrode 

and a Ag/AgCl (sat. KCl) reference electrode were used. To convert the potential 

values of Ag0/+ reference into NHE a correction factor of +0.197 V was used. A 0.1 M 

pH 2.3 potassium nitrate buffer was used as a supporting electrolyte.  

X-ray absorption spectroscopy 

Ir L3-edge XAS measurements were performed at I18 (Diamond) in Didcot. All 

measurements were done in fluorescence mode, unless otherwise stated. 

Measurements at Diamond were performed with a Si(111) double crystal 

monochromator in combination with a 9 element Ge Solid State detector. A typical 

measurement required around 30 minutes; around 8 scans were required to obtain 

good signal-to-noise in the data. All acquired spectra were calibrated to a Pt foil. 

XAS data processing was performed in Athena and EXAFS analysis was performed 

in Artemis.3 The amplitude reduction factor was determined using the Pt foil. 

 

Supporting Information Figure S3.1. Photograph of the activated Ir-NHC complex. 
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Supporting Information Figure S3.2. The normalized peak current at the redox wave at 0.7 

V vs NHE plotted versus the scan speed for the Ir@ITO species. Iridium loading determined 

by using: (4 RT / n2F2A) Slope = 12 nmol cm-2. 

 

Supporting Information Figure S3.3. The spectroelectrochemistry cell used for XAS 

measurements. 
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Supporting Information Figure S3.4. XANES overlay of the activated iridium species 

(orange), Ir@ITO during catalysis (blue) and Ir@ITO at 0.2 V vs NHE (grey). 

 

 

Supporting Information Figure S3.5. K-space of Ir-NHC dissolved in MilliQ (orange), Ir-

NHC in the solid state (blue) and an IrCl3 standard (grey). 

 

Supporting Information Figure S3.6. XAS spectra (left) and K-space (right) of Ir-NHC 

dissolved in MilliQ water (orange) and the Ir-NHC complex activated with 50 equivalents of 

NaIO4 (blue). 
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Supporting Information Figure S3.7. XAS spectra (left) and K-space (right) of Ir@ITO at 

catalytic conditions (0.5 mA cm-2, ~1.4 V, blue) and the Ir@ITO electrode at 0.2 V vs NHE 

(grey). 
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Chapter 4 

 

Potential and Buffer Dependent Catalyst 

Decomposition in Nickel-Based Water 

Oxidation 

 

 

 

 

Controlled potential electrolysis and electrochemical quartz microbalance 

techniques show that under electrocatalytic water oxidation conditions 

[NiII(meso-L)](ClO4)2 decomposes to form a catalytically active NiOx layer in 

a pH 7.0 phosphate buffer. This layer desorbs from the electrode at less 

anodic potentials, preventing ex situ detection. Catalyst decomposition is 

highly buffer dependent, as no NiOx layer forms in a pH 6.5 phosphate buffer 

or in a pH 7.0 acetate buffer. Without catalyst decomposition, water 

oxidation is solely performed by a molecular species. 

 

 

 

Joeri Hessels, Fengshou Yu, Remko J. Detz and Joost N. H. Reek, manuscript 

submitted. 
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4.0 Abstract 

The production of hydrogen by water electrolysis likely benefits from the 

development of novel water oxidation catalysts. This development process 

can be aided by the postulation of design rules for catalytic systems. The 

analysis of the reactivity of molecular complexes can be complicated by 

their decomposition into nanoparticles under catalytic conditions. Such a 

misinterpretation can lead to incorrect design rules. In this paper we show 

that a nickel-based water oxidation catalyst [NiII(meso-L)](ClO4)2, 

previously reported to operate as a molecular catalyst, decomposes to form 

a NiOx layer in a pH 7.0 phosphate buffer under prolonged catalytic 

conditions as indicated by controlled potential electrolysis and 

electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance measurements. Interestingly, 

the formed NiOx layer desorbs from the surface of the electrode under less 

anodic potentials. Therefore, no nickel species can be detected on the 

electrode after electrolysis. This study demonstrates the importance of in 

situ characterization methods for catalyst decomposition and metal oxide 

layer formation. Catalyst decomposition is strongly pH and buffer 

dependent as there is no indication of NiOx layer formation at a pH of 6.5 in 

phosphate buffer nor in a pH 7.0 acetate buffer.  

4.1 Introduction 

To combat climate change, the harvest of renewable energy is important to 

avoid greenhouse gas emissions through the use of fossil resources. Solar 

and wind power supply are steadily increasing, but due to their 

intermittency energy storage solutions are required. In this context the 

storage of renewable energy into chemical fuels, such as hydrogen, is 

important.1-5 Hydrogen can be generated by water electrolysis using 

sustainable energy, and this reaction is therefore a topic of much recent 

interest.6-18 Water electrolysis consists of two half reactions, proton 

reduction and water oxidation. Water oxidation requires two water 

molecules and the transfer of four electrons and four protons to produce 

oxygen, resulting in complicated reaction mechanisms.19-24 Therefore, in 

water splitting catalysis, the water oxidation reaction is generally the 

limiting factor in terms of rate and energy losses. The development of novel 

water oxidation catalysts (WOCs) typically aims on the improvement of 
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these two properties of the catalyst, i.e. increase the activity and reduce the 

overpotential required for water oxidation catalysis. Molecular catalysts are 

generally more active per metal center and are easier to study at a higher 

level of detail than their heterogeneous counterparts. In addition, their 

ligand frameworks are relatively easy to modify, and with that the key 

properties of the catalyst can be more easily optimized. Interestingly, 

catalytic rates can be increased by orders of magnitude by modification of 

the ligand.25-30 Knowledge about the mechanism by which a catalyst 

operates can lead to design rules, which facilitates catalyst development. 

Molecular ruthenium- and iridium-based WOCs are currently state of the art 

in terms of activity and overpotential,31-36 but recent research showed that 

also catalysts based on first row transition metals, like iron and nickel, have 

potential to be developed into proper catalysts for this reaction (See 

Chapter 1.3 for more information).37-42 A downside of catalysts based on 

these more available and affordable metals, is that so far they generally have 

a lower activity. Their molecular complexes are generally also more 

susceptible to ligand degradation because the ligands bind less strongly to 

these metals and as a result nanoparticles are often formed (See Chapter 

1.3.3 for more information).43-44 Preventing ligand degradation is one of the 

challenges in the development of molecular catalysts to avoid the formation 

of metal nanoparticles.45-48 These nanoparticles can also be active in water 

oxidation, complicating the analysis of the properties of molecular catalysts 

(Figure 4.1).49-51 More importantly, nanoparticle formation can lead to 

incorrect postulates for catalyst design as activity attributed to a complex 

could originate from metal nanoparticles. Detection of in situ generated 

nanoparticles can be challenging. Hence, publications on molecular WOCs 

generally include multiple experiments to prove that the catalyst activity 

stems from a molecular species.44,52-54 In the context of our ongoing research 

to explore novel first-row metal-based WOCs,55 we were interested in 

developing novel nickel-based catalysts. We aimed at applying previously 

developed design rules to optimize the catalyst,56 but found that active NiOx 

layers are formed under certain conditions. In this paper we report the 

details of this study.   
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Figure 4.1. Water oxidation by NiMeso was previously proposed to be catalyzed by a 

molecular species which undergoes a conformational change. In this paper we show that the 

catalyst in a phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 decomposes in situ during prolonged electrolysis 

towards a NiOx layer, which is the main contributor to catalytic activity under these 

conditions. At open circuit voltage, the generated NiOx layer desorbs, which prevents ex situ 

detection.  

The group of Lu presented the first electrochemically active 

molecular nickel-based water oxidation catalyst [NiII(meso-L)](ClO4)2 

(NiMeso) based on the cyclam-like meso ligand in 2014 (Figure 4.1).56 Since 

then, multiple ligand systems are published that allow for electrochemical 

water oxidation with molecular nickel complexes.38 Examples include other 

cyclam-based ligands,57-59 porphyrin-based systems,61 pyridine-based 

ligands,62-66  and oxamidate-type ligands.67,68 As nickel oxide is also active in 

water oxidation, one should be careful when studying these catalysts to 

ensure that the activity stems from a molecular species.10,69 There have 

indeed been several publications about nanoparticle formation during 

catalysis experiments with nickel-based molecular catalysts.68,70,71 The 

group of Najafpour showed the deposition of nickel oxide from a salen 

precursor under basic conditions.70 After a thorough investigation, the 

formation of nickel oxide particles from a phthalocyanine complex was also 

observed.71 Garrido-Barros et al. investigated oxamidate-type complexes 

and revealed that both the molecular complex and the NiOx layer, deposited 

after decomposition of the complex, were active in water oxidation.68 

 The NiMeso catalyst is known to function at a low overpotential 

under neutral conditions. The group of Lu describes that they observe an 
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unusual pattern under prolonged water oxidation conditions: the current 

density steadily increases until a plateau is observed.56 Current increase 

during controlled potential electrolysis (CPE) is often contributed to 

nanoparticle formation on the surface of the electrode,72-74 however, no 

nickel deposition could be detected on the electrode using various 

techniques nor is the rinsed electrode active in catalysis. These two 

observations indicate that the activity derives from a stable molecular 

catalyst. Interestingly, a current increase is not observed when the solution 

is stirred. The group of Lu explains the unusual pattern in CPE by a 

conformational change of the ligand, going from a structure with two trans-

vacant sites to a structure with two cis-vacant sites. The latter species is 

postulated to be the active catalyst and, as its concentration builds up 

during the CPE experiment, is logically assumed to be responsible for the 

observed current increase. As a design rule for future nickel-based WOCs 

they suggest to use ligand frameworks that enforce two cis-vacant sites. In 

follow-up papers, they report two new nickel complexes based on ligands 

that enforce this coordination, however, these complexes operate at a 

higher overpotential and a lower activity than the original catalyst.64,65 

Interested in the principles of design rules for molecular catalysts, we 

investigate the nature of the catalytic nickel-species in more detail using 

complementary electrochemical techniques to increase our understanding 

of the observed current increase. 

4.2 Results & Discussion 

CPE experiments at literature conditions (phosphate buffer, pH 7),56 but 

using different catalyst concentrations, show a plateau current at similar 

current densities of approximately 1.4-1.5 mA cm-2 at 1.55 V vs NHE for 0.5 

mM, 1.0 mM, and 5.0 mM NiMeso (Figure 4.2a). For a molecular catalyst in 

solution the current density would be expected to increase linearly. 

Interestingly, the time to reach the plateau current is influenced by the 

concentration of the nickel catalyst, as observed in the first ~100 s of the 

measurement, implying concentration dependent saturation behavior. The 

concentration independent plateau current clearly conflicts with the 

hypothesis that the nickel catalyst has to change conformation during CPE, 

as the plateau current should be linearly dependent on concentration in that 

scenario. Instead, these experiments do indicate the accumulation of an 
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active species over time until a saturation point is reached. To gain more 

insight in the nature of the concentration of the nickel species, we 

performed electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM) 

measurements. These experiments allow us to follow the mass of the 

electrode during electrochemical measurements.75-77 EQCM during 600 s of 

CPE at catalytic conditions, demonstrates that the mass of the electrode 

steadily increases over time (Figure 4.2b). These observations indicate the 

absorption of a species on the electrode surface upon applying an anodic 

potential. This increase in mass is considerably higher than a blank 

experiment. The observed rate of mass accumulation during catalytic 

experiments depends on the catalyst concentration (Figure 4.2b). Whereas 

the current density doesn’t increase much after 300 seconds, the mass of 

the electrode continues to rise until the potential is set to 0.20 V vs NHE 

after 600 seconds, to reach a final buildup of ~0.8 and ~1.5 μg cm-2 for 

respectively 0.5 and 1.0 mM nickel complex (Figure 4.2b). These 

observations, combined with the concentration dependent rate of plateau 

formation (Figure 4.2a), are a strong indication that the catalyst 

decomposes to form a NiOx species that absorbs to the electrode with 

simultaneous current increase. Once the surface is saturated, the current 

plateaus, but the nickel species continues to absorb. Our conclusion is 

supported by the quantity of mass increase at the electrode, which agrees 

well with a few monolayers on a low surface area electrode (Figure 4.2).78-

80 A reduction in applied potential to 0.20 V vs NHE (after 600 s) results in 

a quick desorption of all previously accumulated mass from the electrode 

surface. The deposition and the desorption of the nickel material can be 

explained qualitatively by the Pourbaix diagram of nickel (Supporting 

Information Figure S4.1).81 At neutral pH and without anodic potential, the 

stable form of nickel is the soluble Ni2+. Under more oxidative potentials 

Ni3O4, Ni2O3 and NiO2 become thermodynamically more stable, and these 

forms of nickel are insoluble in aqueous buffer. Therefore, at the water 

oxidation conditions employed, the most stable state will be a solid nickel 

oxide species. When the potential is lowered, the nickel will be reduced to a 

Ni2+ species, which again is soluble in the medium.  
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Figure 4.2. Controlled potential electrolysis measurements at 1.55 V vs NHE for 600 s 

followed by 300 s at 0.20 V vs NHE (a) and simultaneous electrochemical quartz 

microbalance measurements (b) of the buffer solution (black), 0.5 mM NiMeso (green), 1.0 

mM NiMeso (blue) and 5.0 mM NiMeso (purple) in a 0.1 M pH 7.0 phosphate buffer using a 

gold working electrode. 

The NiMeso catalyst is oxidized to a nickel(III) species with two 

axial phosphate ligands ([NiIII(meso-L)](HPO4)2) at a potential of 0.87 V vs 

NHE.56,82 This complex is known to be stable for hours.58 To check if this 

molecular species with axial phosphate groups anchors to the surface, we 

performed CPE and EQCM experiments at a 1.20 V vs NHE (Figure 4.3). At 

this potential, the nickel(III) species is formed, but barely any catalysis 

occurs. Here we observe no increase in electrode mass. This shows that no 

molecular species anchors to the surface at this potential. Thus the 

deposited material formed at higher potentials oxidation is likely a nickel 

oxide material, which has been formed after decomposition of NiMeso 

during catalytic water oxidation.  

 

Figure 4.3. Controlled potential electrolysis measurements at 1.20 V vs NHE (non-catalytic 

conditions) for 600 s followed by 300 s at 0.2 V vs NHE (left) and simultaneous 

electrochemical quartz microbalance measurements (right) of 1 mM NiMeso (blue) in a 0.1 

M pH 7.0 phosphate buffer using a gold working electrode. 
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Similar deposition and desorption behavior is reported by Cho & 

Chang in 2017 for a nickel salt in phosphate buffer.83 They showed the 

formation of a thin ‘Ni-Pi’ layer which consist of nickel oxide with 

incorporated phosphate anions. This layer was formed from a 1.0 mM 

solution of Ni(NO3)2 during cyclic voltammetry at high anodic potentials and 

desorbed from the surface when the potential was lowered below 0.90 V vs 

Ag/AgCl. When we perform CPE/EQCM experiments of nickel salts at 1.55 

V vs NHE, we indeed observe the supposed ‘Ni-Pi’ layer formation up to 7.5 

μg cm-2 after 600 s and a current density up to 2.4 mA cm-2 (Figure 4.4). In 

line with the results of Cho & Chang, this layer detaches upon lowering the 

potential.83 This shows that the deposition formed from NiMeso has similar 

properties to a ‘Ni-Pi’ layer formed from bare nickel salts, giving a strong 

indication that the formed layer consists of the same material. Cho & Chang 

showed that the ‘Ni-Pi’ layer also forms under more basic conditions, at 

which it is stable upon lowering the potential, in accord with the Pourbaix 

diagram (Supporting Information Figure S4.1).83 They characterized the 

nickel oxide species generated at pH 11 ex situ, showing an amorphous 

deposition with the incorporation of phosphate anions. The nickel deposit 

generated from the NiMeso complex likely consists of a similar amorphous 

nickel oxide material incorporating phosphate as the conditions of the 

experiments are similar.   

 

Figure 4.4. Controlled potential electrolysis measurements at 1.55 V vs NHE for 600 s 

followed by 300 s at 0.20 V vs NHE (a) and simultaneous electrochemical quartz 

microbalance measurements (b) of the buffer solution (black) and 1.0 mM Ni(NO3)2 (grey) in 

a 0.1 M pH 7.0 phosphate buffer using a gold working electrode. 

To establish that the deposited material from the NiMeso complex is 

catalytically active, we performed several CPE experiments under various 

stirring conditions. An increase in current density to about 0.6 mA cm-2 is 
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observed at 1.55 V vs NHE under non-stirring conditions using a fluorine 

doped tin oxide (FTO) electrode (Figure 4.5). In accordance with 

literature,56 a lower current density of about 0.3 mA cm-2, that is constant in 

time, is observed under stirring conditions. This lower observed current 

density, coupled with the absence of an increase in current, suggests that 

under stirring conditions the NiOx layer does not form. We also performed 

an experiment without stirring, thus allowing for layer buildup, and started 

stirring after the current density stabilizes (Figure 4.5). Directly at the onset 

of stirring, the current density increases from 0.6 to 1.1 mA cm-2. This 

increase in current density upon stirring is a result of better mixing and is a 

strong indication that the deposited material is catalytically active. 

Importantly, the NiOx layer is stable upon stirring but does not form under 

stirring conditions. This can be explained by the fact that prior to NiOx layer 

formation, the molecular Ni-complex has to decompose. Such a 

decomposition mechanism is apparently perturbed under stirring 

conditions, likely because the nickel complex resides for a relatively short 

time in the electrochemical double layer. Therefore, we conclude that the 

nickel complex slowly decomposes during non-stirred CPE experiments and 

deposition of the formed nickel oxide layer on the electrode surface 

produces an active catalyst layer. To verify if the slow decomposition 

behavior of the nickel complex is induced by the ligand, we conduct a similar 

CPE experiment with a ligand-free Ni(NO3)2 solution. Without stirring, the 

current density stabilizes after a few seconds to approximately 1.0 mA cm-

2, while the current density with stirring increases to around 2.0 mA cm-2 in 

a few minutes (Supporting Information Figure S4.2). This suggests that if 

the nickel-precursor is not supported by a ligand, which first has to be 

degraded by oxidation, the nickel salt is able to immediately form an active 

NiOx layer. 
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Figure 4.5. Controlled potential electrolysis measurements at 1.55 V vs NHE for 2500 s 

followed by 300 s at 0.20 V vs NHE of 1.0 mM NiMeso while stirring (800 rpm, green), while 

not stirring (blue) and while stirring after 2000s (800 rpm, purple) in a 0.1 M pH 7.0 

phosphate buffer using a FTO working electrode. 

Catalyst decomposition and water oxidation are known to be pH and 

buffer dependent. To study the sensitivity of the catalyst system to the 

reaction conditions, we also performed EQCM experiments in a pH 6.5 

phosphate buffer and in a pH 7.0 acetate buffer. To our surprise, the CPE 

experiments in phosphate buffer at pH 6.5 show no current increase over 

time and EQCM measurements reveal almost no change in electrode mass, 

thereby suggesting that no NiOx layer is formed under these conditions 

(Figure 4.6). Under these conditions the water oxidation activity originates 

from the molecular catalyst. Thus, the stability of nickel-based complexes 

appears to be sensitive to pH. Notable is that the current density is 

significantly lower when no NiOx layer formation occurs. Likewise, no 

deposition is observed when performing the experiment in a pH 7.0 acetate 

buffer instead of phosphate (Supporting Information Figure S4.3). 

CPE/EQCM experiments with a solution of a nickel salt in a pH 7.0 acetate 

buffer do reveal increased current and electrode mass (Supporting 

Information Figure S4.4). This indicates that without a surrounding ligand, 

which protects the nickel metal, deposition of a NiOx layer can occur under 

these conditions. Buffer-dependent nanoparticle formation has been 

observed for other metals like cerium.84 We conclude that the stability of the 

molecular nickel complex is highly sensitive to pH and the type of buffer 

used.  
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Figure 4.6. Controlled potential electrolysis measurements at 1.60 V vs NHE for 600 s 

followed by 300 s at 0.20 V vs NHE (a) and simultaneous electrochemical quartz 

microbalance measurements (b) of the buffer solution (black) and 1.0 mM NiMeso (blue) in 

a 0.1 M pH 6.5 phosphate buffer using a gold working electrode. 

4.3 Conclusion 

We demonstrate on the basis of CPE and EQCM experiments that a 

nickel complex with a cyclam-based ligand slowly decomposes under 

electrochemical water oxidation catalysis conditions in a pH 7.0 phosphate 

buffer, likely forming a NiOx layer incorporating phosphate ions (Figure 

4.7). During CPE of the unstirred solution of the molecular nickel complex, 

an increase in current density is observed until a concentration 

independent plateau is reached, indicating accumulation of an active 

species until a saturation point. With EQCM an increase in electrode mass is 

observed simultaneous with the increase in current density. This increased 

mass at the electrode desorbs at less anodic potentials. Similar behavior is 

observed for nickel salts, which are known to form a ‘Ni-Pi’ layer during 

electrochemistry. In an experiment with the NiMeso WOC under identical 

CPE conditions, but now with a stirred solution, the current density does 

not increase over time. An experiment that starts with a non-stirred 

solution, reaching a current density plateau, however shows a strong 

increase in current when it is stirred. This suggests that the nickel complex 

slowly decomposes to form a NiOx layer, which is mostly responsible for the 

catalytic current. The formed NiOx layer is stable under catalytic conditions, 

but desorbs from the electrode at less anodic potentials, which can be 

understood from the Pourbaix diagram of nickel. As the species desorbs at 

open circuit voltage, there is no evidence of the layer formation after 

catalysis. Recently, the detection with EQCM of a transient cobalt deposit 

active in proton reduction was also reported, showing the broader 
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applicability of the technique.85 The relative stability of the complex and the 

instability of the deposit at low potential makes detection of this behavior 

during cyclic voltammetry experiments nearly impossible. Therefore, it is 

not viable to attribute the absence of a current increase in consecutive cyclic 

voltammograms to the absence of metal oxides deposition (or nanoparticle 

formation). These results demonstrate the importance of in situ techniques 

for establishing the molecularity of homogeneous WOCs.   

 Interestingly, the decomposition of the nickel catalyst and layer 

formation are pH and buffer dependent, as no layer formation is observed 

in a pH 6.5 phosphate buffer or in a pH 7.0 acetate buffer. At these conditions 

the molecular complex is likely active, indicating the importance of 

confirming molecularity even in similar buffer systems. Most importantly, 

this work shows that the previously reported high activity at low 

overpotential ascribed to the molecular complex stems from decomposed 

deposited material and as such the design rules, reported to achieve highly 

active catalysts based on NiMeso, may not apply. Indeed the necessity for 

two cis-vacant sites, which was applied as design element for two nickel 

complexes, did not result in higher activity.65,65 

Figure 4.7. Schematic representation of the NiMeso catalyst decomposing to NiOx at 

catalytic conditions in a pH 7.0 phosphate buffer. The formed NiOx layer desorbs from the 

surface at neutral potential. 
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4.5 Supporting Information 

Materials and methods 

All reagents were purchased from commercial suppliers and used without further 

purification. The [NiII(meso-L)](ClO4)2 complex was prepared in a three step 

procedure according to literature and spectroscopic analysis was in line with the 

reported values.1,2 Fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO) electrodes were cleaned 

according to literature procedure.3 Milli-Q Ultrapure grade water (> 18.2 MΩ cm 

resistivity) was used for all experiments and for the preparation of aqueous buffer 

solutions.  

Electrochemical methods 

Controlled potential electrolysis (CPE) measurements and electrochemical quartz 

crystal microbalance (EQCM) measurements were recorded on an Autolab PG-

STAT302N potentiostat with a three electrode system. For CPE measurements 

without EQCM, a FTO working electrode was used, a platinum coil counter 

electrode and a leak free Ag/AgCl reference electrode was used. For EQCM 
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measurements during CPE, a gold coated quartz working electrode, a gold coil 

counter electrode and a leak free Ag/AgCl reference electrode was used.  

Additional data and Figures 

Pourbaix diagram of nickel 

 

Supporting Information Figure S4.1. Pourbaix diagram of nickel in water.4 

CPE of nickel nitrate in a pH 7.0 phosphate buffer 

 

Supporting Information Figure S4.2. Controlled potential electrolysis measurements at 

1.55 V vs NHE for 2500 s followed by 300 s at 0.2 V vs NHE of 1 mM Ni(NO3)2 while stirring 

(800 rpm, green) and while not stirring (blue) in a 0.1 M pH 7.0 phosphate buffer using a FTO 

working electrode. 
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CPE and EQCM of NiMeso in a pH 7.0 acetate buffer 

 

Supporting Information Figure S4.3. Controlled potential electrolysis measurements at 

1.55 V vs NHE for 600 s followed by 300 s at 0.2 V vs NHE NHE (left) and simultaneous 

electrochemical quartz microbalance measurements (right) of the buffer solution (black) 

and 1 mM NiMeso (blue) in a 0.1 M pH 7.0 acetate buffer using a gold working electrode. 

CPE and EQCM of nickel acetate in a pH 7.0 acetate buffer 

 

Supporting Information Figure S4.4. Controlled potential electrolysis measurements at 

1.55 V vs NHE for 600 s followed by 300 s at 0.2 V vs NHE (left) and simultaneous 

electrochemical quartz microbalance measurements (right) of the buffer solution (black) 

and 1 mM Ni(OAc)2 (gray) in a 0.1 M pH 7.0 acetate buffer using a gold working electrode. 
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Chapter 5 

 

Nickel is a Different Pickle; Trends in Water 

Oxidation Catalysis for Molecular Nickel 

Complexes 

 

 

Trends in oxygen evolution activity of nickel complexes are revealed using 

Oxone as chemical oxidant. Our study shows that there are different design 

rules for these nickel complexes than for other first-row transition metals. 

A cyclam-like complex with imine donor groups is most active, reaching a 

turnover number of up to 380 and a turnover frequency of 68 min-1. Kinetic 

studies indicate a rate determining oxidation step, which is preceded by the 

breakup of a dormant nickel dimer. 

 

 

 

 

 

Joeri Hessels, Eduard Masferrer-Rius, Fengshou Yu, Remko J. Detz, Robertus J. M. 

Klein-Gebbink, and Joost N. H. Reek, manuscript submitted 
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5.0 Abstract 

The development of novel water oxidation catalysts is important in the 

context of renewable fuels production. Ligand design is one of the key tools 

to improve the activity and stability of molecular catalysts. The 

establishment of ligand design rules can facilitate the development of 

improved molecular catalysts. In this chapter we show that chemical 

oxidants can be used to probe oxygen evolution activity for nickel-based 

systems and report trends that can improve future ligand design. 

Interestingly, we observe different ligand effects in comparison to other 

first-row transition metal complexes. For example, nickel complexes with 

secondary amine donors are more active than with tertiary amine donors, 

which is the opposite for iron complexes. The incorporation of imine donor 

groups in a cyclam ligand results in the fastest and most durable nickel 

catalyst of our series, achieving oxygen evolution turnover numbers up to 

380 and turnover frequencies up to 68 min-1 in a pH 5.0 acetate buffer using 

Oxone as oxidant. Initial kinetic experiments with this catalyst reveal a first 

order in chemical oxidant and a half order in catalyst. This implies a rate 

determining oxidation step from a dimeric species that needs to break up to 

generate the active catalyst. These findings lay the foundation for the 

rational design of molecular nickel catalysts for water oxidation, and 

highlight that catalyst design rules are not generally applicable for different 

metals. 

5.1 Introduction 

The development of novel catalysts helps to further improve the 

electrochemical production of renewable fuels, such as H2 and MeOH.1-2 

These energy carriers are suggested to play a role in the transition to an 

economy based on renewable resources, both as a storage option in the 

electricity sector and as a fuel in e.g. the transport sector, or as feedstock for 

the chemical industry.3-6 Hydrogen can be produced via proton reduction, 

while methanol or other carbon-based fuels could be produced by CO2 

reduction.7-13 For both these processes, water oxidation is required to 

supply electrons and protons. This oxidation reaction is generally the 

limiting factor for efficient and stable devices.14-19 Important parameters of 

water oxidation catalysts (WOCs) are the overpotential at which they 
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operate, their activity and their stability. In industrial settings, 

heterogeneous catalysts are used for the water oxidation reaction.20-22 In 

proton exchange membrane (PEM) cells, iridium is often used as catalyst at 

the anode, while in alkaline electrolyzers the catalyst is typically based on 

nickel.3,23,24 Inspired by photosystem II in nature,25-28 a significant amount 

of research has been devoted to develop molecular WOCs. These systems 

have the advantage of being easier to study, as well as being more active per 

metal center.29 Interestingly, by varying the ligand framework of a 

molecular catalyst, performance can be enhanced by several orders of 

magnitude.30-32 In addition to high water oxidation activity, a catalyst also 

has to withstand the highly oxidative potentials that are required to oxidize 

water. The postulation of design rules can aid the development of effective 

catalysts that meet the requirements for this challenging reaction. The 

group of Llobet recently published an excellent review on ligand design for 

robust WOCs with high activity.33 To arrive at a successful WOC, the ligand 

should coordinate strongly to the catalytically active metal to prevent 

substitution and be oxidatively stable to prevent ligand oxidation. In 

addition, the complex needs to be able to access high oxidation states at 

moderate potentials, while allowing for a favorable water oxidation 

mechanism. As the oxygen evolution reaction requires two water molecules 

and the transfer of four electrons and four protons, it proceeds via a 

relatively complicated mechanism.16,34,35 The mechanism also influences the 

overpotential required for water oxidation catalysis. The minimal 

overpotential of a catalyst that operates via the mononuclear water 

nucleophilic attack mechanism is dictated by scaling relations resulting in 

an minimum overpotential of around 300 mV.34 The dinuclear radical 

coupling reaction does not suffer from this minimal overpotential but is 

more sensitive to concentration differences. The use of supramolecular 

strategies in WOC design seems promising. For example, increasing the 

local concentration of catalysts by confinement improved the activity of a 

ruthenium catalyst by two orders of magnitude.36 In addition, π-π stacking 

can also pre-organize catalysts that operate via a dinuclear mechanism.37 

Ruthenium-based WOCs are some of the most potent and progress in this 

field has recently been reviewed by Grotjahn.38,39 Chemical oxidants, like 

cerium(IV) ammonium nitrate (CAN), are often used for comparing 

catalysts, as they allow for adequate comparison between catalytic systems 
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at identical conditions.40 For iridium-based catalysts, ligand design trends 

are observed by the use of chemical oxidants in water oxidation, as for 

example shown by the groups of Crabtree and Bernhard.41,42  

  Ruthenium- and iridium-based systems still represent the most 

effective molecular WOCs,39-43 and current catalysts based on first-row 

transition metals are often less active and less stabile (see Chapter 1.3.3 for 

more information).14,44 In addition, WOCs based on first row transition 

metals usually also require a higher potential to drive the oxygen evolution 

reaction. As these metals are orders of magnitude cheaper, sufficiently 

available for large scale applications, and also because nature’s catalysts are 

based on first row metals, a significant amount of work has been devoted to 

the development of molecular WOCs based on manganese, iron, cobalt and 

copper.14,45-48 As an example, Lloret-Fillol et al. used chemical oxidants to 

evaluate iron complexes for water oxidation and reported one of the most 

robust iron-based catalyst to date. Structure-activity relationships suggest 

that active iron-based catalysts require two cis-vacant sites.49 Interestingly, 

molecular nickel complexes have been less explored for water oxidation,14 

while commercial alkaline electrolyzers contain heterogeneous nickel-

based catalysts.24,50 In 2014, the first electrochemically active nickel-based 

molecular WOC was published, which employs the cyclam-like meso-ligand 

(3, Figure 5.1).51 In two follow-up papers, a pyridine-based ligand system is 

also shown to work under acidic and neutral pH conditions (8, Figure 

5.1).52,53 Recently, the same authors also published structure-activity 

relations between several meso-like ligands. The trend indicates that 

additional methylation of the backbone has a favorable effect.54 The group 

of Meyerstein showed that cyclam complex 2 is also active in water 

oxidation (Figure 5.1).55 Several other groups also demonstrated the use of 

molecular nickel complexes for water oxidation using porphyrin-, cyclam-, 

oxamidate-, and pyridine-based ligand frameworks.56-63 In all of these 

contributions water oxidation catalysis was reported using 

electrochemistry, which gives information on the potential at which water 

oxidation catalysis starts and reaction rates under specific conditions. 

However, as these publications all use various pH and buffer conditions, a 

proper comparison of the different catalysts is difficult. Furthermore, a 

study on systematic variations of the ligand framework to provide insight 

in structure-activity relationships for nickel-based water oxidation 
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catalysts is missing. In this work we investigate a series of novel and 

previously reported nickel complexes as water oxidation catalysts under 

identical conditions. Inspired by the progress in ruthenium-, iridium-, and 

iron-based WOCs (vide supra),40-42,49,64 we used chemical oxidants for the 

evaluation of the activity of these nickel-based complexes. From the results 

we extract design rules, which appear to be different when compared to 

those found for other metals. We hope that these design rules will advance 

the field of nickel-based water oxidation catalysis. 

 

Figure 5.1. Examples of nickel complexes studied in literature for water oxidation. 

5.2 Results and Discussion 

In 2014 the group of Lau reported the use of [Ru(bpy)3]3+ as chemical 

oxidant for the evaluation of several nickel-based catalysts at a pH of 8.65 

They showed that ligands had an adverse effect on the catalytic activity and 

the nickel salt Ni(NO3)2 appeared most active. This activity is likely caused 

by nickel nanoparticles, which are rapidly formed under these conditions. 

The formation of nanoparticles at basic pH values is more commonly 

observed for first row transition metal complexes used for water oxidation 

catalysis (see Chapter 4 for an example of catalyst decomposition in a 

nickel-based system).61,62,66 We are interested in the use of chemical 

oxidants on a pH scale ranging from 1 to 7 to drive nickel-based water 

oxidation catalysis. These conditions are more compatible with proton 

reduction catalysis in a full water splitting cell. We applied the Oxodish 

method, previously developed by our group,67 to rapidly evaluate the water 

oxidation activity of various nickel complexes with chemical oxidants. Both 

in an unbuffered and in phosphate buffered (pH 7.0) solution, our nickel 

complexes do not reveal any activity with oxidants as CAN and sodium 
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periodate, which are typically used to examine ruthenium-, iridium-, and 

iron-based systems (Supporting Information Table S5.1).40,42,49,68,69 

Interestingly, in a pH 4.5 acetate buffer with the two electron sacrificial 

oxidant Oxone, which is known to drive water oxidation in manganese-, 

iron-, and ruthenium-based systems,64,71-77 nickel cyclam 2 and nickel 

BPMEN complex 8 evolve oxygen (Figure 5.1, Supporting Information 

Figure S5.1). In a control experiment we showed that nickel salts and NiOx 

nanoparticles remain inactive under these conditions (Supporting 

Information Table S5.1).   

 As water oxidation is generally pH sensitive, we performed catalysis 

experiments at various degrees of acidity using nickel cyclam 2 as a model 

catalyst (Figure 5.2). To determine the maximum turnover number (TON) 

and turnover frequencies (TOF) of our nickel-based WOCs, we used a 

manometer to quantify the pressure change as a measure of evolved oxygen 

gas.42,78,79 Catalyst 2 evolves oxygen at a rate of approximately 1.4 turnovers 

min-1, both at pH 2.1 and 3.5. At pH 4.4, the rate increases to 3 turnovers 

min-1. The catalyst displays the highest rate at pH 5, with 4.2 turnovers per 

minute. At even lower acidity, above pH 5.0, the catalyst is slower reaching 

a TOF of 2.3 min-1 at pH 5.5. The trend in maximum turnover number is 

similar to the trend in TOF (Figure 5.2). As cyclam-based nickel complex 2 

has the highest rate for oxygen evolution at pH 5, we performed the 

remainder of our experiments at this pH. 

 

Figure 5.2. Turnover frequencies per minute (left) and turnover numbers (right) of oxygen 

evolution by 0.10 mM nickel cyclam 2 at various pH values in a 0.50 M acetate buffer using 

0.10 M Oxone as oxidant. 

We proceeded by determining an accurate TON and TOF for our 

other nickel catalysts (Figure 5.3). Catalyst 1 contains two imine donor 

groups instead of two (of the four) amine groups in catalysts 2 and 3. 
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Apparently these imine functionalities make catalyst 1 significantly faster 

than 2, which in turn is more active than the methylated meso complex 3. 

Interestingly, catalyst 6 that has a non-methylated BPMEN ligand is slower 

than the cyclam-based systems, but remains stable for a longer time, still 

producing oxygen after 30 min. To confirm the existence of a ligand effect 

on the water oxidation catalysis activity of the nickel complexes, we 

evaluated several nickel salts (NiCl2, Ni(OAc)2, Ni(ClO4)2, Ni(NO3)2) and 

nickel oxide nanoparticles (~20 nm in diameter) under the same conditions 

(Figure 5.3, Supporting Information Figure S5.2). None of these systems 

shows any oxygen evolution. This lack of activity indicates that the nickel 

complexes operate as molecular species in which the ligand influences the 

activity and stability. To confirm that the formed oxygen originates from 

water, and not from decomposition of Oxone, we performed oxygen 

evolution experiments with O18 labeled water. This experiment reveals a 

significant increase in O236 compared to O234 indicating that the proposed 

complex is capable of oxidizing water (Supporting Information Figure S5.3). 

Unfortunately, mass spectroscopy was not performed under inert 

conditions and, thus, no reliable quantification of a ratio between O232 and 

the other isotopes could be achieved. 

 

Figure 5.3. Oxygen evolution by 0.10 mM of nickel complexes 1 (blue), 2 (purple), 3 (green), 

6 (grey) and Ni(ClO4)2 (black) at a pH of 5.0 in a 0.50 M acetate buffer using 0.10 M Oxone as 

oxidant (left, TON determined by manometry). And the structure of complexes 1 and 6 

(right), the structures of 2 and 3 are depicted in Figure 5.1. 

After establishing the importance and influence of the ligand that is 

coordinated to nickel, we systematically varied the ligand framework to 

establish structure-activity relationships. In Figure 5.4 we report an 

overview of the cyclam-based complexes we have investigated for this study 

(several additional inactive complexes are reported in Supporting 
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Information Figure S5.4). Complex 1 with two imine donor ligands is the 

most active with a TON of 170 and a TOF of 13 min-1. Imine donor ligands 

are rarely utilized in water oxidation catalysts, with the exception of cobalt 

and manganese Schiff base complexes and several binuclear iridium and 

ruthenium systems.80-84 Cyclam ligands with methylated bridging propane 

moieties produce a less active catalyst (both in terms of TOF and TON), as 

becomes clear by comparing complex 2 and 3. The methylation of nitrogen 

donor atoms also has a negative effect on the activity, as complex 4 is less 

active than 2, and 5 does not show any activity. For iron- and manganese-

based catalysts, tertiary amines are usually better donor groups for 

oxidation catalysts than secondary amines. This is not observed for our 

series of nickel complexes.67,85 However, the trend in activity does 

correspond with the trend in oxidation potentials of the nickel complexes. 

The NiIII/NiII oxidation wave in acetic acid buffer at pH 5.0 is at 0.77 V vs 

NHE for complex 2, at 0.98 V vs NHE for complex 3 and at 1.06 V and 1.57 V 

vs NHE for complexes 4 and 5, respectively (Supporting Information Figure 

S5.5.). At lower NiIII/NiII oxidation potential, a higher activity is observed. 

The oxidation potential of the nickel complexes follows the same trend in 

organic solvents.86 In addition, tertiary amines coordinate weaker to 

nickel(III) species by about two orders of magnitude.87 This weaker 

coordination could result in faster decomposition, which may explain the 

lower TONs observed for the complexes with tertiary amine donors. 

 

Figure 5.4. Nickel complexes 1-5 and their oxygen evolution activity at a concentration of 

0.10 mM nickel using 0.10 M Oxone as oxidant in a pH 5.0 acetate buffer (TOF and TON 

determined by manometry). 

 When comparing BPMEN-type complexes 6-9 similar trends are 

found as for the cyclam series (Figure 5.5). In the BPMEN series, complex 6, 

which has a ligand based on secondary amine donor groups, reveals the 
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highest activity with a TOF of 3 min-1 and a TON of 136. In line with the 

observed trend for cyclam complexes, catalyst 8 with tertiary amine ligands 

demonstrates a lower activity than complex 6, which contains two 

secondary amine donor ligands. Contrary to the trend in cyclam-based 

systems, imine-based complex 7 is less active than 6 (Figure 5.5, 1 > 3). 

Complex 8 with non-coordinating perchlorate counterions and a TOF of 

0.25 min-1 is more than twice as fast as complex 9 with coordinating 

chloride anions which displays a TOF of only 0.11 min-1. This observation is 

in line with trends found for other first-row transition metals.49 A complex 

with three pyridine donors does not show any activity in oxygen evolution 

(Figure 5.5, 10). For iron-based complexes the trends are different to those 

observed for nickel complexes. An iron BPMEN-imine complex is inactive, a 

BPMEN complex with secondary amine donors shows minor activity, while 

an iron complex with tertiary amine donors reveals high activity.49,67 This 

discrepancy in design rules has important consequences for catalyst design 

because often ligand frameworks and design rules that work well for one 

metal are also applied to other metals.52 Here we show that such 

extrapolations are inappropriate and trends and ligand design rules should 

be re-established for different metals. 

 

Figure 5.5. Nickel complexes 6-10 and their oxygen evolution activity at a concentration of 

0.10 mM nickel using 0.10 M Oxone as oxidant in a pH 5.0 acetate buffer (TOF and TON 

determined by manometry). 

  To gain more understanding of the mechanism involved in nickel-

catalyzed water oxidation we subjected complex 1 and 2 to kinetic analysis. 

Using 0.10 mM complex 1 with oxidant concentrations varying from 0.05 M 

until 0.50 M, we observed a first order rate dependency on the oxidant 

concentration (Figure 5.6a), with the highest TOF of 68 min-1 at 0.50 M of 
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Oxone. Nickel cyclam complex 2 also shows a first order in Oxone 

(Supporting Information Figure S5.6). The first order rate dependency on 

oxidant concentration implies that Oxone is involved in the rate limiting 

step. Therefore, it is likely that one of the oxidation steps is rate determining 

and not O-O bond formation, which is often assumed to be rate limiting.35,45 

As the O-O bond formation is not the rate determining step, it is difficult to 

establish from the kinetics if this nickel catalyst follows the mononuclear 

water nucleophilic attack or the dinuclear radical oxo coupling 

mechanism.19,23  

 

Figure 5.6. Kinetic studies with nickel complex 1. a) Turnover frequencies per minute of 

0.10 mM 1 using various Oxone concentrations in a 1.0 M acetate buffer at a pH of 5.0. b) 

Rate of oxygen evolution versus the square root of the concentration of 1 in a 0.50 M acetate 

buffer at a pH of 5.0 using 0.10 M of Oxone as oxidant. 

 The order in 1 was determined by performing water oxidation at 

different complex concentrations. Figure 5.6b shows that the data can be 

linearly fitted if we plot the oxygen evolution rate versus the square root of 

the catalyst concentration. This reveals a half order dependency on catalyst 

concentration at an oxidant concentration of 0.10 M on the O2 production 

rate. Complex 2 has the same half order dependence on the catalyst 

concentration (Supporting Information Figure S5.6). The broken order 

typically indicates the existence of a pre-equilibrium between a dimer and 

monomer species, before the rate-determining step. Dimeric oxygen 

bridged nickel complexes are known in literature, and both µ-O bridged,88,89 

and µ-O2 bridged species have been reported.90,91 Interestingly, Kieber-

Emmons and Riordan reported nickel complexes that activate molecular 

oxygen and, depending on steric bulk around the nickel center, result in 

either a dimeric Ni-(µ-O)2-Ni species or a monomeric Ni-µ-O2 species.92 In 

the same paper they show that the equilibrium is shifted towards the 
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monomeric species by introducing more steric bulk in the ligands. A half 

order in catalyst concentration for water oxidation has also been observed 

for an iridium-based system by Hintermair et al.93 The authors attribute this 

kinetic profile to an out-of-cycle dimeric Ir species. If such an out-of-cycle 

dimer also exists in our nickel-based reaction, the rate of catalysis could be 

improved by shifting the equilibrium to the monomeric state. Following the 

work of Kieber-Emmons and Riordan,92 an increase of steric bulk could 

result in this shift and should lead to more monomeric species and thus 

faster oxygen evolution catalysis. Next to information about reaction 

kinetics, the last series of experiments performed at different catalyst 

concentrations also provided information about catalyst stability. We 

observe higher TONs, up to 380, at lower catalyst concentrations 

(Supporting Information Figure S5.7 & S5.8). However, the oxidant 

consumption never exceeds 50%, indicating that catalyst stability needs 

further improvement. 

5.3 Conclusions 

In this work we show that water oxidation activity of nickel-based 

complexes can be evaluated by driving the reaction with Oxone as a 

chemical oxidant. Importantly, nickel salts and nickel oxide nanoparticles 

are inactive under these conditions, thus any activity stems from the 

molecular complexes. We show that known water oxidation catalysts like 2 

and 3, based on cyclam-type ligands, get surpassed in activity by complex 1 

that is based on a ligand with imine donor groups. In addition, secondary 

amine donor groups result in a more active catalyst than tertiary amine 

donor groups (2 > 4 > 5 and 6 > 8) for all examined complexes. This trend 

is opposite to that observed for iron-based complexes. Based on this 

observation we can conclude that design rules for water oxidation catalysts 

are not universal among different transition metals. Kinetic studies with the 

most active nickel complex (1) reveal a first order in oxidant and a half 

order in catalyst. This implies that the chemical oxidant is participating in 

the rate determining step, which is preceded by the breaking up of a 

dormant dimeric nickel species. With this work we establish some 

structure-activity relationships for nickel-based water oxidation catalysts, 

which may guide future directions in this promising research area. 
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5.5 Supporting Information 

Materials and methods 

All reagents were purchased from commercial suppliers and used without further 

purification. All complexes were prepared according to literature procedures and 

spectroscopic analysis was in line with the reported values. Complex 1,1 complex 

2,2-3 complex 3,1,4 complex 4 & 5,3 complex 6,5 complex 7,6 complex 8 & 9,7-8 

complex 10,9-10 complex 11,11 complex 12,12 and complex 13.12 Milli-Q Ultrapure 

grade water (> 18.2 MΩ cm resistivity) was used for all experiments and for the 

preparation of aqueous buffer solutions.  

Oxodish results14 

For each Oxodish run a freshly unpacked OxoDish 24-well sensor plate (OD24) was 

placed on the SensorDish Reader. All experiments containing a nickel-based 

complex (0.1 mM), control experiments (0.1 mM) and blank experiments were 

performed at four different conditions; 100 mM CAN in MilliQ water, 50 mM NaIO4 

in MilliQ water, 50 mM NaIO4 in a pH 7 0.1 M phosphate buffer, and 50 mM Oxone 

in 0.5 M acetate buffer with pH 4.5. For each experiment the wells were filled with 

a stock solution of oxidant (1 mL), and after equilibration, a stock solution of nickel 

catalyst was added (0.2 mL, final concentration of nickel of 0.1 mM, pure MilliQ was 

used to dissolve the catalyst for all examples, except for catalysts 10-13 and 15 for 

which a few drops of MeCN were added to aid solubility). Then the sensor plate was 

sealed and the fluorescence response was followed for 2 h. See reference for more 

information.14 In Supporting Information Table S5.1 the results from the Oxodish 

experiments are reported. 

Complex CAN NaIO4 NaIO4 in Pi 

buffer 

Oxone in 

OAc buffer 

- - - - - 

2 - - - 60 

3 - - - 60 

4 - - - 60 

5 - - - - 

8 - - - 120 
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9 - - - 120 

10 - - - - 

11 - - - - 

12 - - - - 

13 - - - - 

Ni(ClO4)2 - - - - 

Ni(OAc)2 - - - - 

NiOa - - - - 

Supporting Information Table S5.1. Oxygen evolution results evaluated with the Oxodish 

of 0.1 mM nickel complexes and nickel salts at various oxidative conditions. The color 

indicates the final O2 concentration: yellow = 270-380 nmol mL-1; no color = no activity (< 

270 nmol mL-1). The number in the cell represents the time in minutes in which the 

maximum O2 concentration is reached. a) NiO was added as suspension. 

 

Supporting Information Figure S5.1. Oxygen evolution by 0.10 mM nickel cyclam 2 at pH 

5.0 in a 0.5 M acetate buffer using 0.10 M Oxone as oxidant (Oxygen measured using the 

oxodish, left). Photo of an OxoDish 24-well sensor plate (right). 

Oxygen evolution measured by manometry 

Kinetic experiments were performed using the Man on the Moon pressure 

transducer (Series X102, https://www.manonthemoontech.com/). For each 

experiment the total reaction volume was 5.0 ml, with a total schlenk volume of 

20.5 ml. A 0.5 M sodium acetate buffer was used of a desired pH. First, a stock 

solution of Oxone was added (resulting in final concentrations of 0.05 M - 0.50 M, 

adjusted to the correct pH with 1.0 M NaOH at high Oxone concentrations)). 

https://www.manonthemoontech.com/
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Secondly, a stock solution of the catalyst was added (resulting in a final 

concentrations of 0.01 – 1.0 mM). Then the reaction was monitored until a constant 

pressure was attained. Measurements where the pressure dropped quickly after 

reaching a maximum were discarded as this indicates a leak (occurred in less than 

5% of the experiments). Using the ideal gas law and the volume of the schlenk, the 

quantity of produced oxygen was determined.  

Oxygen evolution activity of nickel salts 

Several nickel salts (NiCl2, Ni(ClO4)2, Ni(NO3)2 and Ni(OAc)2) were evaluated under 

the same oxygen evolution conditions as control experiments to establish the 

influence of the ligand on any observed catalytic activity. 

 

Supporting Information Figure S5.2. Oxygen evolution by 0.10 mM of NiCl2 (top left), 

Ni(ClO4)2 (top right), Ni(NO3)2 (bottom left) and Ni(OAc)2 (bottom right) at a pH of 5.0 in a 

0.50 M acetate buffer using 0.10 M Oxone as oxidant (TON determined by manometry). 

H2O18 labeling experiments 

We performed H2O18 labeling experiments to investigate whether nickel 

complex 1 acts as a water oxidation catalyst or if it has catalytic activity in 

Oxone decomposition. When performing oxygen evolution studies in O18 

labeled water, increase in O232 would be expected if the oxygen produced 

originates from Oxone, while the ratio of O236/O234 would remain similar. If 

the catalyst is capable of using water as substrate and oxidizing water, and 
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oxygen evolution experiment with O18 labeled water would result in an 

increase in the amount of O2
36, while the amount of O2

32 and O2
34 remain 

roughly similar, thus an increase in the ratio of O236/O234 would be expected. 

Oxygen evolution labeling experiments were carried out with ~80% O18 

labeled water using 0.1 mM of 1 at a pH of 5.0 in a 0.10 M acetate buffer 

using 0.10 M Oxone as oxidant in a 4 mL vial. Five minutes after water 

oxidation was initiated, 1 mL of headspace was injected in a GC-vial. Then 

an aliquout of the GC-vial was injected into a GC-MS system. Due to a leak in 

the mass spectrometer, O2
32 labeled oxygen was present in a large excess 

and no considerable changes in N228 and O232 were observed. When a run 

without a catalyst was injected into the GC, the ratio of the area of O236/O234 

was 0.1 (Supporting Information Figure S5.3). When a run with the catalyst 

was injected, a significant increase in the amount of O236 was observed, the 

ratio of the area of O236/O234 was 10.7 (Supporting Information Figure S5.3). 

From this significantly higher O236/O234 ratio, we conclude that at least part 

of the oxygen evolved during oxygen evolution experiments originates from 

water and the complex is thus capable of oxidizing water. 
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Supporting Information Figure S5.3. MS spectrum of the oxygen evolution reaction in a 

0.10 M acetate buffer using 0.10 M Oxone with ~80% O18 labeled water at a pH of 5.0 without 

(top) and with 0.10 mM of nickel complex 1 (bottom) . 

Additional evaluated nickel complexes 

Complexes 11-13 were evaluated using either the Oxodish or manometry 

measurements, but proved inactive in oxygen evolution using either CAN, NaIO4, or 

Oxone. 

 

Supporting Information Figure S5.4. Complexes 11-13 are inactive in oxygen evolution 

under the tested conditions. 
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Electrochemical studies 

 

Supporting Information Figure S5.5. Cyclic voltammetry measurements at 100 mV s-1 of 

nickel complex 2 (top left), 3 (top right), 4 (bottom left) and 5 (bottom right) in a 0.50 M pH 

5.0 acetate buffer using a glassy carbon working electrode. 

Kinetic studies with complex 2, nickel cyclam  

In addition to the kinetic studies with complex 1, we also performed kinetic studies 

with complex 2, which shows the same trends in reaction order; 1st order in Oxone 

and ½ order in catalyst.  

 

Supporting information Figure S5.6. Kinetic studies with nickel complex 2. Turnover 

frequencies per minute of 0.10 mM 2 using various Oxone concentrations in a 1.0 M acetate 

buffer at a pH of 5.0 (left). Rate of oxygen evolution versus the square root of the 

concentration of 2 in a 0.50 M acetate buffer at a pH of 5.0 using 0.10 M Oxone as oxidant 

(right). 
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Oxygen evolution examples 

 

Supporting Information Figure S5.7 Oxygen evolution by 0.10 mM of nickel complex 1 at 

a pH of 5.0 in a 1.00 M acetate buffer using 0.50 M Oxone as oxidant (TON determined by 

manometry). Determination of TON (left) and TOF (right). 

 

Supporting Information Figure S5.8. Oxygen evolution by 0.01 mM of nickel complex 1 at 

a pH of 5.0 in a 0.5 M acetate buffer using 0.10 M Oxone as oxidant (TON determined by 

manometry). Determination of TON (left) and TOF (right). 
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Chapter 6 

 

A Novel Mesoionic Carbene Ligand to Generate 

a Robust Iron Catalyst for Water Oxidation 

 

 

A novel tetradendate ligand that contains a mesoionic carbene donor forms 

an iron complex that displays greatly enhanced performance in water 

oxidation catalysis compared to the parent ligand that has a pyridine donor 

at that position. Turnover numbers up to 19000 and turnover frequencies 

up to 800 min-1 are observed during water oxidation driven by Oxone as 

chemical oxidant at pH 6. Kinetic studies reveal a first order rate 

dependence in Oxone and in iron, indicating a rate determining oxidation 

step. The catalyst also reveals activity during electrochemical experiments 

with a 600 mV overpotential.  

 

 

 

Joeri Hessels, Wowa Stroek, Steven E. Beutick, Eduard O. Boblylev, Biprajit Sarkar, 

Jarl Ivar van der Vlugt, Remko J. Detz & Joost N. H. Reek, manuscript in preparation. 
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6.0 Abstract 

The development of novel first-row transition metal catalysts for the water 

oxidation reaction could be beneficial for the production of renewable fuels 

like H2 and methanol. In this work we report a novel tetradentate ligand, 

which contains a mesoionic carbene donor moiety. The iron complex 

generated from this new ligand is a water oxidation catalyst with greatly 

enhanced performance compared to literature complexes. Turnover 

numbers up to 19000 and turnover frequencies up to 800 min-1 are 

observed during water oxidation driven by Oxone as chemical oxidant at pH 

6. Kinetic studies reveal a first order rate dependence in Oxone and in iron, 

indicating a rate limiting oxidation step. Initial electrochemical studies 

demonstrate oxygen evolution at 0.6 V overpotential (1.5 V vs NHE). This 

research shows the importance of exploring novel ligand structures to move 

forward in the field of water oxidation catalysis based on abundant metals.  

6.1 Introduction 

To prevent further climate change it is evident that mankind has to transfer 

to a society based on sustainable energy.1,2 Prominent emerging energy 

technologies like photovoltaics or wind turbines can already generate large 

quantities of electricity. The intermittent nature of renewable electricity 

supply may require that at least part of this energy can be stored, ideally in 

energy dense fuels.3-5 These renewable fuels can for instance be produced 

by electrocatalytic reduction of protons or CO2 to arrive at hydrogen or 

carbon-based fuels, respectively. For both routes electrons are provided 

through oxidation of water. Therefore the development of robust, efficient, 

and cheap water oxidation catalysts (WOCs) remains a topic of significant 

research interest.6,7 Molecular WOCs are attractive in this respect, as they 

are generally more active per metal site than their heterogeneous 

counterparts and their structures are easier to modify.7-10 For instance, 

molecular iridium and ruthenium catalysts are efficient with turnover 

numbers (TONs) of more than a million and turnover frequencies (TOFs) of 

more than 300 s-1.11-14 These metals are scarce and expensive, and therefore, 

the development of WOCs based on earth abundant first-row transition 

metals, like iron, would be ideal.6,15-17 Studies that reported iron-based 

WOCs generally reveal TONs and TOFs that are orders of magnitude lower 
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than for iridium and ruthenium.18 In 2011, Lloret-Fillol et al. published a 

major contribution to the field of iron-based water oxidation.19 They 

evaluated multiple non-heme iron catalysts of which the best catalyst 

reached a TON of 1050 and a TOF of 3.7 min-1 (Figure 6.1). The authors also 

postulated design rules for iron WOCs, for instance that complexes with two 

cis-vacant sites are most active in water oxidation catalysis. In the work of 

Detz et al. it is shown that catalytic activity is also dependent on the 

substituents on the nitrogen atom donor groups (Me>Et>>H).20 Liu et al. 

published a dimeric FeWOC based on a TPA framework, which appeared 

efficient in evolving oxygen with a TON of 1190 and a TOF of 66 min -1 

(Figure 6.1).21 In their study they used Oxone as chemical oxidant in an 

acetate buffer. The maximum TONs for fully aqueous systems are mostly 

around ~1000 and TOFs are relatively low compared to noble metal 

catalysts.18,22 However, in a recent paper, Codolà et al. reported that 

deuteration of oxidation sensitive sites leads to improved stability, resulting 

in a TON of up to 3800.23 Notable is that nearly all ligand systems for iron-

based WOCs contain tetradentate nitrogen ligands. Interestingly, in the field 

of iridium-based water oxidation, the introduction of carbene donor ligands 

led to efficient catalysts (Figure 6.1).24,25 Woods et al. showed turnover 

numbers of 30000 for a iridium complex with a carbene donor.24 

Replacement of the carbene moiety with a pyridine donor results in a TON 

of 4042 according to Savini et al.26 Carbenes are strong σ-donors, resulting 

in an electron rich metal center and lower oxidation potentials. For example, 

Weiss et al. showed that the FeIII/FeII oxidation potential can be modulated 

between 0.02 V and 0.68 V vs ferrocene/ferrocenium (Fc/Fc+) in a series of 

tetradentate ligands by changing donor groups from pyridines to N-

heterocyclic carbenes.27 In a recent article by Wenger, the success of 

carbene donor groups on iron in photocatalytic applications was 

highlighted. He mentioned that carbene analogues have considerably longer 

excited state live times.28 In this Chapter we introduce and evaluate the first 

iron-based WOC that contains a carbene donor as part of the ligand 

framework. The novel complex FeWOC 1 is, to the best of our knowledge, 

the most active and stable iron complex in water oxidation catalysis to date 

(Figure 6.1).   
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Figure 6.1. Structure of four molecular water oxidation catalysts, both from literature and 

this work, with their respective turnover frequencies and turnover numbers.19,21,24  

6.2 Results & Discussion 

Our ligand design is inspired by the work of the group of Albrecht, who 

explored the use of mesoionic carbene donors.29,30 An advantage of these 

triazole-based carbenes is that they can be easily synthesized by the use of 

click chemistry followed by alkylation and deprotonation. As iron 

complexes need two cis-vacant sites for water oxidation (vide supra),19 we 

choose to employ a ligand scaffold based on the tris(2-pyridylmethyl)amine 

(TPA) structure.21 We prepared an analogues ligand that contains one 

carbene donor and two pyridine groups, instead of three pyridine donor 

groups in the parent TPA. To prepare the ligand, first a copper-catalyzed 

azide-alkyne 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition reaction is performed with benzyl 

azide and propargyl alcohol (Figure 6.2).31 Subsequently, the alcohol is 

substituted for a bromine in an Appel-type reaction.32 Then, the triazole is 

alkylated using methyl triflate,33,34 followed by a substitution reaction with 

bis(2-pyridylmethyl)amine. This resulted in the formation of the final ligand 

at a 10 g scale in an overall yield of 38% after four steps, using only filtration 

and extraction as purification methods (See Supporting Information for 

more details). Slow diffusion of cyclopentane into a THF solution of the 

ligand yielded colorless cubic crystals, which could be resolved by X-ray 

diffraction (Figure 6.2).  
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Figure 6.2. Ligand synthesis and crystal structure. More experimental data is provided in 

the Supporting Information. 

Next, we prepared the iron complex by adding KOtBu to deprotonate 

the triazolium ligand, followed by adding iron(III) triflate after 1 hour 

(Figure 6.3). After stirring overnight, we precipitated the complex by 

addition of Et2O. The complex was re-dissolved in THF and precipitated 

with diethyl ether three times, resulting in a hygroscopic fine yellow 

powder. The formed species is paramagnetic in H1-NMR spectroscopy 

(Supporting Information Figure S6.1). In mass spectroscopy, an iron 

complex with a mass of 739.05 is observed, in line with  (M+1H)+ species 

with two triflate groups (Figure 6.3, Supporting Information Figure S6.2). 

Elemental analysis is conform to the structure and indicates a purity of 99% 

(Supporting Information). Numerous attempts to crystalize the complex 

remained unfortunately unsuccessful (see Supporting Information for more 

details). In Figure 6.3, a DFT calculated structure (B3LYP,  DEF2-TZVP) 

of the complex with two hydroxy groups is depicted in which the aromatic 

ring of the benzyl is omitted to reduce computational time.  
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Figure 6.3. Procedure for the formation of FeWOC 1 (top left) and a DFT calculated structure 

of the compound with hydroxy donor groups (top right, B3LYP, DEF2-TZVP). Mass spectrum 

and simulated mass spectrum of FeWOC 1 (bottom).  

The presumed iron complex FeWOC 1 shows high water oxidation 

activity in acetate buffer using Oxone as the chemical oxidant.20 Strong 

bubble formation is observed upon addition of 10 µM of catalyst to a 0.10 M 

Oxone solution at pH 6 (Figure 6.4). For accurate TON and TOF 

measurements we used a manometer. In experiments with 1 µM of catalyst 

a TON of up to ~19000 is observed, exceeding the best literature catalysts 

by almost an order of magnitude at near neutral conditions (pH 6, Figure 

6.4). In addition, the TOF is an order of magnitude higher than that achieved 

with the parent FeTPA complex, namely around 800 min-1 compared to 66 

min-1.21 To confirm that the formed oxygen originated from water, and not 

from Oxone, we performed the water oxidation in O18 labeled water. This 

experiment reveals a significant increase in O236 compared to O234 indicating 

that FeWOC 1 is oxidizing water (Supporting Information Figure S6.4 & 
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S6.5). Unfortunately our mass spectrometer has a small leakage and 

obstructs a reliable quantification of a ratio between O2
32 and the other 

isotopes. To confirm the importance of the ligand, various iron salts (FeCl2, 

FeCl3 and Fe(OTf)3) were also evaluated under identical conditions and 

shown to be inactive, in line with the results reported by Liu et al. 

(Supporting Information Figure S6.3). In addition, 5 mg of iron oxide 

nanoparticles (Fe2O3, ~8 nm in size, 1250 equivalents with respect to 

FeWOC 1) did not produce any oxygen, confirming their inactivity in non-

basic media (Supporting Information S6.3).35 

 

Figure 6.4. Oxygen evolution by 1 µM of FeWOC 1 (blue), 10 µM FeCl2 (grey) and 5 mg Fe2O3 

(orange) at a pH of 6.0 in a 0.50 M acetate buffer using 0.10 M Oxone as oxidant (left, TON 

determined by manometry). Bubble formation is observed with a FeWOC 1 concentration of 

10 µM at a pH of 6.0 in a 0.50 M acetate buffer using 0.10 M Oxone as oxidant (right). 

The activity of WOCs is often dependent on the pH.36 During the 

oxidation of water to dioxygen protons are released and therefore the 

activity of 10 µM FeWOC 1 was evaluated under different pH conditions in 

a 0.5 M acetate buffer (Figure 6.5). Minor activity is observed at low pH with 

increasing activity at higher pH until the optimum is reached at pH 6.0, with 

a TOF of 393 min-1. The catalyst stability shows a similar trend, with a 

maximum TON of 713 at a pH of 3.5 and a TON of 1677 at pH 4.5 (Figure 

6.5). At pH 5.0-7.0 the TON remains nearly stable at around 2600. As these 

results show an optimal activity in oxygen evolution at pH 6.0, we perform 

the rest of our experiments at this pH. Interestingly, the system of Liu et al., 

which utilizes the same oxidant and a similar ligand framework, shows 

optimum activity at pH 4.5.21 This shows the importance of detailed 
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evaluation of the activity under different pH conditions even when working 

with similar complexes. 

 

Figure 6.5. Turnover frequencies per minute (left) and turnover number (right) of 10 µM 

FeWOC 1 at various pH levels in a 0.50 M acetate buffer using 0.10 M Oxone as oxidant.  

After establishing the optimum pH for our system, the mechanism 

of the novel FeWOC was studied. In water oxidation literature, there are two 

generally accepted mechanisms, the mononuclear water nucleophilic attack 

(WNA) and the dinuclear radical oxo-coupling mechanism (ROC or I2M).37 

To distinguish between these two mechanisms, kinetic studies can be 

employed. If the O-O bond forming reaction is rate-limiting, the order in 

catalyst is either one or two for WNA and ROC, respectively. To study the 

kinetics, we perform experiments at various catalyst and oxidant 

concentrations. As displayed in Figure 6.6, the reaction is first order in 

oxidant at concentration levels between 50 mM and 500 mM. Leading to a 

maximum TOF of 800 min-1 at the highest oxidant concentration. In 

addition, the catalysis is also first order in catalyst at concentration levels 

between 0.25 µM and 20 µM (Figure 6.6). This suggests that not O-O bond 

formation but oxidation of the complex is rate limiting in the catalytic cycle 

at the conditions employed. Interestingly, the maximum TON of the iron 

complex increases drastically with decreasing catalyst concentration, while 

oxidant consumption remains below 50% (Figure 6.6). The highest TON of 

19000 mol oxygen/mol catalyst was obtained at a concentration of 0.25 µM 

FeWOC 1. The high TON at low catalyst concentration suggests that the 

catalyst deactivates itself, probably by oxidation of the ligand as C-H bond 

oxidation is thermodynamically more favorable than water oxidation. 

Future research may be focused on reducing this self-oxidation, for example 

by site isolation of iron complexes in cages/on surfaces or by protection of 

oxidation sensitive CH2-groups.23 
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Figure 6.6. Kinetic studies with FeWOC 1. Turnover frequencies per minute of 10 µM 1 using 

various Oxone concentrations in a 0.50 M acetate buffer at a pH of 6.0 (top left). Rate of 

oxygen evolution versus the concentration of FeWOC 1 in a 0.50 M acetate buffer at a pH of 

6.0 using 0.10 M of Oxone as oxidant (top right). Turnover numbers versus the concentration 

of FeWOC 1 in a 0.50 M acetate buffer at a pH of 6.0 using 0.10 M of Oxone as oxidant 

(bottom). 

Next to chemical oxidation, we were interested in the activity of our 

iron complex in electrocatalytic water oxidation. Therefore, we performed 

cyclic voltammetry experiments in acetate buffer at the optimal pH 6.0 

(Figure 6.7). The voltammogram of the complex shows an oxidation at ~1.3 

V vs NHE and a catalytic current rises with an onset at ~1.5 V vs NHE, with 

considerably higher current density than the blank voltammogram. Under 

these conditions, the overpotential of FeWOC 1 at onset is approximately 

0.6 V. The FeTPA catalyst shows slightly higher activity than the blank, but 

reveals a significantly lower current density than the iron carbene WOC 

(Figure 6.7). To demonstrate oxygen formation during electrochemical 

experiments, a controlled potential electrolysis experiment was performed 

in which oxygen was detected with a fluorescence probe (Figure 6.7). 

Similarly as with the Oxone-driven reaction, with controlled potential 

electrolysis the catalyst degrades in time as is observed by a drop in current. 

Further development of the catalyst is required to improve stability for 

prolonged electrocatalytic experiments.   
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Figure 6.7. Electrochemical experiments with FeWOC 1. Cyclic voltammogram of both 1 mM 

FeWOC 1 (blue) and 1mM literature WOC (grey) in 0.50 M acetate buffer at pH 6.0 using a 

glassy carbon working electrode (left). Controlled potential electrolysis measurements at 1.7 

V vs NHE for 60 s with 1 mM FeWOC 1 (blue) in 0.50 M acetate buffer at pH 6.0 using a glassy 

carbon working electrode (right). The inset displays the oxygen concentration as detected 

by fluorescence measurements during the controlled potential electrolysis experiment.  

6.3 Conclusion 

In this Chapter we report the preparation of a novel multidentate ligand 

scaffold that contains a mesoionic carbene donor group. The ligand is 

prepared in four steps at gram scale without column chromatography. The 

iron complex is prepared by deprotonation of the triazolium species, 

followed by coordination to iron. The iron(III) complex is highly active in 

water oxidation. Interestingly, the carbene donor has a profound influence 

on the reactivity, achieving an order of magnitude higher TON and TOF with 

respect to state-of-the-art catalysts based on iron. The TON of up to 19000 

and the TOF of up to 800 min-1 are similar as those of many noble metal-

based systems that use chemical oxidants.24,38,39 Kinetic studies were 

performed for more mechanistic insight, showing that under all applied 

conditions the rate determining step of the catalytic cycle is an oxidation of 

the complex. As an oxidation step is rate limiting, and thus not the O-O bond 

forming reaction, we cannot distinguish between the mononuclear WNA or 

a dinuclear ROC mechanism. The catalyst also outperforms the parent 

complex in electrocatalytic water oxidation and has an overpotential at 

onset of approximately 0.6 V. These results show that we have the best iron 

catalyst reported so far, however, long term stability has yet to be improved. 

In this work we show the importance of navigating away from more 

common donor groups and keep investigating novel ligand frameworks to 

move forward in the field of (water oxidation) catalysis. Here we 
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demonstrate that replacement of a nitrogen donor with a carbene donor 

results in an order of magnitude higher TON and TOF in iron-catalyzed 

water oxidation. 
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6.5 Supporting information 

Materials and methods 

All reagents were purchased from commercial suppliers and used without further 

purification. Milli-Q Ultrapure grade water (> 18.2 MΩ cm resistivity) was used for 

all experiments and for the preparation of aqueous buffer solutions. THF and Et2O 

were distilled from sodium benzophenone ketyl, CH2Cl2 was distilled from CaH2 

under nitrogen. NMR spectra were measured on a Bruker DRX 500, Bruker AV 400, 

Bruker DRX 300 or on a Bruker AV 300 spectrometer. High resolution mass spectra 

were recorded on a JEOL AccuTOF LC, JMS-T100LP mass spectrometer using 
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electron-spray ionization(CSI) at –40 °C. Fe(TMA)Cl2 was prepared according to 

literature procedures and spectroscopic analysis was in line with the reported 

values.1 

Oxygen evolution measured by manometry  

Kinetic experiments were performed using the Man on the Moon pressure 

transducer (Series X102, https://www.manonthemoontech.com/).2 For each 

experiment the total reaction volume was 5 ml, with a total schlenk volume of 20.5 

ml. A 0.50 M sodium acetate buffer was used of a desired pH. First, a stock solution 

of Oxone was added (resulting in final concentrations of 0.05 M - 0.5 M, adjusted to 

the correct pH with 1M NaOH at high oxone concentrations)). Secondly, a stock 

solution of the catalyst was added (resulting in a final concentration of 0.25 µM - 20 

µM). Then the reaction was monitored until a constant pressure was attained 

(measurements were the pressure dropped quickly after reaching a maximum were 

discarded as this indicates a leak (less than 5% of the experiments)). Using the ideal 

gas law and the gaseous volume of the schlenk, the quantity of produced oxygen 

was determined.  

Electrochemistry 

Electrochemistry was performed on a PGSTAT 10 potentiostat (Autolab) using 

GPES software. A glassy carbon working electrode (surface area 0.07 cm2 for cyclic 

voltammetry and 0.28 cm2 for bulk electrolysis), a platinum wire auxiliary electrode 

and a Ag/AgCl (sat. KCl) reference electrode were used. The glassy carbon working 

electrode was polished before each scan. To convert the potential values of Ag0/+ 

reference into NHE a correction factor of +0.197 V was used. A 0.5 M pH 6 sodium 

acetate buffer was used as a supporting electrolyte. All experiments used a 1 mM 

solution of the respective iron complexes. 

Oxygen detection during electrochemistry 

Dissolved oxygen was detected using a fiber-optic oxygen meter (FireStingO2 from 

PyroScience with Oxygen Logger software (https://www.pyroscience.com/)). 

X-ray Crystal Structure Determination of ligand 

X-ray intensities were measured on a Bruker D8 Quest Eco diffractometer equipped 

with a Triumph monochromator ( = 0.71073 Å) and a CMOS Photon 100 detector 

at a temperature of 150(2) K. Intensity data were integrated with the Bruker APEX3 

software.3 Absorption correction and scaling was performed with SADABS. The 

structures were solved using intrinsic phasing with the program SHELXT.5 Least-

https://www.manonthemoontech.com/
https://www.pyroscience.com/
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squares refinement was performed with SHELXL-20146 against F2 of all reflections. 

Non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. The 

H atoms were placed at calculated positions using the instructions AFIX 13, AFIX 43 

or AFIX 137 with isotropic displacement parameters having values 1.2 or 1.5 times 

Ueq of the attached C atoms.   

C22H24F3N6O4S, Fw = 525.53x, shape, 0.259×0.245×0.202 mm, monoclinic, P21/c 

(No: 14)), a = 11.3331(6), b = 10.7964(5), c = 21.4557(11) Å, β = 103.135(2)°, V = 

2556.6(2) Å3, Z = 4, Dx = 1.365 g/cm3,  = 0.188 mm-1. 58275 Reflections were 

measured up to a resolution of (sin /)max = 0.84 Å-1. 4489 Reflections were unique 

(Rint = 0.0411), of which 3826 were observed [I>2(I)]. 352 Parameters were 

refined with 0 restraints. R1/wR2 [I > 2(I)]: 0.0519/0.1607. R1/wR2 [all refl.]: 

0.0619/ 0.1683. S = 1.378. Residual electron density between -0.552 and 0.895 

e/Å3.  

Ligand synthesis 

Benzyl azide  

Benzyl bromide (20.6 g, 14.3 mL, 120 mmol, 1 equiv.), NaN3 (15.6 

g, 240 mmol, 2.0 equiv.) and KI (0.4 g, 24 mmol, 0.02 equiv.) were 

dissolved in a 1:1 mixture of MeOH and water (200 mL). The 

solution was refluxed overnight at 100 °C, cooled to room temperature and water 

(200 mL) was added. The mixture was extracted with Et2O (3x 80 mL), dried with 

Na2SO4, filtered and the solvent was evaporated. The product was obtained as a 

yellow liquid (14.6 g) in a yield of 91%. 1H NMR (300 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 7.36 

(m, 5H), 4.35 (s, 2H). 

Triazole-OH species: (1-benzyl-1H-1,2,3-triazol-4-yl)methanol  

The alcohol functionalized triazole was prepared according 

to a modified literature procedure.7 Benzyl azide (6.0 g, 45 

mmol, 1.05 equiv.), propargyl alcohol (2.5 mL, 43 mmol, 1.0 

equiv.) and sodium ascorbate (1.79 g, 9 mmol, 0.2 equiv.) were dissolved in a 1:1 

mixture of MeOH and water (200 mL) and sonicated for 15 minutes. CuSO4 (1.13 g, 

4.5 mmol, 0.1 equiv.) dissolved in minimal water was added and sonicated for 30 

minutes. The reaction mixture was stirred overnight giving a yellow solution. MeOH 

was evaporated and the resulting solution was extracted with CH2Cl2 (3x 50 mL), 

washed with 1 M EDTA solution (pH 8.5, ~5 x 40 mL until washings were colorless), 

dried with Na2SO4, filtered and evaporated. The product was obtained as a white 

powder (6.57 g) in a yield of 77%. NMR conform to literature. 1H NMR (300 MHz, 
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DMSO-d6) δ 8.01 (s, 1H), 7.55 – 7.20 (m, 5H), 5.57 (s, 2H), 5.16 (t, J = 5.7 Hz, 1H), 

4.49 (d, J = 5.6 Hz, 2H).7  

 

Triazole-Br species: 1-benzyl-4-(bromomethyl)-1H-1,2,3-triazole  

The bromide was prepared according to a modified literature 

procedure.8 (1-benzyl-1H-1,2,3-triazol-4-yl)methanol (6.57 

g, 34.7 mmol, 1.0 equiv.) was dissolved in CH2Cl2 (50 mL) and 

cooled to –10 °C. PBr3 (1.3 mL, 13.9 mmol, 0.4 equiv.) was added dropwise and the 

solution was stirred overnight warming slowly to RT. The solvent was evaporated, 

redissolved in a mixture of CH2Cl2 and EtOAc (20:1) and filtered over silica. The 

obtained solution was evaporated to yield a white crystalline powder (4.77 g) in a 

yield of 54%.  

Alternative work-up: After stirring overnight, the remaining PBr3 was cautiously 

quenched with a saturated Na2CO3 solution and extracted with CH2Cl2 (3 x 50 mL), 

dried with Na2SO4, filtered and evaporated. This yielded the same white crystalline 

powder in a similar yield. 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 8.24 (s, 1H), 7.41 – 7.29 

(m, 5H), 5.60 (s, 2H), 4.73 (s, 2H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 144.31, 136.33, 

129.26, 128.67, 128.44, 124.77, 53.35, 23.87. (See Supporting Information Figure 

S6.6 & S6.7 for spectra.) 

Triazolium species: 1-benzyl-4-(bromomethyl)-3-methyl-1H-1,2,3-triazol-3-

iumtriflate  

1-benzyl-4-(bromomethyl)-1H-1,2,3-triazole (4.77 g, 18.9 

mmol, 1.0 equiv.) was dissolved in CH2Cl2 (100 mL) and 

cooled to 0 °C. MeOTf (3.5 mL, 30.3 mmol, 1.6 equiv.) was 

added dropwise and stirred for 3 hours. The solvent was 

evaporated yielding the product as a white crystaline powder 

in a yield of ~100%. 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 9.02 (s, 1H), 7.53 – 7.34 (m, 

5H), 5.87 (s, 2H), 4.98 (s, 2H), 4.27 (s, 3H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 140.34, 

132.68, 129.95, 129.32, 129.08, 128.99, 56.30, 37.96, 16.21. Mass Analysis (FD) 

found: 266.0293 calc: 266.0388. (See Supporting Information Figure S6.8, S6.9 & 

S6.10 for spectra.) 

Ligand preparation: 1-benzyl-4-((bis(pyridin-2-ylmethyl)amino)methyl)-3-

methyl-1H-1,2,3-triazol-3-ium trifluoromethanesulfonate  
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1-benzyl-4-(bromomethyl)-3-methyl-1H-1,2,3-

triazol-3-iumtriflate (0.73 g, 1.76 mmol, 1.05 equiv.), 

di-(2-picolyl)amine (0.33 g, 1.68 mmol, 1.0 equiv.) 

and K2CO3 (0.92 g, 16.8 mmol, 10 equiv.) were 

suspended in CH2Cl2 (10 mL) and stirred overnight. 

The reaction mixture was filtered and evaporated to 

yield a yellow powder as product in a yield of 91%. 1H 

NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 8.89 (s, 1H), 8.48 (d, J = 

4.8 Hz, 2H), 7.74 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 7.54 – 7.36 (m, 7H), 7.24 (t, 2H), 5.77 (s, 2H), 

4.18 (s, 3H), 4.05 (s, 2H), 3.85 (s, 4H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 157.76, 

148.94, 141.71, 136.64, 132.80, 129.81, 129.21, 129.02, 128.91, 123.19, 122.46, 

59.60, 55.89, 46.42, 38.02. Mass Analysis (FD) found: 385.2250 calc: 385.2141. X-

ray diffraction quality crystals were grown overnight by slow diffusion of 

cyclopentane into a concentrated THF solution of the ligand. (See Supporting 

Information Figure S6.11, S6.12 & S6.13 for spectra.) 

Catalyst preparation (Fe WOC 1) 

Triazolium ligand 1 (207 mg, 0.39 mmol, 1.0 equiv.) was 

dissolved in THF (7 mL), KOtBu (50 mg, 0.47 mmol, 1.2 

equiv.) dissolved in THF (7 mL) was added dropwise 

and stirred for 1 hour. Fe(OTf)3 (198 mg, 0.39 mmol, 1.0 

equiv.) dissolved in THF (7 mL) was added dropwise 

and the mixture was stirred for 16 hours. The solution 

was filtered over Celite (2 cm) and washed with 

additional THF. The solvent was evaporated, and the 

complex was redissolved in minimal THF and precipitated with Et2O. The solvent 

was decanted and the product was redissolved in minimal THF and precipitated 

with Et2O, this was repeated 2 times. Yielding a hygroscopic brown-yellow powder. 

Elemental analysis calculated for C26H24F9FeN6O9S3: C, 35.19; H, 2.73; F, 19.26; Fe, 

6.29; N, 9.47; S, 10.84. Found: C, 34.78; H, 2.71; F, 19.21; Fe, 6.23; N, 9.41; S, 10.74. 

Mass Analysis (FD) found: 739.0521 calc: 739.0531. 
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Characterization FeWOC 1 

1H-NMR: 

 

Supporting Information Figure S6.1. 1H-NMR spectrum of FeWOC 1 in CD2Cl2. 

Mass spectroscopy: 

 

Supporting Information Figure S6.2. ESI-MS spectrum of FeWOC 1. 
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Crystallization attempts 

We performed numerous attempts to obtain crystals of the complex, including 

vapor diffusion, slow evaporation, and layering, with many solvent (e.g. THF, MeCN, 

H2O, DMAc) /anti-solvent (e.g. Et2O, iPr2O, MTBE, cyclic and non-cyclic alkanes) 

combinations.9 Although crystalline material was observed in many attempts, 

unfortunately none provided crystals of high enough quality for X-ray diffraction, 

the crystalline material deteriorated quickly and was very hygroscopic. The 

difficulty of obtaining crystals for X-ray diffraction of iron-carbene complexes is 

well known in literature, and is for example well described by Chábera et al. for an 

iron complex with six carbene donors.10 

Computational details 

Calculations were performed with Spartan18. Equilibrium geometries were 

calculated using B3LYP with a DEF2-TZVP basis set. 

Oxygen evolution by Iron salts 

 

Supporting Information Figure S6.3. Oxygen evolution by 10 µM of FeCl2 (top left), FeCl3 

(top right), Fe(OTf)3 (bottom left) and 5 mg of Fe2O3 (1250 equivalents with respect to iron, 

bottom right) at a pH of 6.0 in a 0.5 M acetate buffer using 0.10 M Oxone as oxidant (TON 

determined by manometry). 
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H2O18 labeling experiments 

We performed H2O18 labeling experiments to investigate whether FeWOC 1 acts as 

a water oxidation catalyst or if it has catalase activity in Oxone decomposition. 

When performing oxygen evolution studies in O18 labeled water, increase in O232 

would be expected if the oxygen produced originates from Oxone, while the ratio of 

O236/O234 would remain similar. If the catalyst is capable of using water as substrate 

and oxidizing water, and oxygen evolution experiment with O18 labeled water 

would result in an increase in the amount of O236, while the amount of O232 and O234 

remain roughly similar, thus an increase in the ratio of O236/O234 would be expected. 

Oxygen evolution labeling experiments were carried out with ~80% O18 labeled 

water using 10 µM of FeWOC 1 at a pH of 6.0 in a 0.10 M acetate buffer using 0.10 

M Oxone as oxidant in a 4 mL vial. Five minutes after water oxidation was initiated, 

1 mL of headspace was injected in a GC-vial. Then an aliquout of the GC-vial was 

injected into a GC-MS system. Due to a leak in the mass spectrometer, O232 labeled 

oxygen was present in a large excess and no considerable changes in N228 and O232 

were observed. When a blank run without a catalyst was injected into the GC, the 

ratio of the area of O236/O234 was 0.1 (Supporting Information Figure XX). When a 

run with the catalyst was injected, a significant increase in the amount of O236 was 

observed, the ratio of the area of O236/O234 was 11.0 (Supporting Information Figure 

XX). From this significantly higher O236/O234 ratio, we conclude that at least part of 

the oxygen evolved during oxygen evolution experiments originates from water 

and the complex is thus capable of oxidizing water. 

 

 

 

Supporting Information Figure S6.4. MS spectrum of the blank oxygen evolution reaction 

(no catalyst) at a pH of 6.0 in a 0.10 M acetate buffer using 0.10 M Oxone with ~80% O18 

labeled water.  
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Supporting Information Figure S6.5. MS spectrum of the oxygen evolution reaction with 

10 µM of FeWOC 1 at a pH of 6.0 in a 0.10 M acetate buffer using 0.10 M Oxone with ~80% 

O18 labeled water.  

NMR Spectra of ligand preparation 

 

Supporting Information Figure S6.6. 1H-NMR spectrum of the triazole-Br species in DMSO-

d6. 
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Supporting Information Figure S6.7. 13C-NMR spectrum of the triazole-Br species in 

DMSO-d6. 

 

Supporting Information Figure S6.8. 1H-NMR spectrum of the triazolium species in DMSO-

d6. 
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Supporting Information Figure S6.9. 13C-NMR spectrum of the triazolium species in DMSO-

d6. 

 

Supporting Information Figure S6.10. FD-MS spectrum of the triazolium species (bottom) 

and the calculated spectrum (top). 
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Supporting Information Figure S6.11. 1H-NMR spectrum of the ligand in DMSO-d6. 

 

Supporting Information Figure S6.12. 13C-NMR spectrum of the ligand in DMSO-d6. 
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Supporting Information Figure S6.13. FD-MS spectrum of the ligand (bottom) and the 
calculated spectrum (top). 
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7. Summary 

In this thesis I will describe my contributions to the field of molecular water 

oxidation catalysis. In Chapter 1 a broad introduction into the field of water 

oxidation catalysis is given, starting off with the societal relevance of this 

research in relation to climate change and renewable energy storage. 

Chapter 2 discusses scaling relations in molecular catalysts for water 

oxidation and their influence on the fundamental minimal overpotential 

that can be achieved depending on the mechanism by which the water 

oxidation catalyst operates. In Chapter 3 an iridium water oxidation 

catalyst is described that oxidatively anchors to a metal oxide surface, 

resulting in robust anodes. Chapter 4 discusses a molecular nickel complex 

that is active in water oxidation catalysis, and depending on the pH and 

potential decomposes and deposits an active catalyst layer on the electrode. 

In Chapter 5 chemical oxidants are used to discover trends in molecular 

nickel complexes for water oxidation. In Chapter 6 a novel ligand 

framework is presented that forms iron complexes that result in high 

turnover numbers and frequencies in iron-catalyzed water oxidation. 

 In Chapter 1 we discuss several strategies to prevent further global 

warming and reduce dependence on fossil fuels. It is clear that a transition 

to renewable energy will be necessary. The potentially largest renewable 

energy sources, wind and solar, are both intermittent. To account for this 

intermittency, at least part of the energy will have to be stored. One 

promising option is to store this energy is in the form of chemical bonds. 

This can lead to high energy density fuels, which can be easily stored and 

transported, and can also be used for heavy mobile applications. To store 

energy in a chemical bond a thermodynamically uphill reaction has to be 

performed (Figure 7.1). Catalysts will have to be employed for the 

production of these renewable fuels to minimize energy losses. Hydrogen 

(H2) or carbon-based fuels can be produced by proton reduction and CO2 

reduction, respectively. Water oxidation, as counter redox reaction, can 

supply the required electrons and protons. In this thesis I will focus on the 

use of molecular catalysts for this challenging reaction. 
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Figure 7.1. Schematic diagram of energy storage. 

 In the second section of Chapter 1, we provide a tutorial on 

strategies on the development of molecular water oxidation catalysts 

(WOCs). We start by discussing strategies applied in solution phase, 

including water oxidation driven by chemical oxidants, photochemical 

water oxidation and electrochemical water oxidation. Studies with chemical 

oxidants can give information on structure-activity relationships as well as 

mechanistic insight. Studies on photochemical water oxidation can be used 

to probe stability under irradiative conditions. Electrochemical studies can 

give insight in the oxidation states of a metal complex before catalysis and 

the (over)potential at which a catalyst operates. Spectro-electrochemical 

approaches can be very powerful in attaining mechanistic information. To 

arrive at more practical devices, molecular WOCs can be anchored on 

electrode surfaces. Common strategies include anchoring on metal oxide 

surfaces with for instance carboxylic acid groups or the use of large 

aromatic groups for π-π-stacking on carbon materials. An important 

consideration for anchoring a catalyst is the reduction of the degrees of 

freedom, which could have mechanistic implications. Once a catalyst is 

anchored, electrochemical studies can give information on catalyst stability 

and performance. In photoelectrochemical water oxidation, a light 

harvesting moiety will also have to be incorporated. Here, it is important to 

focus on directional energy transfer to arrive at high quantum efficiencies 

and catalyst stability. For a full electrolysis or photoelectrochemical cell, the 
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properties of the cathode are also important.   

 In the last section of Chapter 1 we summarize progress in the field 

of molecular water oxidation catalysts focusing on complexes based on 

metals covered in this thesis. We start with an overview of trends in 

ruthenium- and iridium-based WOCs. Generally, these second- and third-

row transition metals perform better in terms of turnover numbers and 

turnover frequencies than their first-row metal counterparts. In addition 

they often oxidize water at a lower overpotential. However, as first-row 

transition metals are more abundant and have a lower cost, there are both 

economical and academic interests to develop first-row transition metal 

WOCs. There are three fundamental reasons first-row transition metal 

WOCs generally have lower performance than second- and third-row 

transition metal WOCs, all associated with the core orbital structure (Figure 

7.2). As first-row transition metals bond with smaller d orbitals, there is a 

lower σ-orbital overlap, and thus faster ligand dissociation. These 

characteristics lead to less stable complexes due to more dynamic ligand 

coordination. The second thermodynamic argument is that π-orbital 

overlap is higher for first-row transition metals, which causes the M=O 

intermediate to be a thermodynamic sink in the water oxidation reaction. 

The third reason why first-row transition metals have a lower performance 

is kinetic in nature. As they have fewer electrons, an oxidation (or 

reduction) will result in a larger change in ionic radii. This causes a higher 

reorganizational energy, which in turn leads to slower electron transfer. 

After discussing these fundamental properties of lower performance of 

first-row transition metal WOCs in comparison to second- and third-row 

transition metals, we focus on some trends in iron-based water oxidation 

and summarize progress on nickel-based WOCs in literature. 
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Figure 7.2. Thermodynamic and kinetic characteristics of transition metal complexes. 

In Chapter 2 we highlight the intrinsic influence of the water 

oxidation mechanism used by molecular catalysts on the theoretically 

achievable minimal overpotential, based on scaling relationships typically 

used for heterogeneous catalysts (Figure 7.3). Due to such scaling 

relationships, catalysts that operate through the water nucleophilic attack 

(WNA) mechanism have a fundamental minimal overpotential of about 0.3 

V, whereas those that follow the dinuclear radical-oxo coupling (ROC) 

mechanism should in principle be able to operate with a lower 

overpotential (close to the thermodynamic potential). Therefore, it is 

recommended to design catalysts operating through the latter mechanism 

to achieve very efficient water oxidation systems. 

 

Figure 7.3. Scaling relations dictate a minimal overpotential of 300 mV for catalysts 

following the water nucleophilic attack mechanism, while the radical-oxo coupling 

mechanism allows for a lower overpotential. 
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In Chapter 3 we focus on deposition of a chemically oxidized 

molecular iridium precursor on indium-doped tin oxide (ITO) electrodes 

resulting in robust Ir@ITO anodes (Figure 7.4). Electrochemical 

experiments reveal that the electrodes exhibit a chemically reversible 

oxidation wave at 0.7 V vs NHE. The Ir@ITO electrodes show electrochromic 

behavior, being colorless below 0.7 V and turning blue after the oxidation 

wave at 0.7 V vs NHE. During water oxidation catalysis at 1.4 V vs NHE, the 

electrode is again colorless. The Ir@ITO electrodes oxidize water with a 

current density of 0.5 mA cm-2 at a potential of 1.4 V vs NHE at pH 2.3. X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy indicates an iridium(IV) species both before the 

oxidation wave at 0.7 V vs NHE and during catalytic conditions. These 

observations suggest that the resting state of the catalyst involves an 

iridium(IV) species and not, as often assumed, an iridium(III) complex. We 

propose a redox active substrate/ligand mechanism, which does not affect 

the formal oxidation state of the iridium center. Our findings are of 

importance to develop improved iridium-based water oxidation catalysts. 

 

Figure 7.4. Oxidation states of the Ir@ITO WOC. 

The development of water oxidation catalysts can be aided by the 

postulation of design rules. Decomposition of molecular complexes to 

nanoparticles can complicate the analysis of the reactivity, which in turn can 

lead to incorrect mechanistic interpretations and design rules. In Chapter 

4 we show that a nickel-based water oxidation catalyst, [NiII(meso-

L)](ClO4)2 previously reported to operate as a molecular catalyst, 

decomposes to form a NiOx layer in a pH 7 phosphate buffer under 

prolonged catalytic conditions as indicated by controlled potential 

electrolysis and electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance 

measurements (Figure 7.5). Interestingly, the formed NiOx layer desorbs 
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from the surface of the electrode under less anodic potentials. Therefore, no 

nickel species can be detected on the electrode after electrolysis. This 

chapter demonstrates the importance of in situ characterization methods 

for catalyst decomposition and metal oxide layer formation. Catalyst 

decomposition is strongly pH and buffer dependent as we cannot find an 

indication of NiOx layer formation at a pH of 6.5 in phosphate buffer nor in 

a pH 7 acetate buffer. Under these conditions the activity is ascribed to a 

molecular catalyst, however, the activity is much lower compared to the in 

situ formed NiOx layer. 

Figure 7.5. The NiII(meso-L)](ClO4)2 catalyst decomposes to a NiOx layer during prolonged 

water oxidation experiments in a pH 7 phosphate buffer. This heterogeneous layer 

dominates the catalytic activity in water oxidation. The formed NiOx deposit desorbs from 

the electrode surface at less anodic potentials. 

In Chapter 5 we show that chemical oxidants can be used to probe 

oxygen evolution activity for nickel-based systems and report trends that 

can improve future ligand design (Figure 7.6). Interestingly, we observe 

different ligand effects in comparison to other first row-transition metal 

complexes. For example, nickel complexes with secondary amine donors 

are more active than with tertiary amine donors, which is the opposite for 

iron complexes. The incorporation of imine donor groups in a cyclam ligand 

results in the fastest and most durable nickel catalyst of our series, 

achieving oxygen evolution turnover numbers up to 380 and turnover 

frequencies up to 68 min-1 in a pH 5.0 acetate buffer using Oxone as oxidant. 

Initial kinetic experiments with this catalyst reveal a first order in chemical 

oxidant and a half order in catalyst. This implies a rate determining 

oxidation step and with likely a dimeric species breaking up to generate the 

active catalyst. These findings lay the foundation for the rational design of 

molecular nickel catalysts for water oxidation, and highlight that catalyst 

design rules are not generally applicable for different metals. 
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Figure 7.6. Observed structure-activity relationships for molecular nickel-based WOCs. 

In Chapter 6 we report a new multidentate ligand, in which one 

pyridine donor group is replaced by a more electron donating mesoionic 

carbene donor group. The formed iron complex leads to greatly enhanced 

performance in water oxidation catalysis (Figure 7.7). Turnover numbers 

up to 19000 and turnover frequencies up to 800 min-1 are observed during 

oxygen evolution driven by Oxone as chemical oxidant at pH 6.0. Kinetic 

studies reveal a first order rate dependence on Oxone and on iron, 

indicating a rate limiting oxidation step. Initial electrochemical studies 

demonstrate oxygen evolution at a potential of 1.7 V (vs NHE), with a 200 

mV lower onset potential than the parent catalyst reported in literature. 

This chapter shows the importance of exploring novel ligand structures to 

move forward in the field of (water oxidation) catalysis.  

 

Figure 7.7. Substituting a pyridine donor group for a carbene donor group leads to vastly 

improved performance for a molecular iron-based WOC. 

In this thesis we give a thorough background on molecular water 

oxidation catalysts. We learn that there are some fundamental reasons why 

second- and third-row transition metals catalysts perform better than first-

row complexes, and that the mechanism at which a water oxidation catalyst 
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operates can influence the minimal overpotential the catalyst can achieve. 

We show that in situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy can be used to attain 

mechanistic insight on catalysts anchored to a surface. In addition, 

electrochemical quartz microbalance measurements can be used to show 

that under certain catalytic conditions a molecular catalyst, based on nickel, 

decomposes and forms a metal-oxide layer. This metal-oxide layer is the 

dominant active species in catalysis. Importantly, this layer desorbs at open 

circuit potential, preventing ex situ detection. Next, we give design rules for 

nickel-based water oxidation catalysts, which strongly differ from those of 

other first-row transition metals. Finally, we show that incorporating a 

mesoionic carbene moiety in a ligand for iron-based water oxidation leads 

to high catalytic performance. Overall, with this work we hope to encourage 

the development of first-row transition metal catalysts for water oxidation, 

with a focus on thorough mechanistic studies and exploring novel ligand 

frameworks.  
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8. Samenvatting 

In deze thesis beschrijf ik mijn contributies aan het veld van de moleculaire 

water oxidatie katalyze. In Hoofdstuk 1 geef ik een breed overzicht van het 

onderzoeksveld, beginnend met de maatschappelijke relevantie in relatie 

met climaat verandering en de opslag van hernieuwbare energie. 

Hoofdstuk 2 bepreekt de invloed van schalings relaties op moleculaire 

katalysatoren voor water oxidatie, en de invloed hiervan op de 

thermodynamisch minimale overpotentiaal dat kan worden bereikt 

afhankelijk van het mechanisme dat de katalysator volgt. In Hoofdstuk 3 

wordt de oxidatieve immobilizatie van een iridium gebaseerde water 

oxidatie katalysator beschreven, wat resulteert in robuuste anodes. 

Hoofdstuk 4 bespreekt een moleculair nickel complex dat, afhankelijk van 

de pH en de potentiaal, uit elkaar valt en afzet als actieve laag op de 

electrode. In Hoofstuk 5 worden chemische oxidanten gebruikt om trends 

in water oxidatie activiteit van moleculaire nickel complexen te ontrafelen. 

Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft een nieuw ligand dat, na coordinatie aan ijzer, 

resulteert in hoge stabiliteit en activiteit in ijzer-gekatalyzeerde water 

oxidatie.  

 Hoofstuk 1 bespreekt verschillende strategien om klimaat 

verandering tegen te gaan en de afhankelijkheid van fossiele brandstoffen 

te verminderen. Het blijkt dat een transitie naar hernieuwbare energie 

noodzakelijk is. The herniewbare energie bronnen met de grootste potentie, 

de wind en de zon, leveren beide een fluctueerende hoeveelheid energie. 

Om rekening te houden met deze fluctuerende hoeveelheid, zal een deel van 

de energie moeten worden opgeslagen. Een veel belovende optie is om deze 

energie in chemische bindingen op te slaan. Dit kan leiden tot hernieuwbare 

brandstoffen met een grote energie dichtheid, die makkelijk kunnen 

worden opgeslagen en worden getransporteerd en ook nog kunnen 

gebruikt worden in de zware mobiliteits sector. Om energie op te slaan in 

een chemische binding moet een thermodynamisch bergopwaartse reactie 

worden uitgevoerd (Figuur 8.1). Katalysatoren zullen moren worden 

gebruikt voor de productie van deze herniewbare brandstoffen om energie 

verlies te minimaliseren. Waterstof (H2) of koolstof-gebaseerde 

brandstoffen kunnen respectievelijk worden geproduceert door proton 

reductie of CO2 reductie. Water oxidatie, als tegenhangende redox reactie, 
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kan de nodige electronen en protonen verschaffen. In deze thesis focus ik 

op moleculaire katalysatoren voor deze uitdagende reactie.  

  

Figuur 8.1. Schematische diagram voor energie opslag 

 In het tweede deel van Hoofdstuk 1 beschrijven we strategien voor 

het ontwikkelen van moleculaire water oxidatie katalysatoren. We 

beginnen met het bespreken van strategien toegepast voor katalysatoren in 

oplossing, zoals water oxidatie gedreven door chemische oxidanten, 

photochemische water oxidatie en electrochemische water oxidatie. Studies 

met chemische oxidanten geven informatie over structuur-activiteit relaties 

en inzicht in het mechanisme. Photochemische water oxidatie kan worden 

gebruikt om de stabiliteit onder iradiatieve condities te onderzoeken. 

Electrochemische studies kunnen inzicht geven in de oxidatie toestanden 

van een metal complex voordat de katalyse begint en kunnen het 

(over)potentiaal waarop de katalysator werkt vaststellen. Spectro-

electrochemische benaderingen zijn zeer nutting in het verkrijgen van 

mechanistische informatie. Voor practische toepassingen zal het nodig zijn 

om deze moleculaire water oxidatie katalysatoren te verankeren op 

electrode oppervlakten. Veel gebruikte strategien zijn onder andere de 

verankering op metaal oxide oppervlaktes met zuur groepen of het gebruik 

van grote aromatische groepen voor π-π-interacties met koolstof 

electrodes. Een belangrijke overweging bij het verankeren van een 

katalysator is reductie in bewegingsvrijdheid van de katalysator, dit zou 
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bepaalde mechanismes te tegen kunnen werken. Als een katalysator 

verankerd is kunen electrochemische studies informatie geven over de 

stabiliteit en de activiteit. Voor photo-electrochemische water oxidatie zal 

ook een funcionaliteit worden moeten ingebouwd om licht op te vangen. 

Hier is de focus op directionele energie transport belangrijk om hoge 

quantum eficientie te behalen. Voor volledige electrolyse of photo-

electrochemische cell, zijn ook de eigenschappen van de overige 

componenten, zoals de cathode belangrijk.  

 In het laatste deel van Hoofdstuk 1 geven we een samenvatting over 

de progressie in het veld van moleculaire water oxidatie, met een focus om 

complexen gebaseerd op metalen besproken in deze thesis. We beginnen 

met een overzicht van de trends van ruthenium en iridium gebaseerde 

water oxidation katalysatoren. Over het algemeen presteren deze tweede 

en derde rij overgangsmetalen beter in termen van stabiliteit en activiteit 

dan de eerste rij overgangsmetalen, en oxideren water ook vaak bij een 

lager potentiaal. Eerste rij overgangsmetalen zijn echter veel minder 

zeldzaam en hierdoor ook veel goedkoper, dus er zijn zowel economische 

als academische interesses om efficiente water oxidatie katalysatoren 

gebaseerd op eerste rij overgangsmetalen te maken. Er zijn drie 

fundamentele redenen voor de lagere prestaties van eerste rij 

overgangsmetalen die alle drie geassocieerd zijn met de orbitaal structuur 

van de kern (Figuur 8.2). Aangezien eerste rij overgangsmetalen bindingen 

maken met kleinere d-orbitalen, is er een lagere overlap met σ-orbitalen, 

wat resulteert in snellere ligand dissociatie. Deze eigenschappen leiden tot 

minder stabiele complexen door de meer dynamische ligand coordinatie. 

Het tweede thermodynamische argument is dat π-orbitaal overlap hoger is 

voor eerste rij overgangsmetalen, waardoor de M=O intermediar een 

thermodynamisch dal is in de water oxidatie reactie. Een derde reden voor 

de lagere prestaties van eerste rij overgangsmetalen is kinetisch in aard. 

Aangezien deze metalen minder electronen hebben zal een oxidatie (of 

reductie) resulteren in een grotere veranderin in ionische radii. Dit zorgt 

voor een hogere reorganisatie energie, wat leid tot langzamere electronen 

overdracht. Na het bespreken van deze fundamentele eigenschappen van 

eerste rij overgangsmetalen die leiden tot lagere prestaties in water oxidatie 

in vergelijking tot tweede en derde rij overgangsmetalen, focussen wij op 

enkele trends in ijzer-gebaseerde water oxidatie en vatten we de progressie 
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in nickel-gebaseerde water oxidatie katalysatoren samen.  

 

Figuur 8.2. Thermodynamische and kinetische eigenschappen van overgangsmetaal 

complexen. 

In Hoofdstuk 2 belichten we de intrinsieke invloed van het water 

oxidatie mechanisme dat door een moleculaire katalysator wordt beoefend 

op de theoretisch haalbare minimale overpotentiaal, gebaseerd op 

schalingsrelaties normaal gebruikt voor heterogene katalyse (Figuur 8.3). 

Door deze schalingsrelaties hebben katalysatoren die het water nucleofiele 

aanval mechanisme volgen een minimaal overpotentiaal van ongeveer 0.3 

V, terwijl katalysatoren die het dinculeaire radicaal-oxo koppelings 

mechanisme volgen in principe onder een lager overpotentiaal kunnen 

werken (dicht bij het thermodynamische overpotentiaal). Hierom wordt het 

aangeraden om katalysatoren te ontwerpen die het tweede mechanisme 

volgen om efficiente water oxidatie systemen te bereiken. 
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Figuur 8.3. Schalingsrelaties dicteren een minimaal overpotentiaal van 300 mV voor 

katalysatoren die het water nucleofiele aanval mechanisme volgen, terwijl het radicaal-oxo 

koppelings mechanisme een lager overpotentiaal toestaat. 

 In Hoofdstuk 3 focussen we op de depositie van een chemisch 

geoxideerde moleculaire iridium precursor op indium-gedoopte tin oxide 

(ITO) electroden, dit resulteert in robuuste Ir@ITO anodes (Figuur 8.4). 

Electrochemische experimenten laten zien dat deze electrodes een 

chemisch reversiebele oxidatie golf hebben bij 0.7 V vs NHE. De Ir@ITO 

electrodes later electrochroom gedrag zien, ze zijn kleurloos onder 0.7 V en 

worden blauw na de oxidatie golf bij 0.7 V. Tijdens water oxidatie katalyse 

bij 1.4 V vs NHE is de electrode reeds weer kleurloos. De Ir@ITO electordes 

oxideren water met een stroom dichtheid van 0.5 mA cm-2 bij een potentiaal 

van 1.4 V vs NHE in een pH 2.3 buffer oplossing. X-ray absorptie 

sperctroscopie toont aan dat de iridium zich in oxidatie toestant IV bevind, 

zowel voor de oxidatie golf bij 0.7 V als tijdesn katalytische condities. Deze 

observaties suggereren een rust toestant van de iridum katalysator in 

oxidatie toestant IV en niet, zoals vaak aangenomen, een iridium(III) 

complex. We stellen een redox actief substaat/ligand mechanisme voor, 

waar de formele oxidatie toestant van de iridium kern niet veranderd. Deze 

vindingen kunnen helpen bij het verder ontwikkelen van iridium-

gebaseerde water oxidatie complexen. 
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Figuur 8.4. Oxidatie toestanden van de Ir@ITO water oxidatie katalysator. 

De ontwikkeling van water oxidatie katalysatoren kan worden 

geholpen door het postuleren van ontwerp regels. Decomposite van 

moleculaire complexen naar nanodeeltjes kan de analyze van de reactiviteit 

bemoeilijken, en dit kan leiden to incorrect geinterpreteerde mechanismen 

en ontwerp regels. In Hoofdstuk 4 laten we zien dat een nickel-gebaseerde 

water oxidatie katalysator, [NiII(meso-L)](ClO4)2, voorheen gerapporteerd 

te opereren als een moleculaire katalysator, uit elkaar valt om een NiOx laag 

te vormen in pH 7 phosphaat buffer tijdens langdurige katalyse, zoals 

aangegeven door electrolyze met een gecontroleerd potentiaal en 

electrochemische quatz micro balans experimenten (Figuur 8.5). 

Belangwekkend is dat de gevormde NiOx laag desorbeert van het 

oppervlakte van de electrode bij minder anodische potentialen. Hierom kan 

er geen nickel gedetecteerd worden op de electrode na electrolyse. Dit 

hoofdstuk demonsteert het belang van in situ characterizatie methoden 

voor katalysator decompositie en metal oxide laag formatie. Katalysator 

decompositie is sterk pH en buffer afhankelijk, aangzien we geen indicatie 

vinden van NiOx lagg formatie bij een pH van 6.5 in een phosphaat buffer, 

nog in een pH 7 acetaat buffer. Onder deze condities wordt de aciviteit 

toegewezen aan een moleculaire katalysator, hoewel de activiteit veel lager 

is dan de in situ gevormde NiOx laag. 
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Figuur 8.5. De NiII(meso-L)](ClO4)2 katalysator valt uitelkaar tot een NiOx laag tijdens water 

oxidatie experimenten in een pH 7 phosphaat buffer. Deze heterogene laag domineert de 

katalytische activiteit tijdens water oxidatie. De gevormde NiOx laag desorbeert van het 

electrode oppervlakte bij minder anodische potentialen. 

 In Hoofdstuk 5 laten we zien dat chemische oxidanten kunnen 

worder gebruikt om de water oxidatie activiteit van nickel-gebaseerde 

complexen te onderzoeken en rapporteren we trends die kunnen worden 

gebruikt om toekomsitg ligand ontwerp te verbeteren (Figuur 8.6). 

Belangwekkend is dat we verschillende trends in liganden observeren in 

vergelijking tot andere eerste rij overgangsmetalen. Als voorbeeld zijn 

nickel complexen met secundaire amine donoren acitever dan tertiare 

amine donoren, dit is tegenovergesteld voor ijzer complexen. Te 

incorporatie van een imine donor in een cyclam-type ligand resulteert in 

een nickel complex met de hoogste activiteit en stabiliteit, met omzet getal 

van 380 per complex en een snelheid van 68 min-1 per complex in een pH 

5.0 acetaat buffer met Oxone als oxidant. Initiele kinetische experimenten 

met deze katalysator laten een eerste orde afhankeliijkheid zien in oxidant 

en een halve orde afhankelijkheid in katalysator. Dit is een inidcatie voor 

een snelsheids bepaalende oxidatie stap, waarschijnlijk vooraf gegaan door 

een dimerische species die opbreekt om de actieve katalysator te genereren. 

Deze vindingen legen de fundering for het rationele ontwerp van 

moleculaire nickel katalysatoren voor water oxidatie, en benadrukt dat 

ontwerp regels voor katalysatoren niet altijd toepasbaar zijn voor 

verschillende metalen. 
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Figuur 8.6. Geobserveerde structuur-activiteit relaties for moleculaire nickel-gebaseerde 

water oxidative katalysatoren. 

 In Hoofdstuk 6 rapporteren we een nieuw multidentaat ligand, 

waarin een pyridne donor groep is vervangen door een meer electron 

donerende mesoionische carbeen groep. Het gevormde ijzer complex met 

dit ligand heeft sterk verbeterde eigenschappin in water oxidatie katalyse 

(Figuur 8.7). Omzet getallen tot 19000 en omzet snelheden van 800 min-1 

worden geobserveerd in zuurstof evolutie experimenten gedreven door 

Oxone als chemische oxidant bij pH 6.0. Kinetische studies laten een eerste 

orde afhankelijkheid zien in zowel Oxone als ijzer, typerend voor een 

snelheids bepalende oxidatie stap. Initiele electrochemische studies later 

zuurstof evolutie zien bij een potential van 1.7 V vs NHE, een 200 mV lagere 

potentiaal dan katalysator zonder de nieuwe donor group. Dit hoofdstuk 

benadrukt het belang van het ontdekken van nieuwe ligand structuren om 

het (water oxidatie) katalyse onderzoeksveld vooruit te helpen. 

 

Figuur 8.7. Substitutie van een pyridine donor groep door een carbene donor groep leid tot 

sterk verbeterde eigenschappen in moleculaire ijzer-gebaseerde water oxidatie 

katalysatoren. 
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 In deze thesis hebben we een uitgebreide achtergrond gegeven over 

moleculaire water oxidatie katalysatoren. We hebben geleerd dat er enkele 

fundamentele redenen zijn waarom tweede en derde rij overgangsmetalen 

beter presteren dan eerste rij overgangsmetalen en dat het mechansime dat 

een water oxidatie volgt invloed kan hebben op het minimale 

overpotentiaal waarop de katalysator werkt. We later zie dat in situ X-ray 

absorptie spectroscopie can worden gebruikt om mechanistisch inzicht te 

verkrijgen over katalysatoren verankerd op een oppervlakte. Hiernaast 

kunnen electrochemische quartz microbalans experimenten aantonen dat, 

onder bepaalde condities, een moleculaire nickel katalysator uitelkaar valt 

tot een metaal oxide laag. Deze metaal oxide laag is voornamelijk voor 

activiteit in katalyse. Een belangrijk punt is hier dat de metaal oxide laag 

desorbeert bij open circuit potentiaal, wat ex situ detectie voorkomt. Hierna 

geven we ontwerp regels voor nickel gebaaseerde katalysatoren, welke 

sterk afwijken van de andere eerste rij overgangsmetalen. Uiteindelijk laten 

we zien dat de incorporatie van een mesoionische carbeen groep in een 

ligand voor ijzer gebaaseerde water oxidatie leid tot sterk verbeterde 

katalytische eigenschappen. Met dit werk hopen we de ontwikkeling van 

eerste rij overgangsmetalen aan te moedigen, met een focus op grondige 

mechanistische studies en het ontdekken van nieuwe interesante ligand 

structuren.
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Ik heb 4 jaar een heel goede tijd gehad bij Homkat, mijn PhD was de 

leerzaamste periode tot nu toe, en altijd uitdagend. Normaal ben ik als 

persoon altijd zeer snel verveeld, maar onderzoek is geweldig in dat aspect; 

je kan altijd iets nieuws bedenken en weer met een leuk idee komen, wat 

ervoor zorgde dat de tijd altijd voorbij vloog. Uiteraard was het niet altijd 

makkelijk en leuk, maar gelukkig kon ik op de hulp en steun van heel veel 
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zowel praktisch als moreel, zowel voor afleiding als voor focus.  
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binnenlopen om ideeën en resultaten te bespreken. Het mooie van die 

vrijheid is dat ik tijdens mijn onderzoek aan enorm veel projecten heb 

kunnen werken in allerlei richtingen. Helaas tikt de klok altijd door, en was 

er nooit genoeg tijd om alles uit te voeren. Je was er altijd weer om focus aan 

te brengen (iets met een onderzoeksvraag!), bent super snel met 

commentaar/opmerkingen en je had altijd weer goede inzichten in elk 

project/presentatie/poster, ook al was ik hiermee al bij de halve groep 

langs geweest. Heel erg bedankt! Ik wil ook graag mijn co-promotor 

bedanken. Remko, jij was al vanaf het begin bij mijn project betrokken en 

ik kon het meteen goed met je vinden. Ik waardeer het ook zeer dat je nog 

regelmatig langskwam op de UvA nadat je bij ECN/TNO was gaan werken. 

Door alle discussies en de (bijna) volledig rood gemarkeerde artikelen die 

ik van jou terug kreeg is mijn thesis een stuk beter geworden!  

I also would like to express my gratitude to my PhD committee. Julio 

Lorret-Fillol, I think I used examples from one of your papers in at least 

half of all the talks I have given, and it was great to meet you in Italy and at 

the GRC. Your work inspired a lot of contents in this thesis (and even more 

projects that not finish work in time), and I am really happy that you are 

part of my committee! Bert Klein-Gebbink, het is mooi om te zien dat het 

werk wat jullie in Utrecht doen aan C-H oxidatie en ons werk aan 

wateroxidatie vergelijkbare liganden gebruikt, vandaar ook de twee 

samenwerkingen met jouw onderzoeksgroep met Jiaming en Eduard. 
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Bedankt voor de contributie aan hoofdstuk 5! Dennis, jaren voor ik aan 

water oxidatie begon, heb jij de fundamenten voor dit mooie ondezoeksveld 

gezet bij Homkat, bedankt! Tijdens alle conferenties in NL was het mooi om 

met jou discussies te hebben over het onderzoeksveld, en ik ben dan ook erg 

blij dat je in mijn commissie zit! Jan, jou enthousiasme voor scheikunde 

heeft mij geinspireerd tijdens mijn opleiding en PhD, leuk dat je in mijn 

commissie zit! Ning, you provide the much needed counterpart of to our 

work on water oxidation with molecular complexes. Thanks for being in my 

committee! Evert Jan, ik ben een grote fan van computationele chemie, en 

jouw werk met explicitie solvatie is in mijn ogen essentieel voor het 

begrijpen van mechansimen in water oxidatie! Bedankt dat je in mijn 

commissie zit.  

Ik wil ook graag de staff van Homkat bedanken voor al hun bijdrages aan 

mijn thesis en tijd in het groen gevoerde E-gebouw. Bas (de prof), aan het 

begin van mijn promotie heb ik erg veel gehad aan jouw kritische vragen! 

Jarl, ik ben blij dat ik geen Jarl-loze dagen hoef mee te maken in het E-

gebouw, veel succes in Duitsland! Tiddo, het is mooi om te zien hoeveel info 

jij uit kristalstructuren kan halen, nog veel succes met de suikerprojecten ;). 

Ook bedank ik onze technicians voor alle praktishe hulp, Erik (veel plezier 

als SciencePark veiligheidscoördinator!), Taasje (sport ze!),  Zohar (altijd 

in voor een praatje, en gelukkig nooit over scheikunde :) en Fatna. Ed 

bedankt voor alle massametingen en de nuchtere kijk op het leven! Andreas 

was altijd gezellig bij de borrels! Wel van de eerstejaars afblijven hè ;). 

Dan mijn paranimfen, Raoul en Arnout, wij begonnen jaren geleden samen 

aan de bachelor scheikunde, en na samen ook de master te hebben 

doorlopen zijn we alle drie bij Homkat beland. Ik waardeer jullie 

vriendschap zeer en het was mooi om het gehele traject met jullie te 

doorlopen! Ik had eigenlijk dag 1 al besloten dat ik jullie als paranimfen zou 

vragen, en ben super blij dat jullie mij bij gaan staan (/belachelijk gaan 

maken)! Raoul, wij hebben het samen altijd super gezellig gehad. Sinds de 

bachelor sporten we samen 3x in de week (of dat was de ambitie, meestal 

werd het 2x.. of 1x…), en het was altijd mooi om even na te praten over de 

dag/week. Hiernaast hebben we ons ook op zoveel mogelijk cursussen en 

conferenties misdragen, en waren we vaste kamergenoten. Dit ging altijd 

top, voornamelijk omdat we allebei niet heel goed zijn in op tijd naar bed 
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gaan en altijd voor nog een biertje gingen! Het resulteerde wel in enkele 

zware ochtenden, maar nadat ik zag hoe jij er aan toe was voelde ik me altijd 

weer een stuk beter ;). Ik heb veel mooie herinneringen aan CAIA (iets met 

snurken xD), NCCC (afterparty’s!), Italië (wat een wrak was die auto!) en de 

rest. Ook op borrels waren we vaak van de partij (behalve dat laatste toch 

wel zware jaar), en vermaakten we ons ook kostelijk. Op werkvlak konden 

we het ook altijd goed vinden en ik kwam altijd even langs met synthese 

problemen of voor jouw opinie op een plaatje. Top dat je mijn paranimf 

bent! Arnout, jij bent echt (veel te) aardig en (veel te) behulpzaam! Ondanks 

dat we een volledig tegenovergestelde persoonlijkheid hebben (volgens die 

test met 4 letters, jij hebt de naam ongetwijfeld wel onthouden ;), kunnen 

we het heel goed met elkaar vinden. Tijdens de studie wist jij altijd wat er 

moest gebeuren, en ook tijdens de promotie kwam ik vaak nog even langs. 

Ik geniet altijd enorm van onze spelletjesdagen (totaal geen 

thesisontkennend gedrag toch? ;), en hoop dat we er nog veel gaan hebben.  

De beste tijden in mijn PhD waren de tijden dat ik studenten mocht 

begeleiden, Bas (de docent), jij was mijn eerste student! Je begon aan een 

uitdagend project, over het bepalen van de immobilisatie sterkte van 

moleculen op oppervlaktes met behulp van elektrochemie, vol met 

frustraties over parafilm en kopertape. Ik denk dat ik in iedergeval net 

zoveel heb geleerd van jouw stage als jij. Marko en Rens jullie kwamen een 

maand meelopen voor een tweedejaars project. Ik dacht het perfecte ligand 

had bedacht om de beste ijzer gebaseerde wateroxidatie katalysator te 

maken. Het probleem; het ligand moest nog gemaakt worden, een perfect 

maand project! De realiteit was echter anders, en nadat jullie een maand 

keihard hadden gewerkt bleek de synthese toch iets moeilijker dan 

verwacht. Het was altijd heel gezellig met jullie op het lab, en stiekem miste 

ik alle ‘Units’ wel een beetje nadat jullie klaar waren ;). Ik vond het ook top 

om jullie nog bij de vrijmibo’s te spreken, ook al moest ik jullie telkens 

teleurstellen dat de nieuwe syntheseroute naar het ligand toch ook al niet 

werkte! Wowa, jij begon bij mij als masterstudent, en begon de eerste dag 

met de synthese van 6 liganden tegelijkertijd! Helaas lukte niet alle synthese 

(noch was er tijd voor), maar de toon was gezet. Uiteindelijk heb je een heel 

mooi nieuw ligand gemaakt, wat leidde to een super actieve katalysator! Nu 

nog geaccepteerd krijgen in Angewandte en dan kan je eindelijk die dames 

op date vragen ;). Ik waardeerde alle tijden na je stage dat je naar mij om 
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advies/progressie vroeg ook zeer! Titus en Steven, jullie liepen bij mij 

tegelijkertijd bachelorstage en het was een feest in zuurkast 66 en erbuiten 

deze 3 maanden. Titus, jij kwam bij mij project doen met een duidelijk doel 

voor ogen, je wou zowel experimenteel als computationeel aan de slag. Het 

computationele deel ging langzamer van start dan gepland, en 

experimenteel werkten de porphyrine synthese ook niet altijd mee, maar jij 

liet je er niet door beinvloeden en werkte keihard door. Het was erg mooi 

om te zien hoe snel jij de electrochemie door had, en mij veel vragen stelde 

waar ik toch niet meteen een antwoord op kon geven. Steven, jij kreeg het 

voor elkaar om 55 reacties te doen tijdens je bachelorproject op 3 

verschillende onderwerpen! Je bent altijd super enthousiast, je wilt weten 

hoe alles zit en bent geniet van de wetenschappelijke literatuur, allemaal 

zeer goede eigenschappen! Rens het was voor mij een eer dat je na je maand 

stage nog niet genoeg van mij had, en zelfs terug kwam voor je 

bachelorproject! Je hebt keihard gewerkt om toch wel erg duidelijk aan te 

tonen dat het idee van mij en Joost toch echt niet werkte... Met jou in het lab 

was het altijd erg gezellig, en na je stage was het erg stil (Rens praat meer 

dan de rest van het lab bij elkaar). Je kritische houding en hands-on 

mentaliteit zijn twee belangrijke eigenschappen voor een glansrijke 

carriere in de wetenschap (ook al ben je daar zelf nog niet uit ;)! Jeffrey, jij 

was mijn laatste student die ik heb begeleid tijdens mijn PhD, en je ging aan 

de slag met het verankeren van een ijzer complex. Het zat niet altijd mee 

met de synthese, en de analyse was ook lastig, maar je liet je niet uit het veld 

slaan. Veel succes met je master in Leiden! 

During my time in the E-building I had the honor to share lab E1.41 with 

some of the greatest people! Tessel, ik vond mijn tijd naast jou in The 

Danger Zone altijd super gezellig! Het was altijd weer lachen als een van ons 

weer eens onhandig bezig was, iets wat toch iets te regelmatig gebeurde ;). 

Nog veel succes met je carriere (#rotoxanenforthewin) en je kattenmemes 

(zeg nou zelf, wat is er nou belangrijker)! Ik maak mijn glaswerk schoon als 

jij weer een keer naar de labchiefmeeting komt, deal? Didjay!! Jij bent een 

bron van energie overal waar je komt! Was altijd leuk om weer met jou te 

praten over het lab en het leven! Sport ze! Also my thanks to the jolly 

Australian, Simon, for all the knowledge and learning me to just do stuff 

(still love the spectroelectochemistry in a pipet!). Your presence was sorely 

missed, although you mysteriously reappeared later. Wojtoesj, my 
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meticulous (non-melicous) polish friend, when you started in our lab the 

crazy level doubled! Quite an accomplishment regarding who already 

wandered around ;). David, our agent of chaos, a nice guy and the man of a 

million ideas (unfortunately we never have enough time in science!). Good 

luck wrapping up your projects in your final year! Tijmen, ik bewonder 

jouw enorm gestructureerde manier van werken, succes met het afronden 

en de hordes studenten! Binnenkort weer weerwolven? Tom en Marie (de 

Neus) veel succes met samenwonen, samen in het lab en hydrogenase 

mimics! Riccardo it was great having you around in the lab at the start of 

my PhD, I learned a lot from your way of work. I believe I still owe you a 

bottle of whiskey ;). Martin, bedankt voor alle hulp in het veld van 

wateroxidatie en nanotubes! Tijdens het begin van mijn PhD was je een top 

bron van informatie over alles in het veld, en altijd enthousiast over het 

onderzoek wat nog ging komen. Esther, super vrolijk en altijd enthousiast, 

het was leuk om jou aan het begin van mijn E-tijd erbij te hebben! 

Lab E1.41 might consist of the greatest people, but the rest of Homkat also 

sets a high bar. We had a million awesome borrels & parties (and less 

awesome cleanups..), a great time at conferences & summer schools and 

many BBQs, coffee/tea chats and much more. Roel! Vanaf het moment dat 

ik je sprak bij je sollicitatie kon ik het al meteen goed met je vinden, toen je 

tegenover mij kwam zitten op het kantoor was het feest al helemaal 

compleet (ook al weer ik niet of het rest van het kantoor het daarmee eens 

was :’). Was altijd top om discussies te hebben over van alles en nog wat, en 

jouw synthese kennis is niet te evenaren (evanals je random science feiten 

kennis..). En we moeten nog steeds onze 24h LotR/Hobbit en Domionion 

marathons doen (sorry voor de verslaving ;)! Kaj, de man van de wijn EN 

het vroege opstaan (ik snap nog steeds niet hoe dat samen gaat?), we 

begonnen (bijna) tegelijkertijd na de master met een PhD bij Homkat, en al 

snel veroverde we de koffiecorner met weekelijkse tostilunches! De 

wijnproevingen waren top en het was een mooie ervaring om samen de 

leidensweg te doorlopen die het afmaken van een thesis is. Snel een reünie 

doen bij Vaeshartelt? Eddy, our HomKat party animal, when you were not 

working you were always rousing people to go for drinks, concerts and 

Poland Rock! I greatly enjoyed our time together, good luck finishing all 

your (hundreds? of) projects! Xavier, you are a way too nice guy, and we 

had a lot of great times at parties and concerts, just take care with the white 
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wine ;). See you guys at the next Koyanisquatsi? Marianne, ik leerde jou 

kennen tijdens de BEC in Antwerpen (en niet tijdens een potje kaarten maar 

iets met Elco, Bas en shotjes! :), en sindsdien was het altijd gezellig. Het was 

altijd weer leuk om bij jou te komen eten, of als je weer van de partij was 

voor een feestje. Super stoer dat je uiteindelijk je eigen weg hebt genomen, 

en voor jezelf hebt gekozen! Komt allemaal weer goed :D. Herr Johan, onze 

Homkat knuffelbeer! Jouw lach werkt enorm aanstekelijk en het was altijd 

gezellig op de late momenten bij de borrels :) Cat, ik vond het erg gezellig 

om naast jou te zitten in het kantoor en je geeft top halloween feesten! Nog 

veel plezier met Flip en Noodle en bedankt voor de worm-cupcakes! Eline 

altijd aan het woord en paraat bij ieder feestje! Bin, the first thing I think of 

when I hear your name is great food! Thanks for all the tostilunches and 

Chinese lunches. Pim, altijd mooi om discussies te hebben over de 

wetenschap! Tot de volgende keer in de Amstelcampus ;) Xander, the 

sugarman, was altijd gezellig op kantoor en volgende keer word ik wel 

aangereden door een taxi ;). Klaas, oneindige motivatie en 

alcholconsumptie defineren jou, was top om samen met Raoul Homkampf 

te organiseren! Valentinos our man from Cyprus, was good to have you 

around! Felix mooi dat je de BBQ verantwoordelijkheid heb overgenomen 

van Lukas! Nicole, jij bent altijd gezellig bij de koffiecorner! Binnenkort toch 

echt die spelletjesavond een keer doen? Brian, jammer dat je niet wat 

eerder begon, was fijn om iemand te hebben om WOCs mee te bespreken. 

Kluwer, ik kan altijd met je lachen, en het was altijd mooi om elke keer weer 

diep op de stof in te gaan over welk onderwerp dan ook. Lotti, altijd 

enthousiast en altijd energiek! Heel typerend dat toen je voor een feestje bij 

ons langskwam per ongeluk binnenstapte bij een diner ergens anders in de 

toren. Shaotao, our man of pure determination, whether with sports or 

work! Pieter (mooie echem discussies!), Meiling (so cute!), Julien (I still 

remember that party many years ago, you should play the guitar more 

often!), Dirk (mooi dat je je draai hebt gevonden in Zaandam!), Jiang-Hua 

(you are so funny!) was great to have you at Homkat! 

Dan wil ik ook nog de brigade ex-homkatters bedanken, met wie het ook 

altijd erg gezellig was en die je altijd de oren van het hoofd kon vragen, 

waarvan ik er een aantal specifiek benoem :). Lukas (de bokser/ schone 

slaper), wij kennen elkaar al jaren, en vermoedelijk was jouw enthousiasme 

voor scheikunde een van de redenen waardoor ik voor de studie koos (ook 
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al ging het voornamelijk over de borrels ;). Super leuk  ook dat ik uiteindelijk 

in dezelfde onderzoeksgroep terecht kwam! Verder was het een eer om 

jouw paranimph te zijn en een top ervaring! Tot bij het volgende feestje! 

Fengshou! I had a great time when you were at Homkat, I learned a lot from 

you and it was amazing to have someone to discuss the field with! It was 

also great to see all the fishes you caught (and ate) in the Dutch waters :). 

We had multiple fruitful collaborations, and I hope to come and visit you 

and your son in China someday! Anne, altijd mooi om te zien hoe jij bent 

opgefleurd na de PhD! Nog veel plezier met Layla, Ryo (wat een cuties!) en 

Raoul (iets minder cute?) :). Monalisa, nog veel succes met Spark en 

bedankt voor de vrijheid tijdens mijn master stage! Sandra, great 

collaboration on the catalyst in a cage producing hydrogen with Rene 

(finally a paper together after so many failed projects ;))! Hopefully the next 

iteration will have a few more turnovers ;). Colet was altijd gezellig, nog veel 

plezier met Luuk in de VS! Vivek, the computer god, thanks for all the great 

discussions! Bid and Christophe, my silent, super friendly, office mates :). 

Paul, ik stond naast je tijdens mijn bachelor project, en heb toen veel van je 

geleerd. Waren altijd gezellige borrels en het was dan ook mooi om je nog 

op conferenties tegen te komen nadat je was begonnen met de IR business. 

Lastly, I want to thank my bachelor project supervisor, Rafael, you were a 

great inspiration for all my scientific endeavours, and thought my how to do 

research! Thanks for all the criticisms, input and help!  

I also had a great time with some people from the other research groups at 

Science Park. JP (geniet van je postdoc!), (X-ray)-Bas en Lukas (de artist) 

wanneer gaan we weer naar op ‘beamtime’ in Grenoble (of gewoon direct 

skiën)? David (enjoy Sweden and your heir!) and Michelle, thanks for the 

nice time at Diamond! Ties, het is altijd mooi om met jou over de 

wetenschap te praten. Nitish, I loved the discussions we always had about 

science and scaling relations, it is great to have you as a colleague and friend! 

Jurn, was top om samen paranimf te zijn, echt keihard gelachen! Maria see 

you at the next borrel, enjoy the Netherlands with Marco! 

Voor mijn PhD heb ik de scheikunde bachelor en master gedaan (gek he?), 

en ik heb erg van deze tijd genoten. Dit kwam echter vooral door de 

geweldige mensen die ik er ontmoet heb. Elco, wij raakten bevriend in de 

eerste maand van de bachelor, en het is nog altijd heel gezellig. Ik vermoed 
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dat we nog lang niet van elkaar af zijn, al is het maar omdat we altijd achter 

elkaar aan verhuizen ;). Deborah, ondanks dat ik geen fan ben van singstar, 

zijn het toch altijd erg leuke feestjes! Basje! Ik kan altijd enorm lachen met 

jou! Was erg gezellig tijdens de studie, en vind het nog altijd leuk om in 

Leiden langs te komen. Ook mooi dat ondanks de we in een andere 

onderzoeksgroep hebben gezeten, toch nog onderzoek aan een 

vergelijkbaar onderwerp hebben gedaan! Kyra, mooi dat je Bas aan de haak 

hebt geslagen ;), het is altijd weer gezellig met jullie! Nog veel succes met je 

promotie in Leiden! Dieuwertje, we komen snel weer eten, jouw kook 

kunsten zijn ongeëvenaard! Basilia, we zien elkaar de laatste tijd te weinig, 

maar was altijd leuk! Hier horen Arnout, Raoul en Marianne natuurlijk ook 

bij maar die hebben hun stukje al gehad ;). 

Naast studie/werk zie ik mijn middelbare schoolvrienden nog bijna elke 

week voor bordspelletjesdagen, biertjes drinken, vakanties, fietstochten, 

concerten en nog veel meer. Ik vond het altijd heel fijn om jullie weer te zien 

en de week af te sluiten. De avonden met jullie hielpen een hoop met mij de 

werkelijkheid in te slepen na een lange PhD week. Jurriaan, jij bent al jaren 

een van mijn beste vrienden en ik kan altijd met jou lachen. Jouw neutrale 

kijk op het leven werkt altijd ontnuchterend. Veel succes als meester Jur (en 

directeur, dat weten we ook allemaal :P)! Wouter, ik vond het altijd mooi 

als jij weer eens een concert had uitgekozen om heen te gaan en mij 

vervolgens verplichte om mij er in te verdiepen voordat ik ermee in mocht 

stemmen xD. Robin, jij bent een bron van willekeurige weetjes en 

sportkennis! Altijd leuk als je erbij bent! John, jij was er iets minder vaak bij, 

maar als je er was dan wist ook iedereen het ;). Is mooi om te zien hoe je je 

hebt ontwikkeld van een toch wel zeer onserieuze middelbare scholier tot 

een toch wel tamelijk serieuze dokter/cardioloog! 

Lukas (de archeoloog), wij zijn al sinds dat ik mij kan herinneren bevriend, 

en het is altijd nog erg gezellig als je weer eens langs komt met mooie 

verhalen over Artis en dergelijke of als we weer eens een wandeling maken 

;). Vita altijd leuk om weer met z’n 4-en de duinen in te gaan en binnenkort 

zullen Lukas en ik weer een keer voor je koken :). Niels, jouw toewijding 

aan je PhD en carriere verbazen me nog altijd (vooral het contrast met onze 

WoW tijd), nog heel veel succes! Zeer mooi dat wij elkaar altijd meteen 
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begrijpen ook al hebben we een totaal ander karakter en een andere kijk op 

de wereld.  

Ik wil ook nog graag mijn schoonfamilie bedanken. Ellen en Erik, de eerste 
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